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ABSTRACT

For the first time, through validation of the modified Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) method (in vitro ChIP), the direct binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter was demonstrated. This is a novel advancement on plant systemic acquired resistance (SAR)-mediated disease responses. The NPR1 protein (non-expressor of pathogenesis related gene 1) is a transcriptional co-activator and positive regulator of SAR, a long-lasting mobile defense signal found in plants. The pathogenesis-Related gene 1 (PR1) is particularly induced during defense response, and as such, is typically used as a marker for establishment of SAR in plants. Salicylic acid (SA) is a phytohormone required for SAR-mediated defense responses against pathogens. Recently, the role of NPR1 as a SA receptor was demonstrated; SA has been shown to directly bind to NPR1 through Cysteine 521 and 529 on the C-terminus region of NPR1 via the transition metal copper. The binding of SA to NPR1 results in disruption of the interaction between BTB/POZ and the C-terminus domains of NPR1. Upon SA-NPR1 binding, the C-terminus transactivation domain is released from the auto-inhibitory BTB/POZ domain, resulting in activation of the NPR1 transcription co-activator function, followed by PR1 transcription in Arabidopsis thaliana. Arabidopsis thaliana has an inducible defense system and is considered a model plant for studying disease resistance responses.

In the current research, NPR1 was demonstrated to bind to the PR1 promoter at two distinct regions, in the presence and absence of SA. In the presence of SA, the binding site of NPR1 was determined to be localized at the -636 to -646 base pair sequence; however, in the absence of SA, NPR1 was found to bind around the -790 to -833 base pair sequence. In addition, two distinct DNA binding domains were identified within NPR1, localized on the C and N-terminus regions. In the absence of
SA, the DNA binding domain within the N-terminus region, located between amino acids 110-190, was shown to facilitate the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter through the amino acid cysteine 150 (Cys\textsuperscript{150}) via transition metal. The DNA binding domain on the C-terminus region, located between amino acids 513-535, was demonstrated to allow the binding of NPR1 to the promoter of PR1 in the presence of SA. Two amino acids, cysteine 521 and 529 (Cys\textsuperscript{521/529}), were shown to be essential for SA binding to NPR1 and subsequent NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter. Furthermore, 4hydroxy benzoic acid (4-OH-BA), the inactive analogue of SA, has been demonstrated to be a potent inhibitor of NPR1-PR1 promoter interaction, both in vivo and in vitro, by competing with SA for NPR1 binding. Moreover, we demonstrated that other analogues of the NPR1 protein, NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4, are also recruited to the PR1 promoter. NPR4 showed a similar binding profile to NPR1, both in the presence and absence of SA. NPR2 and NPR3 were observed to only interact with the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. Both NPR5 and NPR6 were shown to forgo binding to the PR1 promoter, further confirming their role in plant developmental processes other than defense. In addition, the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter was demonstrated to be conserved among other plant species, including rice and maize. Both rice and maize NPR1 proteins were observed to bind to the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA and a metal co-factor, similar to Arabidopsis NPR1.

Our results expand our understanding of how NPR1 interacts with the PR1 promoter to regulate gene expression during SAR establishment. This study also revealed that NPR1-mediated SAR defense signaling is conserved among other crop species, which can potentially facilitate the identification of novel plant-priming compounds through high-throughput chemical screening procedures alongside the application of the validated in vitro ChIP technique as a primary screening method.
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION

Salicylic acid (SA) is an endogenous plant phytohormone mandatory for establishment of systemic acquired resistance (SAR), a broad-spectrum and long-lasting plant immune response that occurs following exposure to pathogens (Cao et al., 1994; Vlot et al., 2009). In plant immune response, the NPR1 (Non-expressor of pathogenesis related gene1) protein is responsible for positive regulation of SAR-mediated immune responses. The PR1 gene is a molecular marker for SAR; in unchallenged cells, its transcription is repressed by the TGA2 transcription factor (Zhang et al., 2003; Rochon et al., 2006). However, upon pathogen attack and subsequent SA accumulation, NPR1 act as a transcriptional co-activator, activating PR1 expression through the formation of an enhancesome with TGA2 on the promoter of PR1 and masking TGA2 repressor activity (Boyle et al., 2009; Rochon et al., 2006). Consequently, plants lacking functional NPR1 are unable to express the PR1 gene and activate SAR; as such, they are more susceptible to pathogen attack (Cao et al., 1994; Delaney et al., 1995).

Recently, two independent groups demonstrated that NPR1 is the receptor for SA (Wu et al., 2012; Manohar et al., 2015). SA binds NPR1 directly through two cysteines (Cys521 and Cys529) located in the C-terminus region (Wu et al., 2012) via the transitional metal copper. Notably, NPR1 is the first example of a plant transcription regulator that also binds copper. Binding of SA to NPR1 causes a conformational change in NPR1 and disrupts the interaction between the BTB/POZ and transactivation domains; the C-terminus transactivation domain is released from the BTB/POZ auto-inhibitory domain, enabling NPR1 to activate PR1 transcription on the PR1 promoter (Wu et al., 2012).
Various research papers have reported that SA-dependent, NPR1-mediated defense responses are conserved among multiple plant species, including tomato (Lin et al., 2004), wheat (Makandar et al., 2006), rice (Chern et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2007), soybean (Sandhu et al., 2009), banana (Endah et al., 2008), cotton (Zhang et al., 2008), and tobacco (Maier et al., 2010). However, the cysteine residues Cys521 and Cys529, required for the binding of SA to Arabidopsis NPR1, have been shown to not be conserved in NPR1 proteins from other crops (Wu et al., 2012).

Recently, additional members of the NPR protein family, including NPR3 and NPR4, were also shown to interact with SA and negatively regulate SAR (Liu et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2012). Indeed, Fu and co-workers (2012) postulated that NPR3 and NPR4 act as CUL3 E3-ligase substrate adaptors and recruit NPR1 for degradation by proteasome. However, despite the remarkable insights on NPR3 and NPR4 functions provided by different groups, the inconsistencies in pathology around the npr3 and npr4 mutant plants have cast doubts as to the reliability of these findings, as discrepancies in results have surfaced between reports submitted by different groups of researchers. For example, in research conducted by Fu et al. (2012), disease resistance results obtained for single npr3 or npr4 mutant plants were shown to not diverge significantly from those obtained for wild-type plants. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2006) demonstrated that npr4-3 and npr4-2 plants were equally resistant to bacterial pathogens as compared to wild-type plants. Contrastingly, Liu et al. (2005) reported that disease resistance in npr4-1 plants was compromised upon pathogen challenge. Chiefly, the redundant conclusion from these groups is that both NPR3 and NPR4 are associated with plant immunity.
1.1 Objectives

The goal of the currently presented research is to provide a better understanding of the role of NPR1 in SAR-mediated immune responses, specifically focusing on its interaction with the PR1 promoter, and the behavior of this complex. This research has broad implications, as the findings from the study of *Arabidopsis*, a model plant, can be applied towards other crops, including rice and maize.

Although preliminary results from Rochon et al. (2006) indicated that NPR1 is recruited to the PR1 promoter *in vivo*, the processes involved in the direct interaction between NPR1 and the PR1 promoter remained to be elucidated. Thus, the validation and subsequent application of an appropriate methodology could provide answers regarding the binding domains of NPR1, allow for localization of the NPR1-PR1 promoter binding sites, and clarify the role of SA and its inactive analog 4-OH-BA in these interactions. Furthermore, such a method could be used to determine whether NPR1 from different crops also binds SA through metal coordination, similar to *Arabidopsis* NPR1. Lastly, application of a reliable method could help define the role of other NPR protein family members, including NPR3 and NPR4; particularly, it could help answer questions in regards to their binding preferences, shed light on the relationship between NPR1, NPR3, and NPR4 with respect to disease resistance and SA interaction, and clarify inconsistencies in results obtained by different groups.
1.2 Outline

Chapter 2 offers a comprehensive literature review that provides general background information regarding plant immunity, focusing on systemic acquired resistance (SAR)-mediated non-expressor of pathogenesis related gene 1 (NPR1) and salicylic acid (SA) disease resistance responses. The second half of the literature review emphasizes the principles behind protein and DNA interactions, including recognition mechanisms, DNA topology, and the complexities involved in such interaction processes. Additionally, examples of different DNA binding protein families, as well as methods for studying protein DNA interactions, are discussed in detail.

Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of all methods and techniques used to generate the data presented in chapter 4.

Chapter 4 includes the most significant results on the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Section 4.1 explains the validation of the modified in vitro Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) method used to investigate the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Sections 4.2 to 4.5 illustrate the binding sites of NPR1 on the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA, as well as the effect of other SA analogs, including 4-OH-BA and INA, on the binding interactions of NPR1 with the PR1 promoter. Sections 4.6 to 4.8 focus on determinations of DNA binding domain locations on NPR1 in the absence of SA, and metal transition coordination. Section 4.9 emphasizes the specific characteristics of DNA required for NPR1 binding. Sections 4.3 and 4.10 expound on the relationship between 4-OH-BA and SA, as well as provide in vitro and in vivo observations of its effect on the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Section 4.11 provides evidence that other NPR protein family members also bind to the PR1 promoter. This section particularly focuses on the
importance of NPR3 and NPR4 in SAR-mediated immune responses. The most relevant findings regarding the role of the NPR1 protein in other crops, including rice and maize, are presented in the last section (4.12).

Chapter 5 provides a detailed discussion on the validation of the new modified ChIP method, including comparisons with other available methods for studying protein DNA interactions. The newly established model, which illustrates the interaction sites on the PR1 promoter and the DNA binding domain locations of NPR1 with respect to SA, is explained and compared with relevant literature discussed in chapter 2. Moreover, contradictory findings from the literature on the roles of NPR3 and NPR4 in SAR establishment, as well as their interaction with SA, are discussed and compared to the currently presented findings. Lastly, the role of the NPR1 protein in other crops with respect to SA and metal co-factors is explained and compared with relevant literature discussed in chapter 2.

Chapter 6 summarizes all major findings and suggests future investigations needed to further advance our current understanding of NPR protein functions in SAR establishment.
CHAPTER 2- LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The plant innate immunity

In their natural environment, plants are constantly exposed to a variety of microorganisms, many of which are pathogens. Unlike animals, plants lack specialized immune cells; when a pathogen attack occurs, the surveillance systems of plants act by recognizing conserved microbial structures or effectors that are released from pathogens. For example, the physical barriers of plants, such as waxy cuticles or lignified cell walls, secrete secondary metabolites that repel many potential pathogens (Fan and Doerner, 2012).

This surveillance system, in charge of detecting the presence and nature of infections, and the plants’ first line of defense against pathogens, is referred to as ‘plant innate immunity’ (Medzhitov, 2001). The surveillance systems within plants are present in the form of receptors, which allow for a suitable and rapid host-defense response to be triggered upon attack (Ryan et al., 2007). When this system is successfully activated in a given plant, it can limit the growth of pathogens (i.e., increased plant resistance), resulting in what is referred to as an incompatible interaction.

To counteract this response, some pathogens release specific effectors capable of disrupting the plant’s recognition pathways. A failure in recognition may lead to inactivation or a delay in the activation of appropriate defense responses, thus making the plant susceptible to infection, a process referred to as a compatible interaction (Jones and Dangl, 2006; Rasmussen et al., 2012). Generally, plants recognize pathogens through two different layers of receptors: resistance (R) proteins and pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) (Figure 1). Pattern recognition receptors, such as...
transmembrane receptor-like kinases (RLK) and transmembrane receptor-like proteins (RLP), form the first layer of recognition. In the *Arabidopsis* gene family, around 600 genes encode for RLK, and 57 genes encode for RLP (Segonzac and Zipfel, 2011). These receptors recognize the conserved structures of pathogens, collectively resulting in the activation of pathogen- or microbe-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs or MAMPs) (Segonzac and Zipfel, 2011). Plants PPRs respond to MAMPs or PAMPs and generate PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) (Figure 1), the process responsible for protecting plants from a wide range of pathogens (Nurnberger and Kemmerling, 2006). The second layer of recognition is comprised of *R*-gene encoded receptors that recognize effectors secreted from pathogens (Figure 1). Such effectors target different plant proteins associated with defense signaling pathways that lead to PTI suppression. At the same time, R proteins, which correspond to these effectors, activate effector-triggered immunity (ETI), generating a higher degree of defense signals (Figure 1) (Jones and Dangl, 2006). Effector proteins can develop escape strategies that allow them to go undetected by R proteins; as such, it is very important for R proteins to maintain their resistance role against pathogens. Any failure in keeping such balance may lead to an increase in the susceptibility of the plant against pathogens.

2.1.1 PAMP-Triggered Immunity (PTI)

At the local infection site of plants, there are multiple pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) tasked with recognizing PAMPs (Zipfel et al., 2006), such as flg22 (Gómez-Gómez and Boller, 2002), cell wall fragments chitin and beta-1, 3-glucan oligomers, and elongation factor Tu (Boller and Felix, 2009; Zipfel et al., 2006). Once the plant’s signaling pathways are activated through PRRs, PTI-associated defense
responses are triggered (Jones and Dangl, 2006) (Figure 1). Upon pathogen encounter and activation of plant defense response, FLS2 heteromerizes with LRR receptor kinase BAK1 (BRI1 associated receptor kinase 1), followed by phosphorylation of both FLS2 and BAK1, an essential step in transducing an appropriate defense response (Gomez-Gomez et al., 2001 and 2002). The FLS2-BAK1 signaling response triggers a MAP kinase cascade (Chinchilla et al., 2007), MAPKKK - MKK4/MKK5 - MPK3/MPK6, leading to the activation of transcription factors such as WRKY22 and WRKY29, which in turn results in increased resistance against bacterial infection.

In potato plants, the PAMP Pep-13 is recognized by PRR. Pep-13 are highly conserved 13-amino acid fragments localized in the cell walls of the Phythophthora species (Brunner et al., 2002). Upon detection of Pep-13, PTI is triggered, resulting in a series of downstream defense responses that include H$_2$O$_2$ accumulation, activation of both salicylic acid (SA) and jasmonic acid (JA) hormones, and expression of related defense genes (Halim et al., 2009). In Arabidopsis, the chitin elicitor-binding protein recognizes an element in the pathogen cell wall named chitosan; this triggers a MAP kinase cascade, and subsequently, the activation of defense signaling responses, such as the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), Ca$^{2+}$ and ion fluxes, callose deposition, and the production of the plant hormones jasmonic acid (JA) and abscisic acid (ABA) (Iriti and Faoro, 2009; Nicaise et al., 2009; Tsuda et al., 2008).

For successful pathogen resistance to occur, defense responses are coupled with the expression of related genes, the production of antimicrobial effectors, and the activation of the hypersensitive response (HR) (Pieterse et al., 2009). HR response causes rapid cell death at the local infection site, which leads to pathogen growth inhibition (Mur et al., 2008). Furthermore, hydrolase and hydrolase inhibitors are involved in PAMP-triggered immunity. After a pathogen attack occurs, during
recognition events, plants release hydrolases, including beta-1, 3-glucanase, and chitinase, to degrade the cell wall components of the pathogen, which subsequently activates PTI. At the same time, pathogens secrete different enzymes to degrade plant cell walls, such as polygalacturonase and pectate lyase. In response, plants release hydrolase inhibitors to degrade the enzymes that were secreted by the pathogens (Lagaert et al., 2009).

2.1.2 Effector-Triggered Immunity (ETI)

Pathogen effector proteins are able to suppress PTI and enhance the infection processes through adhesion to plant cells, degradation of plant physical barriers, and pathogen dispersion. Effector-triggered immunity (ETI) is a much more comprehensive process than PTI defense signaling, and activated by pathogen effectors called avirulence (Avr) proteins that are recognized by plant R proteins (Chisholm et al., 2006; De Young and Innes, 2006; Jones and Dangl, 2006) (Figure 1). R proteins are specific receptors similar to PRRs that detect general components of pathogens. Activation of ETI can also result in a hypersensitive response. Similar to PTI, after recognition events are triggered between plant R proteins and pathogen effectors, rapid production of reactive oxygen species and an increase in levels of Ca$^{2+}$ concentration occur in host plant cells (Nurnberger and Scheel, 2001; Greenberg and Yao, 2004). For example, in pepper leaves, transient expression of calmodulin (Ca$^{2+}$ binding protein) was observed to trigger a cell death-associated HR response following infection (Choi et al., 2009).
Figure 1. ETI and PTI regulation of plant defense responses

PTI is activated after recognition and perception of PAMPs (circles) PRRs. Following, the defense response passes a threshold for effective and maximum resistance. Subsequently, the surviving pathogens secret effector proteins (triangles) to suppress PTI, resulting in the activation of effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS). Lastly, the recognition of effector proteins by R proteins activates ETI (an amplified form of PTI), which directs a threshold for HR. This figure is adapted from Jones and Dangl (2006), with modifications.

2.1.3 Plant hormones associated with disease resistance

Plant hormones regulate a variety of developmental processes and responses to biotic and abiotic stresses. For plant disease resistance and immune responses, hormones such as Salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA), and ethylene (ET) play a central role. Additionally, other plant hormones associated with developmental processes are characterized, such as abscisic acid (ABA), auxin, gibberellin (GA), cytokinin (CK), and brassinosteroid (BL). These hormones have also been recognized as regulators of plant immunity (Denance et al., 2013). Plant hormones work together in a dynamic and complex network to govern and balance the environmental and developmental signals tasked with negating or limiting defense-associated responses (Denance et al., 2013). Biotic and abiotic stress signals can alter hormonal sensitivity or concentrations, leading to a new robust response by plants (Pieterse et al., 2009).
Phytohormonal actions greatly direct and transmit early signaling events that occur after pathogen infection into an efficient defense response. According to the type of pathogen attack incurred, different signals are sent from the infected area for synthesis of appropriate hormones at the site of infection (De Vos et al., 2006). Subsequently, a systemic defense response is triggered in distal tissues to protect the undamaged parts of the plant. This long-lasting response is referred to as systemic acquired resistance (SAR). Upon SAR induction, specific PR genes are activated, and SA is accumulated (Mishina, and Zeier, 2007; Van loon et al., 2006). Induced systemic resistance (ISR) is regulated by JA and ET pathways, and associated with the priming of defense responses against herbivores sensitive to JA (Pozo et al., 2008; Van Wees et al., 2008).

SA, JA, and ET have their own distinct functions. JA and ET are involved in resistance responses to necrotrophic pathogens, while SA is associated with biotrophic resistance (Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2007). The interaction between necrotroph and biotroph resistances is antagonistic; induction of one weakens the other (Feys and Parker, 2000; Kunkel and Brooks, 2002). In tobacco plants, the expression of salicylate hydroxylase was shown to result in down-regulation of SA, although this did not affect JA during HR (Mur et al., 2006). Furthermore, in Arabidopsis plants, upon infection with a biotrophic oomycete pathogen and subsequent SA pathway activation, JA-related defense genes were shown to be suppressed, further confirming the antagonistic relationship between SA and JA. The exogenous application of SA is highly associated with down-regulation of JA-responsive genes such as PDF1.2 (Koornneef, et al., 2008).

Although the majority of publications to date emphasize the antagonistic relationship between SA and JA, synergetic interactions have also been described. For
example, Truman et al. (2007) demonstrated that JA is associated with SAR establishment. In their work, they showed that JA biosynthesis activation and its related genes were critical for SAR establishment and resistance against *Pst* DC3000. In other work, conducted by Mur et al. (2006) using Arabidopsis plants, after lower concentrations of SA and JA treatments were applied, a synergistic effect was observed on the JA- and SA-mediated genes *PDF1.2* and *PR1*, respectively.

In the case of ET, its synergistic effect with SA has been well-demonstrated. For example, in tobacco ET-insensitive plants, ET has been shown to be critical for SA-mediated SAR after pathogen infection (Verberne et al., 2003). For Arabidopsis plants, ET has been shown to amplify the SA effect, leading to *PR1* activation (De Vos et al., 2006).

Abscisic acid (ABA) is yet another hormone important in developmental processes and disease resistance in plants (Asselbergh et al., 2008; Mauch-Mani and Mauch, 2005). ABA negatively regulates JA/ET pathways, since the expression of associated genes and JA biosynthesis is weakened by ABA (Adie et al., 2007; Flors et al., 2008). Additionally, ABA has also been shown to have an antagonistic relationship with SA; in work conducted on Arabidopsis plants, SAR induction resulted in suppression of ABA-associated genes (Yasuda et al., 2008). Similar to ABA, the hormone auxin is also involved in developmental processes. Auxin has been shown to interact with SA and JA/ET pathways in antagonistic and synergistic manners, respectively (Chen et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2006; Nagpal et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007).

Gibberellin (GA), a hormone that regulates plant growth through growth-repressing DELLA proteins, is also associated with pathogen resistance in plants. Navarro et al. (2008) showed that mutations of DELLA proteins led to an enhanced
resistance to biotrophic pathogens, suggesting that GA-related DELLA protein degradation is associated with enhanced SA signaling. Nakashita et al. (2003) established that brassinosteroids are also important in the developmental processes of plants, as well as their disease resistance mechanisms. In their study, exogenous application of BR activated a broad-spectrum disease resistance signal. The authors demonstrated that BR hormone is associated with plant protection against biotrophic pathogens, independently of SA interactions.

2.1.4 Induced Systemic Resistance (ISR)

Plants have developed induced and constitutive networks of defense systems that help them survive against pathogen invasion. Induced disease resistance is a “state of enhanced defensive capacity” activated by particular environmental signals that results in activation of innate defense mechanisms to protect plants against pathogen invasion (Choudhary and Johri, 2007). Typically, JA/ET pathways govern ISR. ISR is usually triggered by plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR), which enhance disease resistance in plants (Van Loon and Glick, 2004). Generally, rhizobacteria are beneficial to their host plant and do not cause obvious damage or necrosis; thus, the elicitor that they produce to induce systemic disease resistance is different from the elicitors produced by pathogens (Van Loon and Glick, 2004).

2.1.5 Systemic Acquired Resistance (SAR)

Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) is described as a broad-spectrum, long lasting disease resistance mechanism that is induced in plants by biotrophic pathogens. SAR induction results in activation of defense responses both at the site of infection and also in the distal tissues of plants, which are primed to trigger faster and
stronger defense responses upon pathogen challenge (Conrath, 2011). This phenomenon was first identified in 1933 by Chester, who noticed that local pathogenic infections caused immunization of distal tissues in plants. In 1966, Ross confirmed this induced response, naming it “systemic acquired resistance” (SAR). He observed that tobacco plants infected by tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) caused induced resistance in uninfected tissues. SAR is usually activated upon avirulent pathogen infection after ETI. Interestingly, Luna et al. (2012) showed that SAR immunity could also be transferred to the next generation of plants. Jenns and Kuc (1979) suggested that the long lasting responses of SAR take place in phloem. This theory was later confirmed in 1985 by Tuzun and Kuc: the authors demonstrated that the SAR long-distance signal was interrupted in tobacco plants upon removal of phloem post pathogen infection in the stem.

SAR is associated with accumulation of SA and increased expression levels of the pathogenesis related 1 (PR1) gene (Denancé et al., 2013). SA accumulation is critical for SAR induction and the transmission of mobile signals. In a study involving Arabidopsis ICS1 mutant plants lacking isochorismate synthase 1 enzyme, disruption of SAR activation was observed to occur (Wildermuth et al., 2001). As an SA receptor, the co-activator NPR1 (Non-Expresser of PR gene1) is essential for SA-mediated SAR induction (Wu et al., 2012). Until the early 1990s, reports by different groups suggested that SA was actually the mobile signal during SAR; however, Vernooij et al. (1994) provided experimental evidence that confirmed SA is not the long-distance signal in SAR.

2.1.5.1 Long distance mobile metabolites in SAR

Different mobile signals have been identified as responsible for transmitting
SAR responses from the site of infection to the remaining plant tissues. One of them is methyl-salicylic acid (MeSA), a volatile derivative of SA (Dempsey and Klessig, 2012). Initially, Park et al. (2007) showed that in tobacco plants infected with TMV, MeSA levels increased both at the site of infection and in distal tissues. Furthermore, they showed that RNAi silencing of the \textit{SAMT1} (\textit{SA-Methyl transferase1}) gene, which codes for MeSA synthesis, resulted in failure in SAR induction. MeSA in distal tissues is hydrolyzed by esterase enzyme. This results in the production of SA. Then newly synthesized SA, together with MeSA, initializes the downstream defense-signaling activation mechanism (Dempsey and Klessig, 2012).

\textit{Suppressor of fatty acid desaturase deficiency 1} (\textit{sfd1}) mutants have been shown to down-regulate SAR induction upon abolishment of SA accumulation and \textit{PR1} transcript levels following pathogen inoculation in \textit{Arabidopsis} plants. \textit{sfd1} mutant plants failed to synthesize glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P) (Chaturvedi et al., 2012; Nandi et al., 2004). Furthermore, Chanda et al. (2011) showed that G3P levels were high both at the site of infection and in distal uninfected tissues. Also, they demonstrated that application of G3P to \textit{sfd1} mutant plants resulted in SAR re-establishment. Based on these results, G3P was suggested to be involved in SAR mobile-distance signalling. However, upon application of $^{14}$C-labeled G3P to the local site of infection, a cease in restoration of G3P in distal uninfected areas occurred. Therefore, it was concluded that G3P is not the mobile SAR signal (Chanda et al., 2011).

Another metabolite that has been thought to be the SAR mobile signal is dehydroabietinal (DA). SA accumulation and \textit{PR1} activation in systemic untreated leaves were observed upon local application of DA to \textit{Arabidopsis}, tomato, and tobacco leaves. However, in \textit{npr1} mutant plants, SAR induction by DA was not
observed, confirming that the DA role is upstream of the SA signalling (Chaturvedi et al., 2012)

Similar to DA, Azelaic acid (AzA), when applied locally, resulted in systematic disease resistance priming. In contrast to MeSA and DA, AzA treatment to Arabidopsis leaves did not induce SA accumulation and PRI transcription (Jung et al., 2009). Upon joint application of AzA and pathogen to leaves, SA accumulation and PRI expression were shown to be stronger and faster than the observed results in plants that were only inoculated with pathogen. These results suggest that AzA is involved in priming defences rather than SAR mobile signalling (Jung et al., 2009).

Genetic studies previously showed that SAR induction did not take place in Arabidopsis dir1 (Defective in induced resistance1) mutant plants. However, SA accumulation, ETI, and PTI signalling responses were not affected in dir1 mutant plants; only PRI expression was compromised (Chaturvedi et al., 2008; Maldonado et al., 2002). DIR1 codes for a lipid transfer protein that has been shown to contain a protein-protein interaction domain. As such, DIR1 may be an important gene involved in interactions with other proteins, such as DA and AzA, for transmission of SAR mobile signals (Shah and Zeier, 2013).

In sum, numerous metabolites have been suggested to play a role in SAR mobile signalling. However, rather than a single metabolite, it may be possible that mobile signalling is comprised of multiple proteins and lipids that allow for the transmission of a signal (Gao et al., 2015).

2.1.5.2 SA biosynthesis and SAR

Synthesis of SA first occurs in the chloroplast; subsequently, SA is transported to the cytosol by the EDS5 protein. Interestingly, in work performed by Serrano et al.
(2013), mutation in EDS5 led to SA biosynthesis abolishment within the chloroplast. SA synthesis is regulated by the SARD1 (SAR Deficient 1) and CBP60g (calmodulin binding protein 60g) proteins. SA synthesis is understood to occur upon binding of these two proteins to the ICS1 promoter (Truman and Glazebrook, 2012). Zhang et al. (2010) demonstrated that in Arabidopsis cbp60g sard1 double-mutant plants, activation of ICS1 and subsequent SA production was inhibited, further confirming the critical roles of these two proteins in SA biosynthesis.

SA biosynthesis occurs through a shikimic acid pathway that creates two separate sub-pathways, both resulting in SA synthesis. These sub-branches are referred to as the isochorismate synthase (ICS) and the phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) pathways, both of which use chorismate as their common precursor (Figure 2) (An and Mou, 2011; Dempsey et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2010).

In the PAL pathway, PAL enzymes are activated upon pathogen challenge, converting phenylalanine (Phe) to trans-cinnamic acid (Figure 2). Four PAL isoforms exist within the Arabidopsis genome. In different studies, treatment of plants with a PAL inhibitor resulted in a reduction of SA accumulation, increased susceptibility to pathogen infections, and failure to activate a SAR response (Huang et al., 2010; Mauch-Mani and Slusarenko, 1996; Pallas et al., 1996).

The ICS sub-branch is associated with chorismate conversion to isochorismate through ICS, and conversion of isochorismate to SA via isochorismate pyruvate lyase (IPL) (Figure 2). There are two ICS isoforms in the Arabidopsis genome (Garcion et al., 2008; Strawn et al., 2007). Similarly to results obtained in the abovementioned PAL pathway studies, ICS1 mutant plants failed to induce SAR responses (Wang et al., 2014; Wildermuth et al., 2001). Together, these results suggest that SA synthesis is essential for SAR induction from both PAL and ICS pathways. However, the
factors that regulate the employment of the ICS and PAL pathways for SA production have yet to be characterized (Gao et al., 2015).

Figure 2. Salicylic acid (SA) biosynthesis in plants
ICS, isochorismate synthase; IPL, isochorismate pyruvate lyase; PAL, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase; BA2H, benzoic acid 2-hydroxylase. This figure is adapted from Gao et al. (2015) with modifications.

2.1.5.3 SA derivatives and plant defense

The majority of the synthesized SA found in plant cells is stored in the form of biological inactive derivatives. This process occurs through mechanisms such as methylation and glycosylation, among others. Examples of such derivatives are methylsalicylate (MeSA), and SA glucose ester (SGE) (Vlot et al., 2009; Dempsey et al., 2011). Similar to results obtained for SA, when tobacco and cucumber plants were
infected with pathogen, MeSA was found to accumulate in the phloem of leaves (Métraux et al., 1990; Park et al., 2007). However, Wu et al. (2012) revealed that MeSA did not interact with NPR1 with the same affinity as SA.

Furthermore, members of the benzoic acid family, including 3-hydroxy benzoic acid (3OH-BA), 4-hydroxy benzoic acid (4OH-BA), and benzoic acid (BA), have been identified in plants as SA analogues. The plant benzoic acid family is comprised of C6-C1 aromatic carboxylic acids associated with regulation of biotic and abiotic responses within plants. Biosynthesis of plant BAs starts at the shikimate pathway (Widhalm and Dudareva, 2015). This pathway is comprised of a series of seven metabolic chain reactions that occur in the plastid, where phosphoenolpyruvate and D-erythrose 4-phosphate are converted to chorismate. Chorismate serves as the precursor for the aromatic amino acids (AAA) L-phenylalanine (Phe), L-tyrosine (Tyr), and L-tryptophan (Trp) (Maeda and Dudareva, 2012; Tzin and Galili, 2010; Wildermuth, 2006).

4-OH-BA is usually referred as biologically inactive analogue of SA (Bi et al., 1995). It had not been previously shown to be associated with biotic stress responses or the pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins synthesis till Horvath et al. (2007) demonstrated the role of 4-OH-BA in increasing abiotic stress tolerance. In their work, administration of 4-OH-BA was shown to enhance the freezing tolerance of spring wheat and increase the drought tolerance of winter wheat. 4-OH-BA is formed through the phenylpropanoid pathway (Löscher and Heide, 1994) as well as directly from chorismate by chorismate pyruvate-lyase (CPL) (Kohle et al., 2002; Meganathan, 2001). In the phenylpropanoid pathway, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) converts phenylalanine to cinnamic acid (Bagal et al., 2012). The cinnamic acid is then converted to 4-OH-BA (Kohle et al., 2002; Smith-Becker et al., 1998).
4-OH-BA has been found in plants such as grapes, carrots (Sircar and Mitra, 2009), and oil palm (Chong et al., 2009). Antifungal and antimicrobial activities by 4-OH-BA have been reported in plants (Khadem and Marles, 2010). For example, synthesis of 4-OH-BA has been found to occur in carrot cells in response to fungal pathogens (Schnitzler et al., 1992). In other work, upon exposure of cucumber plants to pathogen infection, accumulation of both SA and 4-OH-BA in phloem were observed, in addition to brief PAL induction. However, injection of 4OH-BA into leaves did not activate disease resistance to pathogen nor accumulation of SA (Smith-Becker et al., 1998). Similarly, in carrot cells, treatment with elicitors enhanced PAL activity and 4-OH-BA synthesis (Schnitzler and Seitz, 1989; Bach et al., 1993).

Both 4-OH-BA and 3-OH-BA were not found to interact with NPR1 with the same affinity as SA in competition binding assays. These results were also consistent with their role in PRI expression induction in Arabidopsis plants, since both were shown to be poor activators of the PRI gene (Wu et al., 2012). Notably, 3OH-BA has been isolated in plants such as olives and grapefruit (Bendini et al., 2007), and found to forgo glucosylation.

Catechol, another SA derivative, is produced by the salicylate hydroxylase enzyme (SAH). Through this reaction, SA gets decarboxylated and then hydroxylated to produce catechol. When plants were treated with catechol, PRI expression was not induced (Bi et al., 1995). Furthermore, when challenged with pathogen, plants expressing SAH enzymes failed to accumulate SA or activate SAR. In other work, it was observed that upon catechol infiltration in tobacco plants, lesions formed by tobacco mosaic virus infection remained unchanged. However, when catechol was co-infiltrated with different SA concentrations, PRI expression was not reduced or changed (Friedrich et al., 1995). In transgenic Arabidopsis plants expressing the
bacterial salicylate hydroxylase enzyme SA accumulation was not observed to occur and plants became more susceptible to pathogen infection (Delaney et al., 1995; Gaffney et al., 1993).

First identified by the Ciba-Geigy Company, 2,6-dichloro-isonicotinic acid (INA) is a compound that induces disease resistance responses in cucumber against fungal pathogens (Kunz et al., 1988; Metraux et al., 1991). INA was shown to induce SAR signalling when sprayed on cucumber, pear, rice, pepper, and tobacco plants (Kuc, 1982; Metraux et al., 1991; Uknes et al., 1992; Ward et al., 1991). However, the INA response in Arabidopsis plants is somewhat contradictory; while some groups have reported that the INA response did not induce SAR responses (Bektas and Eulgem, 2015; Knoth et al., 2009; Uknes et al., 1992), other have reported that INA did not interact with NPR1 in binding assay experiments, nor induced PRI expression (Wu et al., 2012). INA has also been shown to compete with SA for binding to NPR3 and NPR4 proteins, in addition to reducing the SA binding affinity to these proteins (Fu et al., 2012). Wu et al. (2012) suggested that INA might work through a different pathway than SA to activate SA-mediated SAR responses.

Benzo-(1,2,3)-thiadiazole-7-carbothioic S-methyl ester (BTH), identified by the Ciba-Geigy Company as well, is another SA derivative, similar to INA. BTH is a potent SAR inducer; it activates SAR signalling responses in the same manner as SA (Kunz et al., 1997; Oostendorp et al., 2001; Schurter et al., 1993). In Arabidopsis plants, SAR activation by BTH is NPR1-dependent and interacts with NPR1 specifically in an equilibrium dialysis-binding assay (Lawton et al., 1996; Wu et al., 2012). In rice plants, WRKY45 transcription is associated with BTH-mediated SAR responses. In different studies, WRKY45-knockdown transgenic rice plants showed
reduced resistance to fungal pathogen (Bektas and Eulgem, 2015; Shimono et al., 2007).

A novel SA derivative, isotianil, has been identified by Bayer Crop Science AG (Germany) in a joint project with the Sumitomo Chemical Company (Japan). Interestingly, isotianil was shown to not exhibit any antimicrobial effect against fungus and bacteria when tested on media in vitro, but when sprayed in rice fields, a significant impact on disease resistance was found to occur against similar microbes (Yoshida et al., 2013). Additionally, Ogawa et al. (2011) showed that administration of isotianil on rice plants resulted in activation of enzymes involved in plant disease resistance, including phenylalanine ammonia-lyase, lipoxygenase, and chitinase. Isotianil is considered an important plant activator, producing minimal side effects on soil residue while demonstrating maximum efficiency against rice blast.

2.1.5.4 SA signaling components during SAR establishment

The biosynthesis and accumulation of the phytohormone SA is the most critical factor in the establishment of SAR (Denance et al., 2013). For example, Arabidopsis transgenic plants expressing bacterial salicylate hydroxylase (nahG), which converts SA into catechol, failed to accumulate SA and activate SAR (Delaney et al., 1995). Likewise, Arabidopsis sid1sid2 mutant plants failed to accumulate SA, and displayed an increased susceptibility to pathogen infections (Nawrath and Metraux, 1999). In addition to proteins that are involved with direct biosynthesis (ICS and PAL proteins) and transport of SA (EDS5 protein), there are other proteins such as EDS1 (Enhanced Disease Susceptibility 1), PAD4 (Phytoalexin Deficient 4), and NDR1 (Non-race-specific Disease Resistance 1) that are also associated with SA accumulation and SAR induction. Mutations in NDR1, PAD4, and EDS1 resulted in
slightly reduced SA accumulation levels, while mutations in ICS1 and EDS5 completely abolished SAR establishment (Feys et al., 2001; Ishihara et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2013). The SA-mediated pathway that leads to SAR establishment is dependent on a highly complex network comprised of different proteins. These include pathogenesis-related proteins (PR), Non-expressor of PR1 (NPR1), and TGA transcription factors.

2.1.5.4.1 Pathogenesis-Related (PR) Proteins

During SAR induction, SA accumulation results in the expression of pathogenesis related (PR) genes, both at the local site of infection and in distal tissues (Ward et al., 1991). As a result, PR genes are considered a marker for efficient SAR induction (Durrant and Dong, 2004). Altogether, 17 families of PR proteins have been identified. Among them, in Arabidopsis, the PRI gene is known as a SAR activation biomarker. Similar PRI genes have also been reported in other plant species. SA accumulation, and subsequently, SAR activation have been shown to induce the expression of PRI in 5 genes (Kinkema et al., 2000). Additionally, the PR8 gene encodes for a lysozyme associated with defense responses against bacterial pathogens, while the PR13 gene encodes for thionins involved in antifungal defense pathways (Van Loon et al., 2006).

Lebel et al. (1998) examined the Arabidopsis PRI gene activation by using deletion, linker-scanning mutagenesis, and in vivo foot printing of the PRI1 promoter. They successfully identified that a minimum PRI promoter length of 10 base pairs was necessary for PRI activation. Linker-scanning (LS) mutagenesis analysis demonstrated that mutation at around LS7 (mutation at positions –636 to –645) and in LS10 (mutation at positions –606 to –615) resulted in complete loss of inducibility to
INA (0.35mM) and SA (5mM). Deletion analysis confirmed that DNA sequences important for the induction of PRI gene expression were located between positions –698 and –621 upstream of the transcription initiation site of the PRI gene, since removal of sequences close to –621 completely abolished PRI promoter induction. Moreover, additional elements located between positions –815 and –698 also appeared to contribute to full inducibility of gene expression by INA (0.35mM). In vivo footprinting results were consistent with in vitro deletion and linker-scanning mutagenesis results; inducible footprints were detected at around the same regions (LS7 and LS10).

### 2.1.5.4.2 Timing of SAR establishment

The signaling events during establishment of SAR occur at specific times and are organized to make sure that pathways responsible for plant resistance to pathogen challenges are activated early and remain active long enough to suppress the infection, preventing it from spreading to the rest of the tissues. The PRI gene is usually expressed six to eight hours post pathogen infection, which can be considered a fast response based on the timeline of induced disease resistance; however, based on studies of gene inducibility by other stimuli, this response is considered a relatively slow response (Horvath et al., 1998).

The genes associated with SAR establishment have been categorized into two groups: immediate-early and late genes (Horvath and Chua, 1996; Horvath et al., 1998). The expression of immediate-early genes require pre-existing TFs; conversely, late genes involve de novo synthesis of TFs (Horvath and Chua, 1996; Horvath et al., 1998; Uquillas et al., 2004). Twelve different genes, considered as immediate-early genes, have been identified to be induced in Arabidopsis between 30 minutes to 2
hours post SA treatment. These genes are involved with protein kinases and transcription factors (Blanco et al., 2005).

2.1.5.4.3 Non-expressor of pathogenesis related gene 1 (NPR1)

NPR1 has been established as the main protein responsible for defense responses associated with both local and systemic acquired resistance pathways (SAR). As such, NPR1 plays a significant role in plant immunity regulation. As demonstrated in different studies, npr1 mutant plants, unable to contribute to SAR establishment or the expression of the SAR marker gene PR1, died when exposed to pathogen infection (Cao et al., 1994; Delaney et al., 1995).

Rochon et al. (2006) showed that NPR1 is a transcription co-activator; previously, it had been unknown whether NPR1 contained a DNA binding domain that would allow its direct recruitment to the PR1 promoter. The molecular mechanism of NPR1 that results in regulation of PR1 expression has been well characterized. In a study involving unchallenged cells, the baseline SA concentration was shown to lead to repression of PR1 transcription through the TGA2 transcription factor (Zhang et al., 2003; Rochon et al., 2006). However, after pathogen infection and SA accumulation, NPR1 was shown to induce PR1 expression. This mechanism is activated through the formation of an enhanceosome between NPR1 and the TGA2 on the PR1 promoter, thereby avoiding the TGA2 repressor function (Boyle et al., 2009). While the particular role of SA in the formation of the enhanceosome is still unclear, the formation of the enhanceosome itself has been very well characterized.

Mou et al. (2003) showed that in unchallenged Arabidopsis cells, NPR1 is sequestered as homo oligomer complexes and held together by disulfide bridges formed by cysteine residues. In other work, Tada and colleagues (2008) demonstrated
that the Cys\textsuperscript{156} residue is the critical amino acid in NPR1 oligomerization. Furthermore, they showed that the same Cys\textsuperscript{156} residue goes through a S-nitrosylated process by S-nitroglutathione (GSNO), resulting in oligomer formation. Wang et al. (2005) reported that while NPR1 monomers were found to be present in the nucleus of naïve cells, only small amounts could be traced. The presence and subsequent accumulation of SA in cells triggers thioredoxins to interact with NPR1; this results in a reduction of Cys\textsuperscript{156} residue and subsequent release of the NPR1 monomer, which then enters the cell nucleus for activation of PRI transcripts (Kinkema et al., 2000; Tada et al., 2008).

In regards to structure, NPR1 is comprised of an N-terminus BTB/POZ (Broad-complex, Tramtrack and Bric-abrac and Pox virus and Zinc finger) domain, an ankyrin repeat domain, a C-terminus transactivation domain, and also a nuclear localization sequence (Kuai et al., 2015). TGA2 interacts with NPR1 through its ankyrin repeat domain (Zhang et al., 1999). Boyle et al. (2009) showed that the BTB/POZ domain of NPR1 also interacts with TGA2, conceals its repressor domain, and converts the TGA2 from a repressor to an activator.

With the use of equilibrium dialysis analysis, Wu et al. (2012) showed that SA labeled with \textsuperscript{14}C binds to NPR1 with the same level of affinity as any other hormone-receptor binding. Interestingly, the same two abovementioned cysteines (Cys 521 and 529) are also a critical component of the direct binding of SA to NPR1 in Arabidopsis plant (Wu et al., 2012). The direct binding of SA to the C-terminus domain of NPR1 activates a conformational change, which results in disassembly of the NPR1 oligomer. Consequently, the interaction between the C-terminus and BTB/POZ domains is interrupted, releasing the C-terminus transactivation domain from BTB/POZ auto-inhibition. This results in conversion of NPR1 to an active
transcription co-activator (Figure 3). Two cysteine residues (Cys521 and Cys529) located on the C-terminal domain of NPR1 have been shown to be essential for this process to take place (Rochon et al., 2006: Wu et al., 2012).

With the use of two new high-throughput screening methods, Manohar and co-workers (2015) were able to demonstrate that NPR1 is one of the candidates that bind SA. The first method involved crosslinking of the photo-reactive SA analog 4-AzidoSA (4AzSA) to proteins in an Arabidopsis leaf extract, followed by immuno-selection with anti-SA antibodies, then mass spectroscopy-based analysis. The second method utilized photo-affinity crosslinking of 4AzSA to proteins on a protein microarray (PMA), followed by detection with anti-SA antibodies.

Recently, NPR1 has been discovered as a new receptor for principal phytohormone SA (Wu et al., 2012). According to these findings, NPR1 requires the transition metal copper for direct binding to SA, and as such, can be considered to be a metalloprotein. To date, NPR1 stands as the first example of a copper-binding protein acting as a transcription regulator. SA binding to NPR1 was shown to be sensitive to chelation by EDTA, which clarifies why NPR1 had not been identified as a SA receptor earlier (Wu et al., 2012). This is not the first time that the transition metal copper was shown to be important in hormonal signal pathways. Rodriguez et al. (1999) demonstrated that the hormone ethylene also requires copper to bind to its receptor, ETR1. More interestingly, mutations in the two cysteines (Cys521 and Cys529) located on the C-terminus of NPR1 were shown to disrupt the copper binding to NPR1, as well as interrupt SA recruitment to the NPR1 C-terminal domain (Wu et al., 2012).
Figure 3. Model of NPR1 binding to SA and transcription co-factor activation.

NPR1 binds to SA through transition metal copper and two cysteine residues (Cys^{521/529}) on the C-terminus region. This results in a conformational change on NPR1-Δ513 on the C-terminus domain. The interaction between NPR1-Δ513 and the BTB/POZ domain is interrupted and the C-terminus transactivation domain is released from the auto-inhibitory domain BTB/POZ. This results in activation of NPR1 as a transcriptional co-activator regulator (Figure adapted from Wu et al. (2012)).

2.1.5.4.4 TGA transcription factors

TGA transcription factors belong to the bZIP (basic region/lucine zipper) transcription factors family, and have been found in plants, fungi, and animals (Amoutzias et al., 2008). In particular for plants, they are associated with light regulation, pathogen infection, and flower development regulation (Kirchler et al., 2010). While the leucine zipper region is important for protein dimerization, the N-terminus basic region is required for DNA binding (Jacoby et al., 2002). The N-terminal basic domain found in TGAs is abundant in proline residues, and forms a fork that enables its interaction with the related DNA sequence. Particularly, the N-terminus binds the DNA major groove when the protein is dimerized. The DNA binding domain of the bZIP family of transcription factors is conserved in Asn or Arg residues, which interact with the DNA base sequences (Miller et al., 2009).

TGA factors bind to the as-1 (activating sequence 1) element located in PR gene promoters. The as-1 element is a 21 base-pair long DNA sequence, with two
TGACG motifs recognized by TGAs (Katagiri et al., 1989; Lebel et al., 1998). Within Arabidopsis, 10 TGA transcription factors have been identified, 7 of which have been shown to interact with NPR1 (Despres et al., 2000, Despres et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2000). These 7 TGAs interacting partners of NPR1 are associated with disease resistance responses based on their sequence similarity, and are clustered into 3 sub-groups. Group I includes TGA1 and TGA4, while TGA2, TGA5, and TGA6 belong to group II. Lastly, TGA3 AND TGA7 form group III (Shearer et al., 2012).

TGA1 and TGA4 have been found to either display a weak interaction with NPR1, or no interaction (Durrant and Dong, 2004), although Despres et al. (2003) clearly demonstrated that they interact with NPR1 only after treatment with SA. In their oxidizing stage, TGA1 and TGA4 tend to form disulfide bridges, which inhibit their contact with NPR1. However, when they are reduced, the formed disulfide bridges disrupt, and TGA1 and TGA4 become free to interact with NPR1 (Despres et al., 2003). Within TGA1, two cysteine residues (Cys$^{260}$ and Cys$^{266}$) have been identified as important amino acids associated with the inhibition of the interaction with NPR1 before SA treatment; in work conducted by Despres et al. (2003), the interaction of TGA1 with NPR1 was observed when these two residues were mutated. In vitro studies, Lindermayr et al. (2010) demonstrated that TGA1 is S-nitrosylated at the position of these Cys residues (Cys$^{260}$ and Cys$^{266}$) in vitro, although they did not provide in vivo experimental evidences for the existence of such reactions. This reaction leads to an increase in the affinity of the TGA1 DNA binding to the as-l element in the presence of NPR1.

In other work, TGA3 and TGA7 were shown to interact with NPR1 (Despres et al., 2000). They both bind the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA and NPR1.
(Johnson et al., 2003). Later, Kersawani et al. (2007) showed that both TGA3 and TGA7 are mainly involved with basal resistance and are less important in expression of PR gene activation.

TGA2, TGA5, and TGA6 belong to class III of bZIP transcription factors in Arabidopsis. They are able to interact with NPR1 for activation and repression of the PR gene (Boyle et al., 2009; Despres et al., 2000; Rochon et al., 2006). Even though they are in the same cluster, TGA2 and TGA6 do not have similar functions. For example, Kesarwani et al. (2007) demonstrated that TGA6 is able to induce PR gene expression in the tga2 mutant Arabidopsis plant. In the absence of SAR, both TGA5 and TGA6 bind to the as-1 element of the PR1 promoter and interact with TGA2, which represses their function. However, after SAR induction, NPR1 interacts with them, changing them into positive regulators (Despres et al., 2003; Kesarwani et al., 2007; Rochon et al., 2006).

2.1.5.4.4.1 TGA2

The Arabidopsis PR1 promoter holds two cis-acting elements, referred to as linker scanning 5 (LS5) and LS7, both which contain a TGACG binding sequence. Boyle et al. (2009) showed that TGA2 binds both the LS5 and LS7 elements with similar affinity in vitro. In this work, the authors demonstrated that while a mutation in LS7 abolished PR gene expression, a mutation in LS5 instead induced PR gene transcripts in the absence of both SA and INA treatment. This confirmed that the LS7 and LS5 elements have each their own regulatory function (Lebel et al., 1998). In other work, Rochon et al. (2006) showed that TGA2 binds to the PR1 promoter both in resting and SA-induced states. However, due to the short distance sequence between LS5 and LS7 positions within PR1 promoter, researchers were unable to
make a determination as to which of these elements binds to TGA2. In this regard, Boyle et al. (2009 and 2010) hypothesized that in oligomer form, TGA2 is perhaps able to bind to both LS5 and LS7 elements, which would result in LS7 protection in the absence of SA.

In another study, when triple mutants tga2tga5tga6 plants were treated with INA (synthetic analog of SA) or a pathogen infection, they displayed a compromised SAR response; these results indicate that TGA2 is very important in PRI gene regulation. At the same time, the same triple mutants plant exhibited a high basal PRI transcript level, suggesting that TGA2 might act as a repressor, negatively regulating the transcription (Zhang et al., 2003). Rochon et al. (2006) demonstrated that when TGA2 interacts with NPR1 and forms an enhancesome, it acts as a transcriptional activator. In a related study, Boyle et al. (2009) confirmed that TGA2 has a dual purpose: under resting conditions, TGA2 acts as a constitutive repressor and binds to the PR1 promoter as an oligomer, repressing the expression of the PR gene. Conversely, in the presence of SA, TGA2 interacts with BTB/POZ and 2 ankrin repeat domains of NPR1, which results in the formation of a steady NPR1-TGA2-DNA complex. In this case, most probably, TGA2 binds to the PR1 promoter and to NPR1 as a dimer (Boyle et al., 2009).

Rochon et al. (2006) demonstrated that the only N-terminal domain of TGA2 is insufficient to repress PR gene activity. However, the N-terminal basic domain interacts with other domains to act as a repressor. More interestingly, Boyle et al. (2009) later determined that TGA2, through its leucine zipper domain, can form different structures such as oligomers and dimers; these conformational changes allow its binding to the LS7 element on the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. EMSA experiments demonstrated that the full-length TGA2 protein forms two distinct
complexes with LS7 + LS5 probes; however, they observed that the TGA2 construct that lacked the N-terminus domain only formed a single complex. These results further supported previous data confirming that the N-terminal basic domain of TGA2 is critical for the formation of complexes on DNA (Boyle et al., 2009).

2.1.5.4.5 Other members of the NPR protein family in *Arabidopsis*

In *Arabidopsis*, the NPR family is composed of NPR1 plus five other NPR1-like genes, named NPR1, NPR2, NPR3, NPR4, NPR5 (BLADE-ON-PETIOLE2 (BOP2)), and NPR6 (BLADE-ON-PETIOLE1 (BOP1)) (Hepworth et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005; Norberg et al., 2005). The BTB/POZ and ankyrin repeat domains are conserved among all NPR family proteins, while the critical cysteine residues associated with redox regulation are common in each of the NPR proteins (Hepworth et al., 2005).

2.1.5.4.5.1 NPR5 and NPR6

Among the NPR family proteins, NPR1, NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4 are very similar in structure, sharing common ancestors among them (Shi et al., 2013). However, NPR5 and NPR6 belong to a different sub-clade, sharing approximately 83.1% of their sequence identity (Table S1) (Khan et al., 2014). BOP1 and BOP2 proteins have redundant functions in plant developmental processes; in *Arabidopsis*, their functions were initially identified as floral and leaf patterning (Jun et al., 2010; Saleh et al., 2011). Recently, these two proteins have been shown to have other functions within the plant, including root nodulation structures, inflorescence, and leaf morphogenesis (khan et al., 2014). The developmental function was identified in a study involving *bop1 bop2 Arabidopsis* double mutant plants; in this study, plants
displayed leafy petioles and loss of floral abscission proteins (Hepworth et al., 2005). Through microarray studies in Arabidopsis, Shi et al. (2013) demonstrated that BOP2 (NPR5) was mostly expressed in pollen, hypocotyl, petiole, and shoot apex; however, weak expressions were also reported for other organs. BOP1 (NPR6) expression was found to be weak in the majority of organs, with the exception of petiole, where a high expression was found (Jun et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2014).

2.1.5.4.5.2 NPR2

NPR2 shares the highest sequence similarity with NPR1 compared with other NPR proteins. While the functions associated with NPR2 proteins have not been characterized to date (Canet et al., 2010), a poster abstract submitted to the American Society of Plant Biologists by Racki (2003) revealed interesting data concerning NPR2. In this work, NPR2 was shown to be also involved in Arabidopsis defense responses. The npr2 mutant plant showed constitutive expression of PRI gene, in addition to unusual expression of the JA/ET pathway marker gene PDF1.2. In experiments involving double mutant npr1 npr2 plants, PRI gene expression was completely abolished. As a conclusion, the abstract reported that NPR2 links the JA/ET signaling pathways and PR gene expression both in the presence and absence of NPR1. However, the information from this abstract has not yet been published in the literature.

2.1.5.4.5.3 NPR3 and NPR4

NPR1 has been well-established as a positive regulator of SAR in Arabidopsis plant. Additionally, two other members of the NPR protein family, NPR3 and NPR4, have also been shown to be involved in defense responses by negatively regulating
SAR (Fu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006). Protein alignment studies have shown that NPR3 and NPR4 share approximately 34.5 and 36.0% sequence similarities with NPR1, respectively (Table S1), with the conservative region located in the BTB/POZ and ankyrin repeats (Figure S6) (Liu et al., 2005). Additionally, NPR1, NPR3, and NPR4 share four conserved cysteine residues in their BTB/POZ domain, and also five basic amino acids in their C-terminus region that might be associated with their nuclear localization (Shi et al., 2013).

Through microarray analysis, Shi et al. (2013) showed that expression of these three proteins takes place at various locations within the Arabidopsis plant. While NPR1 expression was only found to occur in leaf tissue, NPR3 expression was observed in young flowers, and NPR4 expression was only detected in roots and mature siliques of flower. A more detailed analysis revealed that interactions between TGA2 and the proteins NPR3 and NPR4 occurred in the nucleus (Zhang et al., 2006). However, contradictory reports have been published regarding NPR1 localization. For instance, NPR1 has been reported as being localized both in plant nucleus (Kinkema et al., 2000) and in cytoplast (Després et al., 2000).

Liu et al. (2005) showed that disease resistance responses were compromised in npr4-1 mutant Arabidopsis plants after fungi and bacterial infection. On the other hand, another study, conducted by Zhang et al. (2006), observed that npr4-3 and npr4-2 mutant plants were not affected by bacterial pathogen, and that npr3-1 npr4-3 mutant plants showed more resistance to infection. Fu et al. (2012) further confirmed the results obtained by Zhang et al. (2006) by demonstrating that the SAR signaling responses in single mutant npr3 or npr4 did not differ greatly from the Arabidopsis wild-type plant. Additionally, they observed that the npr3npr4 double mutant plants displayed increased resistance in both basal and SAR-induced levels.
Shi et al. (2013) also observed that when inoculated with a bacterial pathogen, the npr3-3 mutant displayed similar bacterial growth to wild-type plants. These results were consistent with previous data; however, their findings also revealed that transgenic Arabidopsis plants that exhibited an overexpression of NPR3 were more susceptible to bacterial infection. The inconsistencies in findings between these groups may be attributed to the use of different mutant alleles of NPR3 and NPR4, although all findings confirmed the same role for both NPR3 and NPR4 in plant immunity (Kuai et al., 2015).

In 2012, Fu and colleagues proposed a model describing the interaction between NPR1, NPR3, and NPR4 with respect to SA and SAR signalling. Their findings demonstrated that NPR4 acts as a CUL3 E3-ligase substrate in resting cells and interacts with NPR1, resulting in NPR1 degradation targeting by ubiquitin proteasome. However, when SA is accumulated in cells and SAR is activated, the NPR4 binds SA, interrupting the interaction between NPR4/NPR1; consequently, NPR1 degradation is abolished. Conversely, NPR3 binds to SA and interacts with NPR1, which is followed by a restart in NPR1 ubiquitylation and degradation. Based on the proposed model by Fu et al. (2012), NPR4 regulates NPR1 degradation in unchallenged cells, and similar to NPR4, NPR3 is also involved with NPR1 degradation, but in SAR-induced cells.

Despite the remarkable insights provided by the model proposed by Fu et al. (2012), Kuai et al. (2015) provided clear explanations that reject the model. Foremost, the model has been critiqued owing to missing clarifications regarding the mechanisms that allow NPR3 and NPR4 to bind to SA, and as to whether any conformational changes occur, similar to any hormone receptor interaction. Secondly, contradicting the results obtained by Fu et al. (2012), where the authors offered
experimental evidence that NPR1 does not bind SA, Kuai et al. (2015) refuted these findings by presenting results from two independent studies that clearly confirmed that NPR1 interacts with SA (Manohar et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2012). Thirdly, knowing that SA binds NPR1 with high affinity through the transition metal copper, the original model failed to demonstrate that the interaction between NPR1 with NPR3/NPR4 is due to SA binding to NPR1 or NPR3/NPR4. In opposition to this model, Kuai and colleagues suggested that perhaps NPR1 would operate between NPR3 and NPR4 to direct the occurrence of any interactions among these three proteins (Kuai et al., 2015). To support this theory, the authors highlight that NPR1 is the only protein among all the three proteins that has been shown to go under conformational change similar to any other hormone receptor interaction (Wu et al., 2012). Further, PR1 gene expression in unchallenged cells was revealed to be higher in npr3 mutants and at about the same level in npr4 mutants when compared to wild-type plants. However, expression levels were found to be relatively higher in double mutant npr3npr4 plants compared to those found for single mutants of npr3 and npr4, as well as in wild-type plants. These results are not in agreement with the model proposed by Fu et al. (2012); based on the model, a similar level of PR1 expression would be expected in npr4 single mutants and npr3npr4 double mutants, while PR1 induction levels should be similar in npr3 single mutants and wild-type plants (Kuai et al., 2015).

2.1.5.4.6 NPR1 in other plant species

Homologues of Arabidopsis NPR1 (AtNPR1) (Cao et al., 1998) have been identified in crop plants such as cotton (Zhang et al., 2008), rice (Chern et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2007), soybean (Sandhu et al., 2009), banana (Endah et al., 2008; Zhao et
al., 2009), rosaceous tree (Pilotti et al., 2008), apple (Malnoy et al., 2007), and grapevine (Henanff et al., 2009). Additionally, overexpression of \( At \)NPR1 in rice, tomato, wheat, and apple was shown to increase disease resistance responses to fungal and bacterial pathogens (Chern et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2004; Makandar et al., 2006; Malnoy et al., 2007).

The NPR1 gene has been cloned and characterized in Sugarcane \( (Saccharum \) spp. hybrids) \( (Sc) \)NPR1). It has been shown to share an 83% sequence identity with NPR1 from maize \( (Zm) \)NPR1), as well as display a very close relationship with NPR1 from banana \( (Md) \)NPR1). As in any other NPR1 protein, it contains a BTB/POZ zinc finger domain, ankyrin repeats, and basic amino acids in its C-terminal region for nuclear localization. In a study conducted by Chen et al. (2012), the expression level of \( Sc \)NPR1 was induced after SA treatment and fungal pathogen challenge; these findings suggest that \( Sc \)NPR1 might also be associated with SA-mediated defense signaling pathways.

Furthermore, the NPR1 in rice \( (Oriza \) sativa)\( (Os) \)NPR1) plants has also been shown to be involved in defense signaling responses. Overexpression of \( At \)NPR1 in transgenic rice plants was shown to enhance defense responses against the rice blight bacterial pathogen. Similar to \( Arabidopsis \), TGA transcription factors of rice were shown to interact with NPR1. Although high levels of endogenous SA have been observed in rice plants under a resting state (Silverman \ et al., 1995), bur rice and \( Arabidopsis \) NPR1 proteins were revealed to conserve responses to disease resistance (Chern et al., 2001; Sugano et al., 2010).

Two copies of NPR1 have been identified in soybean \( (Glycine \) max); \( Gm \)NPR1 and \( Gm \)NPR2. Overexpression of these proteins in transgenic soybean plants showed enhanced disease resistance against pathogen infection and \( PRI \)
expression induction. Similar to *AtNPR1*, expression levels of *GmNPR1* and *GmNPR2* were induced after SA treatment, suggesting that SA-mediated SAR signaling is also conserved in soybean plants (Sandhu et al., 2009).

*NPR1* from cotton (*Gossypium hirsutum*) (*GhNPR1*) displayed 52.98% and 52.32% sequence similarity with *Arabidopsis* and tobacco *NPR1* proteins, respectively. Similar to the findings regarding *OsNPR1a*, the same BTB/POZ domain, ankyrin repeats, and nuclear localization signals were found in *GhNPR1*. The mRNA levels of *GhNPR1* were found to be induced in response to SA administration and pathogen challenge (Zhang et al., 2008).

Two copies of NPR1-like genes have been found in banana (*Musa*), *MNPR1A* and *MNPR1B*, with both genes shown to be very sensitive to SA treatment and pathogen infection. However, the *MNPR1B* responses were found to be much stronger compared with the responses obtained for the *MNPR1A* gene. These results suggested that the SA-mediated SAR pathways might be also conserved in banana, as observed in other plant species (Endah et al., 2008).

Although the cysteine residues (Cys^{521/529}) found to be critical for SA perception by NPR1 in *Arabidopsis* are not conserved among plant species such as rice, tobacco, cacao, and cotton (Wu et al., 2012), the NPR1 proteins in these crops have been shown to be sensitive to SA treatments. These findings suggest that metal binding and SA perception in these crops occurs through a process that involves other amino acids with electronegative property; as such, the NPR1-SA binding activity would be expected to occur in a similar way among plant species, although the particulars of the connection would be different in each crop, based on the particular requirements within that crop (Wu et al., 2012).
2.2 Protein-DNA interaction

Protein and DNA are the most significant biomolecules in any living organisms; the DNA stores genetic information, while proteins are responsible for the regulation of life mechanisms. Accordingly, the interactions that occur between DNA and protein are fundamental in the regulation of many different biological processes (Rohs et al., 2010). Interactions between proteins and nucleic acids are categorized into two groups: specific and non-specific interactions. In non-specific interactions, the sequence order of nucleotides is unimportant, as long as a binding interaction occurs. Conversely, specific interactions are regulated by sequence recognition (base readout), as well as the geometries of both protein and DNA (shape readout) (Rohs et al., 2010).

Interactions between protein and DNA occur through physical forces such as electrostatic interactions (e.g., salt bridges), dipolar interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonding), and entropic effects (e.g., hydrophobic interactions, dispersion forces involving base stacking) (Rohs et al., 2010). These forces play an important role in binding of proteins to a specific or non-specific sequence of nucleic acids. The affinity and specificity of a specific protein-nucleic acid interaction can be further enhanced by protein oligomerization or the formation of multiple protein complexes, such as the transcription initiation complex (Strauch, 2001).

Protein-DNA interactions are generally regulated by an α-helix motif in the protein that inserts itself into the major groove of the DNA. This allows for recognition to take place, permitting interactions to occur with a specific base sequence through the formation of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds. Each individual protein that binds to DNA or RNA has a distinct conserved domain in its tertiary structure that contributes to the binding process. Depending on its structure, a protein
can have multiple repeats of the same binding domain. Common DNA binding domains within proteins are helix-turn-helix, helix-loop-helix, zinc fingers, and leucine zipper (Siggers and Gordon, 2013).

2.2.1 Principals of protein-DNA recognition

Interactions between protein-DNA are highly dependent on the three-dimensional structures of both interacting partners. Similar to other macromolecular interactions, the forces that contribute to the protein-DNA complex formation are quite weak; as such, the sum of multiple forces is required to achieve overall affinity (Rohs et al., 2010). The most recognizable among these forces is electrostatic force; this is due to the polyanion nature of nucleic acids and binding proteins with positively charged amino acids, such as lysine and arginine. Polar interactions are also common, including water-mediated hydrogen bonds, which play a key role in the sequence specificity of binding. In addition, the primary status of individual proteins and DNA is a very important factor in these interactions, as complex formations can cause changes in flexibility and conformation in either or both (Garvie and Wolberger, 2001).

The simplest and most direct way for proteins to recognize a specific sequence in DNA is to bind in the major groove and examine the features of the bases that are presented; this would allow the protein to make favorable contacts with the correct sequence. The minor groove of DNA is less interesting in this respect, since all four bases show hydrogen bond acceptors in similar locations (Rohs et al., 2009), hindering the protein molecules from distinguishing between bases. In 1959, Zubay and Doty proposed that the alpha (α) helix found in proteins fits very well into the major groove of B-form DNA. In contrast to the major groove of B-form DNA, the
major groove of A-form DNA is characterized by a deeper and narrower structure, and thus less accessible to binding proteins. In indirect sequence recognition (readout) by proteins, the DNA sequences are recognized based on sequence-dependent differences in flexibility and structural factors, such as groove width and particular twists between base pairs (Rohs et al., 2010).

The recognition mechanisms between protein and DNA are categorized into two major classes, including shape and base readouts, and are further subdivided into groups.

2.2.1.1 Base readout

Base readout, which refers to the process where proteins come into contact with the bases in either the major or minor groups of DNA, is one of the ways for DNA-binding proteins to gain specificity for interaction. This recognition mechanism is usually regulated by the formation of hydrogen bonds between amino acids and bases, and in some cases, through water-mediated hydrogen bonds or hydrophobic contacts. Hydrogen bonds with bases contribute to greater specificity in the major groove of DNA as compared to the minor groove. This is due to the presence of specific patterns of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors in base pairs of DNA major groove. Proteins, on the other hand, use the helix-turn-helix domain, forming hydrogen bonds with bases in the DNA major groove. The degree of specificity achieved for protein-DNA interactions through hydrogen bonds is greatly dependent on the number of contacts between DNA bases and protein residues, and more importantly, on the uniqueness of the hydrogen-bonding geometry (Rohs et al., 2010).

Highly ordered water molecules also regulate the precise readout of bases in the protein-DNA recognition process. For example, it has been reported that in
interactions occurring within the Lac repressor, the protein-DNA complex keeps a large amount of its hydration when it binds non-specifically; however, the same occurrence has not been observed for specific interactions. (Kalodimos et al., 2004). Thus, it can be assumed that water-mediated hydrogen bonds occurring in the major groove of DNA contribute to the specificity of the base readout, since they indicate the positions of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors. However, this cannot be applied for water-mediated hydrogen bonds in the minor groove, as the exact formations of the hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors have yet to be identified (Jayaram and Jain, 2004).

2.2.1.2 Shape readout

For the majority of DNA-binding proteins, hydrogen-bond base readouts and hydrophobic contacts are not enough factors to specifically recognize their interacting DNA partners. Other factors, such as sequence-dependent DNA structure and deformability, also contribute to recognition specificity mechanisms (Rohs et al., 2009).

2.2.1.2.1 Minor and Major groove shapes

Narrow minor grooves present great mechanisms for recognition of DNA shape sequence-specificity due to their enrichment in the AT sequences and increased negative electrostatic potential, which is in turn recognized by arginine residues (Rohs et al., 2009). Similar to minor grooves, the sequence-dependent major groove of DNA is also applied as a readout mechanism among DNA-binding proteins. Naturally, in DNA, major and minor groove geometries are associated with each other. For example, in humans, the regulatory factor hRFX1 is a winged helix-turn-helix protein
that recognizes the major groove of DNA via its β-hairpin wing. In fact, the hRFX1 protein localizes its H3 helix over the minor groove from the point where a single lysine residue contacts the groove (Gajiwala et al., 2000). Consequently, the minor groove widens, ultimately resulting in a narrowing of the major groove and in an enhancement in the shape of the major groove.

2.2.1.2.2 DNA kinks

DNA kinks occur when the linearity of the helix is sharply broken, usually due to the un-stacking of a flexible base pair step. Kinks provide a great binding specificity opportunity by enhancing structural confirmations, which result in protein-DNA contact improvement (Sierk et al., 2001). An example of kink association with protein-DNA contact has been reported for the DNA-binding site of the catabolite activator protein (CAP) (Figure 4A) (Lawso et al., 2004). Drastic kinks resulted in DNA bending to approximately 90° around the CAP protein (Schultz et al., 1991). Generally, due to weaker stacking interactions, kinks are stabilized by insertion of protein side chains. For example, in the case of the Lac repressor, its specific DNA-binding site adopts to the protein through the formation of a kink of 36° at its central CPG step (Figure 4B) (Kalodimos et al., 2004).

2.2.1.2.3 Bent DNA

DNA bending has a significant role in nucleic acid sequence recognition. In addition to van der Waals and hydrogen bonding interactions, the sequence bendability of DNA also contributes to sequence discrimination by providing the specific conformation needed for protein binding at a lower free-energy cost. DNA bending has been observed in the majority of DNA-protein interactions, with the
degree of bending ranging from minor kinks to a 360-degree turn in certain cases (Figure 4C) (Steitz, 1990). Such bends are usually associated with changes in the groove width and depth as well as alterations in the sugar-phosphate backbone. DNA bending can be categorized into two groups: the first group includes bending processes that occur locally at a single site, while the second group is comprised of local changes at the sequential base steps that bend the helix (Xiong, and Sundaralingam, 2001).

Figure 4. Readout mechanisms based on kinking and bending in protein-DNA complexes

A. Structure of DNA binding by CAP. The interaction occurs through a substitution in the primary kink site. The kink widens minor groove and facilitates the interaction.
B. Structure of DNA binding by Lac repressor. The calculated helix axes for both sides of the kink (blue lines) show an abrupt change in the helix trajectory caused by the kink.
C. HPV-18 E2 protein binds to DNA through bending over a stretch of the helix. The smooth bend is pictured by the helix (blue lines).
(Figures are adapted from Lawson et al. (2004) and Rohs et al. (2010) with modifications).
2.2.2 DNA-binding proteins

Sequence-specific DNA binding proteins are associated with different DNA regulatory events, such as replication, recombination, repair, and transcription. Transcriptional regulators comprise the largest class of DNA binding proteins, which bind DNA to start mRNA transcription. They also regulate different cell processes including growth, development, and differentiation. Transcription factors bind DNA by binding to a specific DNA sequences located upstream of the gene promoter, which either activates or represses related genes by interaction with RNA polymerase II or other co-factors bound to the promoter (Luscombe et al., 2000).

2.2.2.1 Helix-turn-helix (HTH) proteins

The Helix-turn-helix (HTH) is a DNA recognition motif found in bacteriophage, prokaryotes, and eukaryotes. The HTH transcription factors from bacteriophage and bacteria are normally homodimers, while the eukaryotic ones are monomeric. The basic HTH fold is composed of three core helices that form a right-handed helical bundle with a tight turn between helices 2 and 3 (Luscombe et al., 2000). All HTH motifs include a hydrophobic core at the interface of the three helices that help stabilize the motif. Helix 3, also referred to as the DNA recognition helix, inserts itself into the major groove of the target DNA with its side chains contacting the nucleotide bases, forming both specific base and sugar-phosphate backbone contacts (Figure 5A) (Brennan and Matthews, 1989; Rohs et al., 2010).

The Cro and Repressor family of proteins (Figure 5D) comprises one of the HTH protein groups. These proteins are involved in lysogenic/lytic growth-switch mechanisms in bacteriophages that contribute to transcriptional regulation at associated operons. Cro and Repressor proteins bind to operons with various degrees
of affinity. Each operon is comprised of approximately 14 base pairs in length, with four conserved bases at the end. The recognition helix from the HTH motif links with the base ends in the major groove of DNA (Ohlendorf et al., 1982).

### 2.2.2.1 Winged HTH proteins

Winged HTH proteins, described as having a third α helix and a β sheet, are considered an extension of the HTH family and believed to be factors for the DNA-binding motifs. Similar to the structure found in HTH motifs, the recognition helix of winged HTH proteins is responsible for the binding, while secondary structure features offer extra contacts with the DNA backbone (Luscombe et al., 2000; Rohs et al., 2010).

### 2.2.2.2 Zinc-coordinating proteins

Zinc finger proteins are very well-characterized proteins involved in different plant activities such as growth, development, biotic, and abiotic stress resistance (Furtado et al., 2011; Giri et al., 2011). Any functional, small folded domain that coordinates one or more zinc ions to stabilize the protein structure is called a zinc finger protein (Laity, 2001). Zinc finger domains were originally producers of regulator proteins (Klug and Rhodes, 1987). In R proteins, zinc finger domains are located both in the C and N-terminals (Eulgem and Somssich 2007; Gupta et al., 2012).

There are more than ten different subfamilies of zinc-binding domains. They are classified based on their type, cysteine and or histidine, as well as the arrangement of amino acids that regulates tetrahedral zinc coordination, which influences the overall fold of the domain. All classes of zinc-binding domains share a common
feature; during DNA-binding, zinc ions are used as a structural element to maintain the folding of a rather short polypeptide chain, which would not otherwise fold correctly due an insufficient number of hydrophobic residues necessary to stabilize the core of the domain (Figure 5B) (Laity et al., 2000; Luisi, 1992).

Among the zinc-binding domains that recognize the core DNA segments are the classical Cys$_2$His$_2$ zinc fingers and Cys$_2$Cys$_2$ GATA-1 like domains. The classical Cys$_2$His$_2$ zinc fingers are small motifs considered to be the largest subgroup of zinc-containing DNA-binding proteins. They are found both in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The typical sequence motif for a single classical zinc finger is X2-Cys-X2-4-Cys-X12-His-X2-8-His, which coordinates a single zinc ion. Approximately 30 residue repeats conglomerate to form a two-stranded anti-parallel $\beta$-sheet followed by an $\alpha$-helix, which are then held together by a small conserved hydrophobic core and zinc ion. For DNA binding, the $\beta$-sheet contacts the backbone while the $\alpha$-helix inserts into the major groove, making a sequence-specific side chain to base contacts (Pavletich and Pabo, 1991; Wolfe et al., 1999).

2.2.2.2.1 $\beta\beta\alpha$ zinc-finger proteins family

The $\beta\beta\alpha$ zinc-finger protein structure is composed of a short two-stranded anti-parallel $\beta$ sheet with an $\alpha$ helix. Two pairs of conserved histidine and cysteine residues in the $\alpha$ helix and a second $\beta$ strand organize a single zinc ion. Generally, the proteins from this group contain multiple fingers, which are wrapped around the DNA in a twisting way, binding the 2 base pairs via insertion of the $\alpha$ helix in the major groove of the DNA (Luscombe et al., 2000; Rohs et al., 2010).

2.2.2.2 Loop-sheet-helix family
The DNA-binding domain of proteins from this family include a primary loop out of the main body of the protein, followed by a small β sheet, and an α helix followed by another loop. A histidine and three cysteines in the two loops accommodate the zinc ion. The α helix of the protein binds to the major groove of the DNA. Protein p53, a transcriptional activator associated with tumor suppression, is an example of proteins included in this family (Siggers and Gordon, 2013).

2.2.2.3 Zipper type proteins

Zipper-type proteins are categorized into two families, including leucine zipper and helix-loop-helix proteins. All protein DNA bindings from this group are considered to be homodimers, with the exception of a few that function as heterodimers (Alber, 1992).

2.2.2.3.1 Basic leucine-zipper

The basic leucine-zipper (bZIP) DNA-binding motif is a dimer of extended α-helices. It contains a C-terminal dimerization region stabilized by a heptad repeat of hydrophobic residues along one face of the helices. The helices enables a zipper-like coiled-coil. The N-terminal end of the helices contains more basic and polar DNA-binding parts that insert into opposite sides of the same DNA major groove. In the basic part, one side of the helices contacts the DNA base functional group, while the neighboring residues contact the phophodiester backbone (Figure 5C). These bZIP proteins are only found in eukaryotes (Ellenberger et al., 1992; Gordan et al., 2013).

2.2.2.3.2 Basic Helix-loop-helix
The basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) domain has similar characteristics to the bZIP domains. For example, the bHLH domain also contains a C-terminal coiled-coil dimerization region and an N-terminal basic region, which contacts the DNA major groove. The difference between the bHLH and bZIP domains stems from a different configuration in the N- and C-terminal segments of the bHLH domains. These segments are not part of the same helix, but two separate helices connected by a loop and helical segments of the dimer, which originate from a four-helix bundle at the interface between the dimerization and the DNA recognition segments (Gordan et al., 2013; Siggers and Gordon, 2013).

2.2.2.4 β sheet proteins

Proteins from this group use β-strand structures for DNA recognition and binding. The TATA box-binding protein family is an example from this group (Figure 5E) that uses a wide β sheet for DNA binding. TATA box-binding proteins are very important factors for transcription initiation interactions. The structure of the TATA box-binding protein is comprised of two identical domains, with a ten-stranded anti-parallel β sheet linking the domains and covering the DNA minor groove (Burley, 1996 and Tateno et al., 1997).

2.2.2.4.1 β-hairpin/ribbon proteins

Proteins from this group use two or three-stranded β sheets or a hairpin motif to bind to DNA, and contain β sheets that are smaller than the ones that TATA box-binding proteins use. Different families of proteins have been characterized from this group, including the MetJ repressor (Figure 5F) (Raumann et al., 1994), Arc repressor, and T-domain families (Somers and Philips, 1992). Each individual protein
structure is composed of a helical bundle and a single β strand. The strands form an anti-parallel sheet and bind to the major groove of DNA.

![Diagram of DNA binding motifs and their proteins](image)

**Figure 5. Schematic representing examples of DNA binding motifs and their DNA binding proteins**

A. Helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif. Nonpolar contacts between these helices stabilize the motif. Residues on the recognition helix form hydrogen bonds with the bases in the major groove.

B. Zinc finger motif. A zinc atom is conjugated with 2 cysteines (C) and 2 histadines (H) of a small part of a polypeptide chain, forming a finger-like shape.

C. Basic leucine zipper motif. The leucine zipper is a stretch of amino acids, mainly comprised of leucine residues. It provides a dimerization motif, which is stabilized by hydrophobic residues.

D. The Cro and Repressor family. The DNA-binding motif is shown in red. The protein binds as a dimer; one monomer is colored blue and the other yellow.

E. The TATA box-binding family. The DNA binding motif is shown in red. One monomer is colored blue.

F. Met repressor β hairpin/ribbon proteins. The DNA binding motif is shown in red. One monomer is colored blue.

(These images are adapted from Luscombe et al. (2000) and Alberts et al. (2002), with modifications).

2.2.3 Complexities in protein-DNA recognition
The DNA-binding specificity is encoded at multiple levels during DNA-protein interactions. At each level, difficulties can arise due to variations in the readout mechanisms.

2.2.3.1 Transcription factor (TF)-specific preference

The binding sites of transcription factors regulate transcription activities within the genome (Priest et al. 2009). DNA sequences, usually 6 to 10 base pairs in length, are located in the flanking regions of genes, and are usually the sites for binding of transcription factors (Wray et al. 2003). Promoter regions of genes have multiple sites for potential transcription factors binding, which can result in expression or repression of specific genes (McKenna and O'Malley 2002). Closely associated transcription factors often display both common and TF-specific binding preferences (Berger et al., 2008).

Results from a study of mouse transcription factors have demonstrated that among 105 TFs, even proteins with high amino acid sequence similarity (as high as 67%) demonstrated different DNA-binding profiles. In the majority of cases, individual members of a DNA binding domain protein family were found to possess identical highest affinity sites; however, individual proteins within the same family had distinct preferences for lower affinity sites. For example, mouse TFs interferon regulatory factor 4 and 5 (Irf4 and Irf5) had similar preferences, with strong binding affinity for sequences containing the 5’-CGAAAC-3’ site, but preferred sequences having the 5’-TGAAAG-3’ for lower binding affinity. Such TF-specific preferences resulted in difficulties for DNA-binding models, since models have to precisely distinguish common binding sites, while being able to predict specific sites for each TF as well (Badis et al., 2009; Noyes et al., 2008).
2.2.3.2 Flanking DNA

DNA sequence flanking in the core can affect the binding affinity between DNA and protein and give rise to complications, even for TFs with precise core DNA sequence binding sites. For example, the transcription factor general control non-repressible 4 (Gcn4) binds to core DNA sequences that contain 5’-TGACTCA-3’. Binding measurement analysis of Gcn4 to thousands of DNA sequences having this exact sequence showed various forms of binding affinity profiles, ranging from inconsiderable binding to high-affinity binding. In work conducted to investigate the DNA-binding preferences of the yeast TFs C-promoter binding factor 1 (Cbf1) and Tye7 to genomic sequences having the E-box motif 5’-CACGTG-3’, the authors demonstrated that the sequence beyond the canonical E-box motif provides binding specificity by affecting the three-dimensional structure of the DNA-binding site (Nutiu et al., 2011). Essentially, further specificity originating from sequences flanking the core motif cannot be solely explained by the extension of the core; as such, it is possible that the impact of flanking DNA is perhaps to be employed by DNA shape and not by specific DNA contacts (Gordan et al., 2013).

2.2.3.3 Multiple modes of DNA binding

Complexities arise in DNA binding for proteins that bind DNA using two or more distinct modes, including variable spacing, multiple DNA-binding domains, and alternate structural conformations. Such different modes of interactions essentially result in different DNA-binding preferences, making the implementation of simple binding models a challenging undertaking (Berger et al., 2006).

2.2.3.3.1 Variable spacing
Some proteins are able to bind to DNA motifs that consist of two half-sites. The half-sites are separated by a different number of bases. This type of binding was first demonstrated for basic leucine-zipper (bZIP) proteins that can bind overlapping or adjacent TGAC half-sites (Siggers and Gordan, 2014). Later studies have categorized the bZIP family into two subfamilies according to their protein sequences. Proteins in the first group are called Activator protein 1 (AP-1) proteins; they display a binding preference for overlapping half-sites but bind to adjacent half sites with almost equal affinity (Kim and Struhl, 1995). Proteins in the second group are called Activating transcription factor (ATF)/cAMP response element binding (CREB) proteins; these proteins exhibit a binding preference for adjacent half sites, but also bind overlapping half sites weakly (Vinson et al., 2002).

Variable half-site spacing has also been reported for nuclear receptors (NRs). For example, the peroxisome proliferator activated receptors (PPARs) can bind to response elements consisting of direct repeats of the 5′-AGGTCA-3′ half site, which is separated by different length spacers (Khorasanizadeh and Rastinejad, 2001).

### 2.2.3.3.2 Multiple DNA binding domains (DBDs)

DNA binding proteins can have multiple, independent DBDs. This allows the protein to recognize different DNA segments by using DBDs. For example, the zinc fingers (ZF) protein ecotropic viral integration site 1 (Evil) has 10 ZF domains divided into two autonomously functioning DBDs, including an N-terminal seven ZF DBD and a C-terminal three ZF DBD, which are identified as distinct DNA motifs (Delwel et al., 1993).

### 2.2.3.3 Alternate structural conformations
Proteins with multiple DBDs recognize separate DNA motifs and bind to multiple distinct DNA regions (Ben-Gal et al., 2005). The ortholog of human TF sterol regulatory element-binding protein 1 (SREBP) is an example of such a protein. SREBP proteins are part of the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) family of TFs (Kim et al., 1995), which bind asymmetric sterol regulatory element 5’-ATCACnCCAC-3’. A co-crystal structure study of the DNA-binding domain of human SREBP-1a revealed that the protein binds to an asymmetric DNA–protein interface; one monomer binds the E-box half-site (5’-ATCAC-3’) through protein–DNA contacts, while the second monomer recognizes the non-E-box half-site (5’-GTGGG-3’) using completely different protein–DNA contacts. As such, for SREBP, residues in DBD facilitate multiple modes of DNA binding. However, proteins that are able to recognize different DNA-binding modes are involved with difficulties such as the presence of separate modes that normally associated with a necessity to apply multiple DNA binding models to show the specificity of the protein (Kim et al., 1995).

### 2.2.3.3.4 Cooperative binding

Cooperative binding of TFs to DNA stabilizes DNA proteins, while improving their roles for transcription of genes. This usually takes place by protein-protein interactions between bound TFs. Cooperative bindings also influence the DNA-binding distinction and result in recognition of novel binding sites. One of the ways that cooperative binding changes binding specificity is via extension of the TF binding to lower affinity sites (Wolberger, 1999). A well-studied example of such cooperative binding is the binding process that occurs between yeast TFs MATα2, MATα1, and Mcm1 (mini-chromosomal maintenance binding protein). MATα2 TF binds to DNA cooperatively with help of co-factors MATα1 or Mcm1 in order to
suppress various sets of genes. MATα2: MATα1, and MATα2: Mcm1 heterodimers bind to sites found in haploid-specific and mating-type specific promoter regions of genes through recruitment of co-repressor proteins (Carey, 1998; Siggers and Gordon, 2013).

2.2.4 Methods for studying DNA-protein interaction

DNA-protein interaction is a very important process for the majority of cellular function. To explain such complex interactions, different in vivo and in vitro techniques have been developed over the years. All these techniques have their own pros and cons and are associated with a particular purpose (Dey et al., 2012).

2.2.4.1 Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) related techniques

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) is an immunoprecipitation technique used to study the specific interaction between DNA and proteins, using a specific antibody against the protein of interest. To date, only one well-established in vivo ChIP method has been developed (Solomon et al., 1988). The workflow of the ChIP experiment is illustrated in Figure 6. The first step in the ChIP experiment involves in vivo crosslinking of DNA-binding proteins to the genomic targets. Next, the protein-DNA complex is isolated from the cells, and bound DNA is sheared into shorter fragments by sonication or enzymatic digestion. Subsequently, the DNA fragments that are cross-linked with the protein of interest are immunoprecipitated (IP), using a specific antibody towards the protein of interest that specifically binds to it. Finally, the IP-enriched DNA fragments are analyzed using various techniques, such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and quantitative PCR (qPCR), both of which allow for a determination of whether the pre-defined DNA sequences are enriched in the
identified DNA fragments.

Other techniques, such as tiling array (ChIP-chip) and high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq), can also map the identified DNA fragment within the locations in the reference genome. ChIP-seq is a widespread technique that allows for precise determination of motifs at a nucleotide-level resolution (Bortz and Wamhoff, 2011; Mokry et al., 2010; Park, 2009; Raha et al., 2010; Robertson et al., 2007). Prior to sequencing, target DNA fragments are amplified to form a library. Then, the immunoprecipitated DNA of 150 to 300 base pair sizes is selected for sequencing. In the ChIP-chip technique, instead of sequencing, the immunoprecipitated DNA is bound on a microarray (Pillai and Chellappan, 2009). However, due to its low resolution, low coverage, high cost, and smaller artifact yield, ChIP-chip is not used as widely as ChIP-seq. Additionally, ChIP-seq is more often selected as the method of choice due to its ability to map histon modifications and DNA methylation (Barski et al., 2007; Li et al., 2011). Although ChIP-seq has been very well-established since its introduction, there are some drawbacks associated with this technique; the technique is burdened with antibody sensitivity and specificity, in addition to a complicated bioinformatics analysis protocol (Park, 2009).
Figure 6. Work flow of in vivo ChIP experiment

The first step in ChIP is establishing crosslinking of the protein and DNA complex within a cell, using a crosslinking agent such as formaldehyde. After crosslinking, cells are lysed and the nuclei isolated, chromatin is released from nuclei by sonication, which fragments the chromatin into shorter pieces. Subsequently, the sheared protein-bound DNA is immunoprecipitated by use of a specific antibody against the protein of interest. Next, protein-DNA complexes are reverse crosslinked to release the enriched DNA. The DNA is then purified, and the resulting abundance of bound DNA is analyzed by different methods, including qPCR, PCR, microarray, and high-throughput sequencing. (This figure is adapted from Collas, 2010, with modifications).

2.2.4.2 Protein Binding Microarray (PBM)

PBM has been widely used in the study of transcription-factor binding sites within the genome (Bulyk, 2004; Mukherjee et al., 2004). In a typical PBM experiment, the transcription factor is fused to a protein that can be easily detected through the use of an antibody-bound fluorophore, followed by hybridization to an oligonucleotide microarray (Berger et al., 2006; Philippakis et al., 2008). Similar to other microarray-associated techniques, PBM is burdened with disadvantages such as
low resolution and high rates of false positive results.

2.2.4.3 Microcalorimetry

In microcalorimetry techniques, the calorimetry of a small sample is measured. The principle of the technique is based on changes in heat energy that occur during any chemical or physical development. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) are the two most common microcalorimetric techniques used to study protein-DNA interaction. The DSC technique measures the differences of heat energy changes between samples and reference cells. This is made possible due to the nature of the processes that occur during protein-DNA interactions; during processes such as protein unfolding and complex formation, the thermal stability of proteins change, resulting in the production of heat (Lopez and Makhatadze, 2002). A sample and reference with matched calorimetric cells are enclosed in a chamber, and a computer system is used to measure temperature differences between cells.

The ITC technique is usually applied for direct measurement of DNA and protein interaction/binding. It measures the extent of binding affinity as well as enthalpy and entropy changes (Leavitt and Freire, 2001). In a typical ITC experiment, a solution of either protein or DNA is titrated into a solution of its binding partner. Upon their interaction, the released heat is monitored over time. As the enthalpy of binding is dependent on temperature, this measurement is used to calculate the heat capacity of binding (Lopez and Makhatadze, 2002). The advantages of the ITC technique are its high sensitivity and its ability to directly measure binding constants in the nanomolar to picomolar range (Jelesarov and Bosshard, 1999).
2.2.4.4 Other in vitro techniques

Other in vitro techniques, such as Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) and DNase I Footprinting (Fox et al., 1999; Hampshire et al., 2007), have been used to study protein-DNA interactions. The DNase I Footprinting assay involves amplification of a fragment of DNA containing the potential binding site by PCR through the use of radioactive or fluorescent-labeled nucleotides. Next, the protein of interest whose binding site is to be identified is bound to the labeled DNA fragment. A cleavage agent, such as DNase I enzyme, is then applied to digest unbound DNA fragments, leaving the binding sites unaffected (Dey et al., 2012).

The EMSA technique has been widely used to study the transcription factors of binding sites due to its high specificity (Garner and Revzin, 1981; Garner and Revzin, 1986; Hellman and Fried, 2007). In a typical EMSA experiment, the linear DNA fragment that contains the potential binding site(s) is used. First, the transcription factor of interest is mixed with radioactive or fluorophore-labeled DNA probes. The mixture then is electrophoresed, followed by detection of the separation of the fragments. The transcription-factor-bound DNA complex moves slowly through the gel, while free DNA samples move faster. One of the main drawbacks of the EMSA method is that it does not provide precise direct information on the exact binding site sequences involved (Hellman and Fried, 2007).

2.2.5 Metal interaction with DNA and protein

Metal ions in living cells play important roles in physiological and structural functions. For example, Zn$^{2+}$ acts as co-factor in many enzymatic activities, while divalent cations are essential for transcription, translation, and replication of genetic codes (Izatt et al., 1971). Most importantly, metal ions play a significant role in DNA
structure stabilization through the coordination of positive-charged metal ions that interact with the negative-charged phosphate backbone of DNA (Neidle, 2008). When metal cations are absent, the double helix conformation of DNA is not formed, and DNA is not functional (Sissoeff et al., 1976). On the other hand, some cations can change DNA structure and cause bending in the DNA helix. Additionally, when metal is conjugated with a base pairing between DNA strands, different structural patterns are formed, for example, G-quadruplex or helical junctions (Müller, 2010).

Metalloproteins play very significant roles in many biological processes. Metal ions can either use the information from peptide sequences and contribute to protein folding, or bind to folded proteins to make them functional and enhance their properties. (Dudev and Lim, 2008; Szarka and Lőrincz, 2014). Particularly, copper (Markossian and Kurganov, 2003) and zinc (Cox and McLendon, 2000) metalloproteins play very important roles in all living systems. For instance, zinc-binding domains are found in many gene regulatory proteins associated with nucleic acid binding and gene regulation mechanisms (Laity et al., 2001). Metal binding studies have showed that metal-binding specificity is regulated by the combination of soft/hard acid/base properties and also stabilization of ligand electronic energy effects (Laity et al., 2001).

More than 30% of proteins need the help of co-factors to perform their correct function (Gray, 2003; Wittung-Stafshede, 2002). As proteins are flexible, they may make an imperfect choice for binding to metals. To overcome this problem, affinities for metals follow a universal mode of preference (Waldron and Robinson, 2009). The availability of metals within cells is very limited, causing proteins to compete with other molecules for binding to metals. There are numerous chemical and physical factors within both protein and metal that affect metal preferences, such as ligand
number, characteristics, net charge, polarizability, ionic radius, and coordination geometry (Dudev and Lim, 2014). Zinc and magnesium metals are very popular metal co-factors; as such, competition occurs in cells between enzymes for interaction with zinc and magnesium (Foster et al., 2014; Waldron et al., 2009).

In metal interactions with proteins, any amino acid with electronegative elements in its side chain is able to participate in the interaction (Xiao and Wedd, 2010). Imidazoles of histidines, thiolates of cysteines, water molecules, and carboxylates of glutamic and aspartic acids are considered to be typical ligands for metal binding. As some of these ligands are sensitive to acid/base environments, the release of protons occurs upon metal binding, and consequently, deprotonation results in the forces necessary for successful folding (Blasie and Berg, 2002; Li et al., 2008).

It is a very well-known fact that metal ions accept negative charges from ligands, since they are good electron acceptors. The strength of negative charges from ligands contributes to metal geometry and selectivity (Sakharov and Lim, 2005). Moreover, metal ions with high charges cause polarization of the protein groups surrounding the metal ion. For example, imidazole rings of histidine with delocalized electrons require that metal ions be polarized in order to increase their binding affinity (Sakharov and Lim, 2005; Devereux et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2011).

There are two types of interactions that occur between DNA and metal ions. One is a ligand-mediated interaction, and the other a direct binding interaction between DNA and the metal ion. Direct binding is characterized as an interaction between an empty orbital of the metal ion and the filled orbital of the ligand atom of a nucleobase (Shamsi and Kraatz, 2013). Conversely, ligand-mediated interactions are characterized as interactions that occur between the H-bond and π-π interactions of a ligand of a metal complex containing heterocyclic nucleobases. Such interactions are
facilitated by van der Waals forces, and occur through intercalation or shape-selective binding to the DNA major groove (Barton and Lolis, 1985; Shamsi and Kraatz, 2013). In a study, experimental results demonstrated that the N7 sites of purines constitute the best interaction sites for metal binding; as they are exposed in all DNA forms, such interactions result in base-pairing strengthening (Sponer et al., 1998). Interactions between divalent metal ions (e.g., Zn$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, and Co$^{2+}$) and B-DNA are an example of direct interactions between DNA and metal ions (Aich et al., 1999; Lee et al., 1993).

### 2.2.6 DNA topology and secondary structure

Francis Crick and James Watson first proposed the structure of DNA based on X-ray images taken by Rosalind Franklin. A DNA molecule consists of two complementary polynucleotide chains that form a double helix. Each nucleotide consists of a phosphate group, a (2’-deoxyribose) sugar, and one of four bases: Adenine, Thymine, Guanine, or Cytosine. This is typically called B-DNA, characterized as a right-handed helix with 10.5 base pairs per turn at physiological conditions. The topological characteristics of DNA are due to the two strands of DNA being multiply intertwined (Mirkin, 2001).

Circular DNA, found in bacteria, provides a very well-established example of topological domain. In circular DNA, there are no DNA ends, as both strands of DNA are covalently closed. The supercoiling DNA is similar to a normal DNA helix, coiled into a helix of a higher order. Local changes in the secondary structure of DNA, which lead to unwinding of DNA, are energetically favorable in negatively supercoiled DNA (Mirkin, 2001).

B-DNA accounts for most of the DNA behavior that occurs within the cell. However, DNA is not always present in this form, and can form other structures,
including cruciform and Z-DNA, among others (Zhao et al., 2010). Additionally, hairpin structures can be formed by DNA sequences with inverted repeats (IRS), or single stranded DNA (ssDNA). Proteins associated with transcription recognize such secondary structures (Zhao et al., 2010). Hairpins are also formed from double stranded DNA (dsDNA), including cruciforms with two opposite hairpins that extrude by intra-strand base pairings from a palindromic sequence (Panayotatos and Wells, 1981; Platt, 1955).

Cruciforms were first recognized soon after Watson and Crick’s discovery (Panayotatos and Wells, 1981; Platt, 1955). The negative supercoiling of dsDNA free-energy results in cruciform stabilization. Three different ways have been reported describing how hairpins interact with proteins involved in the biological processes of cells. One is through cruciform formation that changes the DNA coiling state, which is believed to influence the binding of regulatory proteins associated with transcription and recombination (Cozzarelli and Wang, 1990; de la Cruz et al., 2010; White and Bauer, 1987). As well, hairpins have been reported to be able to inhibit interactions between DNA and protein if they obstruct the recognition site of the protein (Horwitz and Loeb, 1988). There are numerous reports on direct bindings of protein to DNA hairpins found in the literature as well (Barabas et al., 2008; Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2007; MacDonald et al., 2006; Masai and Arai, 1997; Val et al., 2005).

Two main mechanisms have been described that allow for the formation of cruciforms. The first type, referred to as type S, suggests small-scale melting of the DNA double helix at around IRs. Such a small opening facilitates the pairing of a few bases, with their related bases in the repeat. The stem can then be elongated further through the help of negative supercoiling. The other type, referred to as type C, is
characterized by the melting of a large region of DNA, and is favoured by close AT-rich sequences. This eventually allows the hairpins to fold on both strands and form a cruciform. Type S is highly dependent on ionic conditions and IRs (Sullivan and Lilley, 1987), while type C only occurs at low-salt conditions and in the presence of AT-rich sequences, which are critical to this type of process (Bikard et al., 2010; Murchie and Lilley, 1987.)

There are many regions within genomic DNA that have the potential to form hairpins or cruciforms. However, most of these regions are unlikely to contribute to the formation. To illustrate, plasmids containing the DNA of Drosophila around the regions surrounding heat shock genes hsp70, hsp22, and hsp26 have been shown to display sensitivity to S1 nuclease enzyme (Mace et al., 1983). Nevertheless, these regions are not involved with IRs; instead, hairpins are more likely formed in regions with high purine content. Additionally, when integration host factor (IHF) binds to an upstream activator region of promoters in the plasmid DNA of E. coli, the sensitivity of the DNA found in the promoter site to chemical modification by KMnO4 (a probe for ssDNA) is enhanced. Such structural modifications thereby increase the transcription rates in the promoter (Parekh and Hatfield, 1996).

Many examples detailing the importance of hairpins or cruciforms in transcriptions have been reported involving eukaryotes. For example, high mobility group (HMG) chromosomal DNA binding proteins have been shown to bind DAN secondary structures. These proteins are both dsDNA and ssDNA binding proteins, and similar to histones, are involved with chromosomal function, structure, and transcription. Indeed, HMG proteins have been observed activate DNase I-sensitive sites in chicken erythroblast extracts chromatin (Aravind and Landsman, 1998). Similarly, the pig thymus HMG-1 DNA binding protein in pBR322 plasmid was
demonstrated to bind to regions with IRs, resulting in the removal of a cruciform-structured transcriptional block from DNA (Einck and Bustin, 1985; Waga et al., 1990). In other work, it has been shown that cruciform structures bind to the regulatory domain II of the HMG-I protein responsible for enhancing transcriptional activity of this gene (Robbe et al., 1998). In the same way, DNA-binding proteins that can bind to the secondary structures of DNA to activate transcription, such as hairpins and cruciforms, can also block transcription as well by overlaying or interfering with the recognition sites of DNA-binding proteins (Wadkins, 2000).

Non-transcription factors also interact with hairpin or looped ssDNA. Under proper salt conditions, ssDNA with guanine repeats can form DNA quadruplexes (Williamson, 1994). They are formed at the telomeres of chromosomes, and are recognized by telomere-binding proteins (Laporte et al., 1998). Hairpins are also associated with recognition of the quadruplexes by telomere-binding proteins. The telomere-binding protein has been shown to first bind to a hairpin, which results in disruption of G/G base pairs within the hairpin; consequently, the fashioned ssDNAs join to form a quadruplex. Such binding stabilizes the quadruplex structure and prevents a telomerase binding from occurring (Wadkins, 2000).
CHAPTER 3 – MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Chemicals

All consumable chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise stated.

3.2 Bacterial media

Liquid and solid media (2YT and/or Luria-Bertani (LB)) were prepared and autoclaved before use. Stock solutions of Kanamycin (Km) antibiotic (Km50 = 50mg/ml) were prepared in water (filter sterilized) and stored at 20°C.

3.3 Antibodies

Anti-His and anti-Strep antibodies were purchased from GenScript (Piscataway, NJ). Anti-Strep antibody was raised in rabbits against the immunizing peptide “NWSHPQFEK”. Anti-His antibody was raised in mouse against the immunizing peptide “HHHHHH”. Fluorophore-coupled goat anti-mouse and goat anti-rabbit antibodies were purchased from Mandel (Guelph, ON).

3.4 Plasmid transformation: Electroporation of electro-competent bacterial cells

25µl of electro-competent cells were added to 5µl of plasmid DNA and 20µl of MQ-H2O, for a total volume of 50µl. The obtained cell solution was then transferred to a cooled 0.2 cm gap electroporation cuvette. Cells were electroporated with a Gene Pulser (Bio-rad, Mississauga, ON) set to capacitance 25µFD, resistance 200 ohms, and voltage 2.5 kvolts. Cells were then added to 500 µl of 2YT with 1M glucose solution, and incubated at 37°C for 1hr, with agitation set to 250 rpm. Next,
3.5 Protein expression in *E. coli* cells

The *E. coli* BL21 derivative strain DE3 (+) was used for expression of TGA2, TGA2-VFI, NPR1 Full-length, NPR1-Δ374, NPR1-Δ513, NPR1-Δ535, NPR1-Δ463, NPR1-Δ374-570, NPR1-Δ374-580, NPR1-Δ374-535, NPR1-Δ463-570, NPR1-Δ463-580, NPR1-Δ463-535, NPR1 full-length-580, NPR1 full-length-570, NPR1 full-length-535, NPR1-POZ, NPR1-Δ110, NPR2, NPR3, NPR4, NPR5, NPR6, *Zm*NPR1, and *Os*NPR1 proteins. All genes were amplified by PCR cloned to create N-terminal fusions with a 6X His tag or Strep tag. 2 quantities of 5mL of an overnight culture, grown at 37°C with agitation set at 250rpm, were used to inoculate 2 quantities of 500mL cultures for *E. coli* cells producing the abovementioned proteins. All cultures were grown at 37°C with agitation set at 250 rpm until they reached an OD600 of 0.4-0.6, at which point they were induced with 1mM IPTG (Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside; BioShop, Mississauga, ON) and grown for an additional 2.5 to 4 hours at 37°C and agitation set at 250rpm. Bacterial cells were collected by centrifugation, set at 4°C and 8000 rpm for 5 minutes (Sorvall-RC-5C-Plus; Mandel Scientific Company, ON). Pellets then re-suspended in 30ml of distilled cold MQ-water and centrifuged once more at 3500 rcf for 15 min at 4°C. The SN was then removed and cells stored at -20°C.

3.6 Protein extraction / Cell lysis

Approximately 2g of cell pellets were used in each replicate of cell lysis. The pellets were re-suspended in 16mL of filtered IP buffer (0.1 % SDS, 1 % Triton X-100, 50mM HEPES pH7.9, 150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA) and lysated using the
EmulsiFlex C3 (AVESTIN, CA) for 2 minutes, with cooling set to 24°C. All samples were centrifuged at maximum speed at 4°C for 30 minutes. Supernatants (SN) were then collected and immediately used for modified in vitro ChIP experiments.

3.7 Western blot analysis

Prior to bulk protein expression for in vitro ChIP experiments, solubility and expression of fusion proteins produced in E. coli was confirmed by performing immunoblot analysis. Anti-His or/and anti-Strep antibodies were used as primary antibodies (GenScript, Piscataway, NJ). Fluorophore coupled goat anti-mouse and goat anti-rabbit antibodies were used as secondary antibodies (Mandel, Guelph, ON). First cleared SN was removed from the pellet followed by acetone-precipitation, and washing with binding buffer (20mM Tris pH 7.9, and 50mM NaCl). Next, protein samples were eluted with 30µL of 1X sample buffer (0.06M Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 1% glycerol, 0.025% bromophenol blue) and heated at 100°C for 5 minutes. Protein samples were pelleted by centrifugation (max speed, 30 seconds), followed by SN collection and electrophoresis on SDS-polyacrylamide gel (12% and/or 10%). Next, gels were transferred to nitrocellulose, and reacted according to the manufacturer’s instructions (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE) with anti-Strep antibodies, followed by detection with Goat anti-Rabbit IRDye® 680LT. His-tagged proteins were reacted with anti-his antibody, followed by detection with Goat anti-Mouse IRDye® 800LT.

3.8 Modified in vitro ChIP method for the study of NPR1 binding to PR1 promoter

In vivo ChIP method has been very well-established in the study of DNA-protein interactions in Arabidopsis plants (Chakravarthy et al., 2003). For the
purposes of this study, the in vivo method was modified so that in place of plant tissues, *E. coli* recombinant proteins and DNA sequences cloned into plasmids could be used as samples. Plasmid DNA contained different PR1 promoter sequence constructs. 1mL of SN after cell lysis (protein source of the assay) was mixed with 1µl of plasmid DNA (DNA source of the assay). Plasmid DNA concentrations were normalized through several dilutions to concentrations that yielded approximate CT values of 20 in qPCR assays. Analyses by qPCR were performed using specific primers on the PR1 promoter (Table S3). 100 µl of 10X protease inhibitor cocktail mixture (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the mixture of protein and DNA, followed by incubation at room temperature for 15 min using Roto-Torque with slow spin. Crosslinking of protein and DNA was accomplished by addition of 28 µl of formaldehyde from 0.01% stock solution. The obtained mixture was incubated at room temperature for 5 min using Roto-Torque with slow spin. To extinguish the crosslinking process, 54µl of glycine from 125mM stock solution was added to the mixture. Subsequently, the mixture was incubated at room temperature for 5 min using Roto-Torque with slow spin. After crosslinking the protein and DNA of interest, 1µl of genomic DNA from *Arabidospsis* wild-type leaf tissue was added to the mixture and incubated for 5 min at room temperature using Roto-Torque and spin slowly; this step was taken to normalize the *PRI* enriched DNA from *PRI* gene, as the *Ubiquitin5* gene present in genomic DNA is constitutively expressed (Callis et al., 1990). Similar to plasmid DNA concentrations, genomic DNA concentrations were also diluted several times, followed by qPCR with *Ubiquitin5* gene-specific primers, to reach approximate CT values of 20. Next, a protein-antibody bound bead complex was prepared using 1:200 dilutions of anti-Strep and anti-His antibodies obtained from stock with 0.5mg/ml concentration. 50µl of protein A-agarose support beads
were spun down; the SN was then discarded and the beads (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON) washed 3 times with 500µl of IP buffer (0.1 % SDS, 1 % Triton X-100, 50mM HEPES pH7.9, 150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA). Each washing included spinning down the beads, removing the cleared SN and gently re-suspending the beads in IP buffer. After washing steps beads were then re-suspended in 500µl of IP buffer, followed by addition of antibody (either anti-Strep or anti-His) to the mixture and incubation at room temperature for 1-1.5hrs, using Roto-Torque with slow spin. After 1-1.5hrs antibody-bound beads complex was washed 2 times with IP buffer. The protein-bound DNA complex samples were immunoprecipitated by addition of the beads-bound antibody mixture, followed by incubation overnight at 4°C using Roto-Torque with slow spin. Following overnight incubation, the protein bound DNA complex was reverse cross-linked to release the enriched DNA (DNA bound to protein). The beads were washed 3 times with IP buffer and 2 times with 1X TE buffer (100mM Tris and 50mM EDTA). Beads were then re-suspended in 200µl 1X TE +1% SDS and incubated at 65°C using a pre-heated water bath for 15 min. Beads were then spun down, and SN collected. 400µl of 1X TE +1% SDS buffer was added to the mixture, which was incubated overnight at 65°C using a water bath. Following overnight incubation, the DNA was precipitated and subjected to qPCR with 40 cycles of two-temperature protocol, for a total volume of 20µl, using the Bio-Rad (Mississauga, ON) iQ SYBR Green Supermix kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For all studies, 3 biological replicates of each sample were used. Recorded CT values were compared to those of UBQ5 primer pair products; final values were $2^{(CT\text{UBQ5}-CT\text{PR1})}$. The PCR primer pairs specific to the PR1 promoter and UBQ5 are listed in Table S3.
3.9 Chemical addition during modified in vitro ChIP experiments

During modified in vitro ChIP experiments, SA, INA, 4-OH-BA, Isotianil, and EDTA (as metal chelator) were added to test their effect on the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Different concentrations of each chemical were tested, including 0.1µM, 1µM, 10µM, 80µM, and 10mM (just for EDTA). Chemical solutions were prepared using MQ-H2O with stirring for approximately 20 min at room temperature. For preparation of INA solution, INA was first dissolved in 100µl of Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO), then added slowly to MQ-H2O with stirring. Chemical solutions were added to protein and DNA mixtures prior to cross-linking step. Mixtures were first incubated for 15 min at room temperature using Roto-Torque with slow spinning, then submitted to cross-linking.

3.10 Denaturation of double stranded plasmid DNA

The heat denaturation method was applied towards the denaturation of double-stranded plasmid DNA to single-stranded form. The method was simple and efficient. 1µM of plasmid DNA was heated to approximately 100 °C, boiled for 2 min, then left to stand for 2 minutes in an ice bath. The resulting denatured plasmid was then incubated with protein, and subsequently submitted to crosslinking.

3.11 Plasmid restriction enzyme digestion

Two different restriction enzymes, SnaBI and BglII (New England BioLabs, Beverly, MA), were used to digest the prepared plasmid fragments of the PR1 promoter (-701 and -870 fragments). The reaction mixture contained 10 units of each enzyme, as per the manufacturer’s instructions, 2 µl of the manufacturer-recommended reaction buffer (Buffer 3 for BglII and buffer B for SnaBI), 1µM of
plasmid DNA, and sterile filtered water, for a final volume of 20 µl. The reaction mixture was incubated at 37°C for 2 hr. Next, 2µl of stop buffer (water, 50% glycerol, 100 mM EDTA, 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), 0.1% bromophenol blue) was added to extinguish the reaction. The digested plasmid PR1 promoter (Figure S9) fragments were incubated with protein, and then submitted to cross-linking.

3.12 4-OH-BA addition as DNA inhibitor during modified in vitro ChIP

Four different 4-OH-BA concentrations were selected to test the effect of 4-OH-BA on the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. SA and 4-OH-BA solutions were made as described in section 3.11. 100 µM from different stock solutions (Table 3.1) were added to a protein-plasmid DNA mixture, followed by incubation for 15 min at room temperature using Roto-Torque with slow spin. Next, 100 µM of SA from different stock solutions (Table 3.1) were added to the mixture, followed by incubation for another 15min at room temperature using Roto-Torque with slow spinning. Different stock solutions of 4-OH-BA were added to each biological replicate, while concentrations of SA were kept constant (Table 3.1). After addition of 4-OH-BA and SA, samples were submitted to cross-linking. For modified in vitro ChIP experiments with NPR1-∆513 and NPR1-∆533 (Section 4.10 Figure 14), 4-OH-BA concentrations (1, 0.01, 0.00001, 0.000001, and 0.0000001µM) were added individually to protein and DNA mixtures, then incubated for 15 min at room temperature using Roto-Torque with slow spinning, followed by a crosslinking step.
Table 3.1. Combinations of SA and 4-OH-BA concentrations used for modified in vitro ChIP analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical names and Stock concentrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1µM SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1µM SA + 1µM 4-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1µM SA + 10µM 4-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1µM SA + 80µM 4-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.13 Plant Growth Conditions and Transformation

Conditions for growth of Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia) and PAL mutant plants were as previously described in the literature (Liu et al., 1995).

3.14 Treatment of *Arabidopsis thaliana* plants with SA, 4OH-BA, 3OH-BA, BA, INA, and catechol for qRT-PCR experiments

*Arabidopsis* (ecotype Columbia, and PAL single mutant) leaves from 6-week-old plants grown at 21 °C (day) and 18 °C (night) with a 10 hour photoperiod were sprayed with 300µM SA and combinations of SA and 4-OH-BA, 3-OH-BA, BA, INA, and catechol (Table 3.2). For INA analysis, INA was first dissolved in 100µM of DMSO, added to Milli-Q water slowly by stirring, then used to spray leaves. Leaf tissues were harvested at specific time periods: prior to treatment and 12hrs after treatment.
Table 3.2. Combinations of SA with INA, 4-OH-BA, 3-OH-BA, BA, and Catechol concentrations used for RT-PCR analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical names and Stock concentrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 30µM INA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 30µM 4-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 30µM 3-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 30µM BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 30µM Catechol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 3µM INA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 3µM 4-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 3µM 3-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 3µM BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 3µM Catechol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 0.3µM INA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 0.3µM 4-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 0.3µM 3-OH-BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 0.3µM BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300µM SA + 0.3µM Catechol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.15 Quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted from leaves using the RNeasy plant mini-kit (Qiagen, Mississauga, ON) in accordance with the kit instructions. RNA was first treated with DNase I (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). With the use of SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), first strand cDNA synthesis was then generated with the (dT) 17VN oligo in the presence of 0.4U 133 RNasin (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA). The newly synthesized cDNA was diluted to 1/200, for a final concentration of 10 ng/L of input RNA. Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) was performed on a C1000™ Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON) using a two-temperature cycling regimen initiated with 15 min activation at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles, lasting 2 min each, of annealing and extension at 66°C, and 10 sec denaturation at 95°C. Each reaction contained 5 ng cDNA, iQ SYBR Green Supermix kit 1 X SYBR Green® (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON) and 0.5pmol oligonucleotides. Fluorescence data was collected at the end of each analyzed PCR cycle using the absolute quantification CT method (Rutledge and Stewart, 2008). Analyses with qPCR were performed using PRI and Ubiquitin5 primer pairs. Since
the *Ubiquitin5* gene is constitutively expressed (Callis et al., 1990), the *PRI* expression levels were normalized to the *Ubiquitin5* transcript. The sequences of the used primers are as follow: PR1\(_F\) 5’-GATCACCGATTGACATTGTA-3’, PR1\(_R\) 5’-GAACACAAAAAGTAGATCGGT-3’, UBQ5\(_F\) 5’-GACGCTTCATCTCGTCC-3’, and UBQ5\(_R\) 5’-GTAAACGTAGGTTAGTCCA-3’.

### 3.16 DNA extraction

Genomic DNA was extracted from leaves using the DNeasy plant mini-kit (Qiagen, Mississauga, ON) in accordance to the kit instructions. Next, \(5\mu l\) of DNA sample was loaded on 1% agarose gel in 1x TAE buffer (12 mM Tris, 6 mM sodium acetate, 0.3 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), including 0.5\(\mu g\) ml\(^{-1}\) ethidium bromide. The DNA fragments were separated at 90 V for about 45 min with a mini-sub \(^\text{TM}\) DNA cell (BioRad) in 1x TAE buffer. The DNA was visualized using a ChemiDoc\(^\text{TM}\) MP System (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON).

### 3.17 Data analysis for modified in vitro ChIP

Recorded cycle threshold (CT) values for PR1 promoter primers were compared to those of UBQ5 primer pair products. The final values are \(2^{(CT_{UBQ5}-CT_{PR1})}\). The obtained amounts of NPR1 or TGA2 protein bindings to the *PRI* and *ubiquitine 5* genes promoters were quantified as *PRI* and *UBQ5* enrichments. *PRI* enrichment values were then normalized to *UBQ5* enrichment values (fold enrichment method). Final values were considered as relative *PRI* enrichment. An average of three biological replicates were used to plot graphs and conduct two-tailed Student's t test analyses.
3.18 Statistical Methods

All pooled data are expressed as averages; error bars represent standard deviations. Statistical significance was assessed using a two-tailed Student's t test for comparisons of data from two independent populations.
CHAPTER 4 – RESULTS

4.1 Validation of modified in vitro Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) method

The primary purpose of this study was to determine whether NPR1 contains a DNA binding domain(s) that allows for its direct interaction with the PR1 promoter. The scientific reasoning behind this line of inquiry is based on the in vivo ChIP results obtained by Rochon et al. (2006), who demonstrated that NPR1 interacts with the PR1 promoter through an unknown protein X. To address the abovementioned inquiry, an in vitro modified version of the Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) method was developed.

In order to develop and validate the modified ChIP method, the TGA2 protein was used as a positive control, as it has been well-demonstrated that TGA2 interacts with the PR1 promoter on two different sites, Linker-scanning 5 and 7 (LS5 and LS7) (Figure 1A) (Lebel et al., 1998). As a negative control measure, VFI-TGA2, a shorter form of the TGA2 protein, was selected due to the absence of the necessary domain (amino acid 1-43) for DNA binding (Figure 1A). In addition, a PR1 promoter sequence (-1 to -1023bp) cloned into a plasmid was obtained as a DNA source.

TGA2 and VFI-TGA2 proteins were tagged with the Streptavidin-binding peptide (NWSHPQFEK) and used for the immunoprecipitation step in modified in vitro ChIP experiments. A western blot analysis was conducted using anti-Strep antibody to confirm the solubility of E. coli recombinant expressed TGA2 and VFI-TGA2 proteins and the effectiveness of the antibody; results confirmed the right expression of proteins and specificity of the antibody.
Similarly to classical ChIP methodology, an optimization of parameters, namely concentration amounts and incubation time required for cross-linking of protein and DNA complex, was conducted using formaldehyde as a fixative reagent. Incubation of TGA2, VFI-TGA2, and the plasmid-containing PR1 promoter sequence for 5 min, using a 0.01% formaldehyde concentration, yielded statistically larger relative \( PR1 \) enrichment amounts from the TGA2-PR1 promoter complex as compared to the relative \( PR1 \) enrichment amounts obtained from the VFI-TGA2-PR1 promoter complex (Figure 1B) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0389; p-value < 0.05).

In addition to formaldehyde concentration and cross-linking time, the concentration of antibody required to immunoprecipitate the protein-bound DNA complex was also optimized. For this, a series of anti-Strep antibody dilutions were performed, followed by immunoprecipitation and qPCR analysis. Next, the relative amount of \( PR1 \) enrichment from the TGA2-PR1 promoter complex was compared with values obtained for the VFI-TGA2-PR1 promoter complex. As shown in Figure 1C, upon immunoprecipitation by application of a 1:200 dilution (0.00125mg/ml) of anti-Strep antibody to the protein-bound DNA complex, the relative amount of \( PR1 \) enrichment was found to be significantly larger for the TGA2-PR1 promoter complex than the value obtained for the VFI-TGA2-PR1 promoter complex (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0052; p-value < 0.05).

Following validation of the modified in vitro ChIP method using the TGA2 protein as a candidate protein, a similar method was applied to study the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Similar to the previously taken approach, TGA2 and VFI-TGA2 were chosen as positive and negative controls, respectively. Results showed that the relative amount of \( PR1 \) enrichment obtained from the NPR1- PR1 promoter...
complex was similar to the relative amount of PRI enrichment obtained from the
TGA2-PR1 promoter complex (Figure 1D) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is
0.6008; p-value < 0.05). However, the relative PRI enrichment value obtained from
the NPR1-PR1 promoter complex was found to be statistically larger than the value
obtained from the VFI-TGA2-PR1 promoter complex (Figure 1D) (Student two-tailed
t-test, p-value is 0.0460; p-value < 0.05). Similar to previous results (Figure 1B and
C), the relative amount of PRI enrichment obtained from the TGA2-PR1 promoter
complex was statistically larger than the relative amount of PRI enrichment obtained
from the VFI-TGA2-PR1 promoter complex (Figure 1D) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-
value is 0.0111; p-value < 0.05).

These results confirmed the effectiveness of the modified in vitro ChIP
method at the optimized parameters of 0.01% concentration of formaldehyde and
1:200 dilution of anti-Strep antibody. In addition, the validated modified in vitro ChIP
method was shown to be appropriate to study the binding of NPR1 protein to the PRI
promoter. Finally, the results clearly demonstrated that NPR1 is recruited at the PRI
promoter site in a similar fashion to the TGA2 protein.
Figure 1. Validation of modified in vitro Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) method

A. Schematic representation of protein and DNA constructs used for modified ChIP experiment. Diagram of PR1 promoter indicates the -1 to -1023bp sequence of the promoter used as DNA source in modified ChIP experiments. The TGA2 protein-binding sites on the PR1 promoter are shown in two separate boxes, labelled as LS5 and LS7. The arrow indicates the start of transcription. The full-length TGA2 protein and a shorter version, named VFI-TGA2, were used as positive and negative controls, respectively, in the modified ChIP experiment. Diagram of NPR1-full length protein shows the BTB/POZ domain, Ankyrine repeat, C-terminus transactivation domain, and nuclear localization signal.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on TGA2 and VFI-TGA2 proteins, confirming optimization with 0.01% formaldehyde for cross-linking of the TGA2-bound PR1 promoter complex. ChIPs experiments were performed with anti-Strep antibody as an immunoprecipitator. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on TGA2 and VFI-TGA2 proteins, confirming optimized factor of 1:200 dilution of anti-Strep antibody for specific immunoprecipitation of TGA2-bound PR1 promoter complex. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

D. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on TGA2, VFI-TGA2, and NPR1 proteins, confirming direct binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. TGA2 and VFI-TGA2 used as positive and negative controls, respectively. ChIPs were performed using anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The start (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
4.2 Determination of multiple binding sites between NPR1 and the PR1 promoter

Upon confirmation that the NPR1 protein directly interacts with the PR1 promoter (Figure 1D), we became interested in narrowing down the location of the NPR1 interaction site on the PR1 promoter. For this purpose, modified ChIP experiments were performed to investigate the binding of NPR1 to a series of PR1 promoter deletion constructs, covering different regions of the PR1 promoter sequence (Figure 2A).

Our findings revealed that the relative amounts of PRI enrichment for the -701 and -870 fragments were much larger in comparison to the statistically insignificant amount found for the -621 fragment region (base pair -1 to -621) of the PR1 promoter (Figure 2B, blue bar). In addition, a lesser relative amount of PRI enrichment was found for the -701 fragment region of the PR1 promoter (Figure 2B, green bar) as compared to the -870 fragment region. Interestingly, the relative amount of PRI enrichment obtained from the -870 fragment region was found to be similar to the values obtained for the -1023 fragment region of the PR1 promoter (Figure 2B, white bar) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.3251; p-value < 0.05). However, the relative PRI enrichment values obtained for -701 and -621 fragments were found to be statistically lesser than the value obtained for -1023 fragment of PR1 promoter (Figure 2B, green and blue bars) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.0363 0.03332; p-value < 0.05). These results suggest that the NPR1 protein might have multiple binding sites on the PR1 promoter.
Figure 2. Multiple site binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter

A. Schematic representation of PR1 promoter deletion constructs used for modified in vitro ChIP experiments. The arrow indicates the start of transcription. Each box represents a fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence that was cloned into a plasmid and used as DNA source in modified ChIP experiments. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). White box indicates the -1 to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Green box represents the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PR1 promoter that sequences from -701bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Blue box illustrates the -1 to -621bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -621bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The last white box shows full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593).

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on PR1 promoter deletion constructs, confirming that NPR1 has multiple binding sites on the PR1 promoter. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of more than 6 biological replicates.
4.3 Positive regulation of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter by SA and negative regulation by INA and 4OH-BA

In work conducted by Wu et al. (2012), NPR1 was shown to be a specific receptor for salicylic acid (SA). By using equilibrium dialysis, the authors demonstrated that $^{14}$C-SA directly binds to NPR1 with a similar affinity as other hormone-receptor bindings.

Since NPR1 is known to be a specific receptor for SA, it remained to be determined whether SA (Figure 3B) affects NPR1 interactions with PR1 promoter. To accomplish this, the cross-linked NPR1-PR1 promoter was incubated with two different concentrations of SA (10 and 80µM). PRI enrichment was then determined by modified ChIPs and analyzed by qPCR assays.

Similar to previous results (Figure 2B, white bar), NPR1 was observed to bind to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. This was determined through the detection of a larger relative PRI enrichment before addition of SA followed by gradual decrease in binding relative to incremental SA concentrations (from 10 to 80µM) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0090; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 3C, white bars). In contrast, as can be seen from Figure 3C (blue bars), NPR1 was observed to interact with the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA, with significant increases in binding observed in correlation to increments in SA concentration (from 10 to 80µM) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0119; p-value < 0.05). These findings were consistent with previous findings (Figure 2B, green bar); smaller relative PRI enrichment amounts were observed for the -701 fragment region promoter in comparison to those obtained for the -870 fragment region. Furthermore, consistent with previous results (Figure 2B, blue bar), PRI enrichment within the -621 fragment of the PR1 promoter was not observed either in
the absence or presence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0969; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 3C, blue bars), clearly confirming that the -621 fragment region (base pair -1 to -621) of the PR1 promoter does not interact with the NPR1 protein.

In the aforementioned study, Wu et al. (2012) also demonstrated that NPR1 does not interact with 4-hydroxy benzoic acid (4-OH BA) and 2,6-dichloroisonicotinic acid (INA) (Figure 3B), and that both 4-OH-BA and INA do not trigger PR-1 expression in Arabidopsis leaves. Similarly, for the current work, the effects of both 4-OH-BA and INA (Figure 3D) on NPR1-binding to the PR1 promoter were investigated, using SA as a positive control measure. Similar to our previous approach, modified ChIP experiments were performed with the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter; however, the -621 fragment was not further investigated due to previous findings demonstrating that no enrichment occurs for this fragment, neither in the presence nor in the absence of SA (Figure 3C, blue bars). NPR1 cross-linked with either the -701 or -870 fragments were incubated with SA, INA, and 4-OH-BA using two concentrations (0.1 and 1µM), followed by immunoprecipitation using the anti-Step antibody for specific immunoprecipitation of the NPR1-bound PR1 promoter complex.

The obtained results demonstrated that relative PRI enrichment was completely abolished for the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter in the presence of both concentrations (0.1 and 1µM) of INA and 4-OH-BA (Figure 3D). However, in the presence of SA, the obtained relative PRI enrichment amounts for both the -701 and -870 fragments were consistent with our previous results (Figure 2B and 3C, white and green bars). For the -870 fragment region, an increase in relative PRI enrichment was observed in the absence of SA, while no enrichment occurred in the presence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0056; p-value <
Similarly, for the -701 fragment, a higher relative $PRI$ enrichment amount was observed in the presence of SA, while a decrease in enrichment amounts were noted in the absence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0370; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 3D, green bars).

In conclusion, the obtained results further confirmed that NPR1 directly interacts with the PR1 promoter, and that SA affects NPR1 binding to the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter in positive and negative ways, respectively. Moreover, INA and 4-OH-BA were shown to negatively affect NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter.
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Figure 3. Positive SA regulation of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter and negative INA and 4-OH-BA regulations of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter

A. Schematic representation of PR1 promoter deletion constructs used for modified in vitro ChIP experiments. The arrow indicates the start of transcription. Each box represents a fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence cloned into a plasmid and used as DNA source in modified ChIP experiments. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). White box indicates the -1 to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Green box represents the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PR1 promoter that sequences from -701bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Blue box illustrates the -1 to -621bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -621bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The last white box shows full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593).

B. Structures of salicylic acid (SA) and its inactive analogues, 2,6 Dichloro INA and 4-Hydroxy Benzoic acid (4-OH-BA).

C. Histogram showing modified ChIP experiments performed on the -870, -701, and -620 fragments of the PR1 promoter with NPR1 protein after addition of 10 and 80µM of SA, confirming that SA positively regulates binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

D. Histogram showing modified ChIP experiments on the -870 and -701 fragments of the PR1 promoter with NPR1 protein after addition of 1 and 0.1µM INA and 4-OH-BA, confirming that they negatively regulate binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. SA was used as a positive control measure. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
4.4. Positive regulation of NPR1 binding by SA to the -636 to -646 fragment of the PR1 promoter

Upon confirmation that salicylic acid (SA) positively affects the recruitment of the NPR1 protein to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter (Figure 3C and 3D, green bars), research was directed towards further specifying the binding site location of NPR1 within the -701 fragment (-1 to -701bp). To accomplish this, modified ChIP experiments were conducted to test NPR1 recruitment to different PR1 promoter deletion constructs made within the -701 fragment region (Figure 4A).

The obtained results revealed that in the presence of SA (1µM), the -621 to -674 base pair fragment of the PR1 promoter contained significant regions for NPR1 recruitment. A student two-tailed t-test showed that the amount of relative PR1 enrichment in the -674 fragment was similar to values obtained for the -701 fragment (p-value is 0.2600; p-value < 0.05), with both fragments yielding a higher degree of relative PR1 enrichment after addition of SA. However, the amount of relative PR1 enrichment in the -621 fragment was found to be significantly smaller than the amounts obtained for the -701 fragment (p-value is 0.0142; p-value < 0.05), both in the presence and absence of SA.

Based on these results, a new experiment was conducted to further specify the binding site of NPR1 within the -621 to -674 regions. As a first step, new deletion constructs had to be chosen for a series of new ChIPs experiments. Past work conducted by Lebel et al. (1998) on PR1 promoter deletion analysis showed that two 10 base pair linker-scanning mutations at the -610 to -640 bp location upstream of the transcription initiation site of the PR1 promoter are very important for PR1 gene expression in Arabidopsis. Particularly, mutation in LS5 induced PR1 expression but mutation in LS7 abolished PR1 expression. More importantly, TGA2 has been shown
to also bind to LS5 (-666 to -676 bp) and LS7 (-636 to -646 bp) (Boyle et al., 2009).

Accordingly, another series of PR1 deletion constructs were prepared around the -635 to -675 base pair sequence within the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter, including LS5LS7 deletions (base pair -635 to -675 is deleted), only LS5 deletion (base pair -666 to -676 is deleted), and only LS7 deletion (base pair -636 to -646 is deleted).

Next, we tested NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter LS5LS7 deletions (Figure 4A, brown box, LS7 and LS5 deletions) in the presence of 1µM SA. Findings indicated that the mutation was sufficient enough to abolish relative PRI enrichment in the presence and absence of SA (Figure 4C, brown bar) with a significant difference in relative PRI enrichment observed in comparison to the -701 fragment, where both LS5 and LS7 were present (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0016; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 4C, green bars).

Next, NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter only LS7 and only LS5 deletions were tested (Figure 4A, red and blue box respectively). Surprisingly, results obtained for the LS7 deletion showed a complete loss of relative PRI enrichment in the presence of SA, with values similar to those obtained for LS5LS7 deletions (Figure 4A, red bar and Figure S3A). A student two-tailed t-test revealed that a significant decrease in relative PRI enrichment occurred in the presence of SA for the LS7 deletion compared to the -701 fragment, which contains both LS5 and LS7 (Figure 4C, green bar) (p-value is 0.00208; p-value < 0.05). Moreover, the obtained relative PRI enrichment amount in the presence of SA for the deletion construct containing the only LS5 deletion (Figure 4C, blue bar) was found to be similar to values obtained for the relative PRI enrichment of the -701 fragment, which contains both LS5 and LS7 (Figure 4C, green bar) A student t-test confirmed that there were no significant differences in enrichment values between the LS5 deletion construct and the -701
fragment (p-value is 0.0966; p-value < 0.05), and that both showed a similar increase in enrichment after addition of SA.

Briefly, these results suggest that in the presence of SA, NPR1 is recruited to the PR1 promoter around the -636 to -646 base pair sequence (LS7 site).
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A. Schematic representation of PR1 promoter deletion constructs used for modified in vitro ChIP experiments. The arrow indicates the start of transcription. Each box represents a fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence cloned into a plasmid and used as DNA source in the modified ChIP experiment. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). The light blue box indicates the -1 to -621bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence that sequences from -621bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The purple box indicates the -1 to -674bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence, which sequences from -674bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Green box represents the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PR1 promoter that sequences from -701bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The brown box shows the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence, where both LS5 (-666 to -676 bp) and LS7 (-636 to -646 bp) sequences deleted (Grey colour box). The red box indicates the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence, where only the LS7 (-636 to -646 bp) sequence deleted. The blue box indicates the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence, where only the LS5 (-666 to -676 bp) sequence deleted. The white box indicates full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593).

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on PR1 promoter deletion constructs, confirming that in presence of SA, the -621 to -674bp sequence region of the PR1 promoter yielded the most PR1 enrichment. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment amounts were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on PR1 promoter deletion constructs, confirming that NPR1 binds to the LS7 (-636 to -646 bp) fragment of the PR1 promoter in presence of SA. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
4.5. Binding of NPR1 to the -790 to -833 fragment region of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA

Similar to the analyses conducted to further specify the binding site within the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter, experiments were conducted to further specify the NPR1 binding site within the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter. The obtained results (Figure 3C and Figure 3D) demonstrated a low relative PRI enrichment factor in the presence of SA, confirming that NPR1 is recruited to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. Next, modified ChIP experiments were conducted to test NPR1 binding to a series of PR1 deletion constructs, including -1 to -870bp, -1 to -790bp, -1 to -833bp, and -734 to -870bp fragments (Figure 5A and Figure S2) in the presence and absence of 1µM SA.

The obtained findings established that the obtained amounts of relative PRI enrichment were not statistically different between the -870 and -833 fragments of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.6501; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 5B, white and purple bars). In addition, both fragments showed a higher degree of relative PRI enrichment in the absence of SA, followed by a complete loss of enrichment after addition of SA. Remarkably, the relative PRI enrichment amounts for the -1 to -870bp and -734bp to -870 fragments were found to be statistically similar (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.1183; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 5B, white and red bars) and also for the -1 to -833bp and -734 to -870 fragments (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.1158; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 5B, purple and red bars), with a higher degree of enrichment observed prior to addition of SA. These results suggest that the -734bp to -833 fragment region of the PR1 promoter could potentially contain an important site for NPR1 binding. However, upon inspection of the -790 fragment results, it was observed that relative PRI
enrichment was completely abolished (Figure 5B, orange bars) (Figure S3B), and that a significant difference existed in comparison to relative PRI enrichment values obtained for the -870 fragment (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0148; p-value < 0.05).

In conclusion, our results confirmed that in the absence of SA, NPR1 recruitment occurs between the -790 to -833 fragments of the PR1 promoter.
Figure 5. Binding of NPR1 to the -790 to -833 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA

A. Schematic representation of PR1 promoter deletion constructs used for modified in vitro ChIP experiment. The arrow indicates the start of transcription. Each box represents a fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence cloned into a plasmid and used as DNA source in the modified ChIP experiment. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). White box indicates the -1 to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -870bp to -1023bp
deleted (Grey colour box). Purple box indicates the -1 to -833bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -833bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Orange box indicates the -1 to -790bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -790bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Red box indicates the -734 to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -1bp to -734bp and -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The last white box shows full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593).

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on PR1 promoter deletion constructs, confirming that NPR1 binds to the -790 to -833 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
4.6 Determination of NPR1 DNA binding domains in both the N and C-terminus

After successful determination of NPR1 binding sites on the PR1 promoter (Figure 4 and 5), the location of the DNA binding domain was subjected to investigation. Considering our past findings, which determined that NPR1 was recruited at two different sites on the PR1 promoter in both the presence and absence of SA (Figure 4 and 5), it was hypothesized that NPR1 might also have two distinct DNA binding domains that facilitate its recruitment to the PR1 promoter. The previously discussed findings regarding NPR1’s distinct binding preference in the presence and absence of SA (Figure 3, 4, and 5) further validated the initial hypothesis.

In related work conducted by Rochon et al. (2006), the amino acids cysteine 521 and 529 (Cys\textsuperscript{521/529}) of the NPR1 protein were determined to be necessary for *PR1* gene activation in vivo, as well as for the transactivation function of the full-length NPR1 and for NPR1 Δ1-513 (NPR1 513-593). Further, Wu et al. (2012) demonstrated that SA binds NPR1 specifically through Cys\textsuperscript{521/529} and a Copper transition metal. Together, these findings confirm the importance of the NPR1 C-terminus region for SA binding to NPR1, and consequently, to the PR1 promoter; accordingly, an analysis of the C-terminus region was conducted to identify a potential DNA binding domain.
4.7 Location of DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA

Tests involving the binding of a series of NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter, both in the presence and absence of SA, were conducted to identify the potential DNA binding domain that recruits NPR1 to the PR1 promoter in presence of SA. All deletion constructs were made to NPR1 Δ1-374, meaning that they lack the amino acids 1-374, with the exception of NPR1 Δ1-513 (NPR1 513-593) (Figure 6A). Full-length NPR1 was recruited as a positive control measure. Amino acid 374 is located right after ankyrin repeats of NPR1 as predicted by Pfam (Finn et al., 2006) and SMART (Letunic et al., 2006). Amino acid 513 on C-terminus region corresponds to the beginning of the last stretch of negatively charged and hydrophobic residues (Cress and Triezenberg, 1991).

Consistent with our previous results (Figure 3 and 4), relative PRI enrichment amounts for full-length NPR1 were found to be statistically greater in the presence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0402; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 6B). Similar to the results obtained for full-length NPR1, relative PRI enrichment amounts for NPR1 374-593 (NPR1 Δ1-374) were also found to be statistically greater after addition of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0279; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 6B). On the other hand, no significant differences were found in relative PRI enrichment amounts obtained before and after addition of SA for both NPR1 374-535 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and Δ535-593) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.4855; p-value < 0.05) and NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.3668; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 6B). Together, these results suggest that a potential DNA binding domain could be localized in the C-terminus region between amino acids 374-593.
Figure 6. Possible location of the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA

A. Schematic representation of NPR1 protein deletion constructs. All constructs were made to NPR1 Δ1-374, meaning that they lack the amino acids 1 to 374, with the exception of NPR1 Δ1-513 (NPR1 513-593). The first box from the top shows full-length NPR1 (amino acid 1-593). The second box indicates NPR1 Δ1-374 that amino acid 1 to 374 deleted. The third box represents NPR1 Δ1-513 that amino acid 1 to 513 deleted. The last box illustrates NPR 374-535 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and Δ535-593), which amino acids 1 to 374 and 535 to 593 deleted. Green box shows the -1 to -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter that is used as DNA source, along with NPR1 deletion constructs in ChIP experiments.

B. Histogram illustrating the results of modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 deletion constructs and the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter after addition of SA, suggesting possible localization of the NPR1 DNA binding domain between amino acids 374 to 593. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
In order to further narrow down the localization of the DNA binding domain for the binding of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter, which was previously suggested through our findings to be within the amino acids 374-593 (Figure 6), a new series of experiments involving new deletion constructs were conducted. For this purpose, a new series of NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs, made from NPR1 Δ1-463 (NPR1 463-593, i.e., lacking amino acids 1 to 463) (Figure 7A) were tested for binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA. Full-length NPR1 and NPR1 513-593 (Δ1-513) were recruited as positive control measures. Amino acid 463 is located on C-terminus region after ankyrin repeats and is the end point of sequence similarity with *Drosophila* ankyrin 2 (GenBank accession number AAN12046.1) (Rochon et al., 2006).

Consistent with our previous results (Figure 3, 4, and 6B), relative *PRI* enrichment values were observed to be statistically greater for full-length NPR1 in the presence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0505; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 7B). No statistically significant differences were found for relative *PRI* enrichment values obtained before and after SA addition for both NPR1 463-535 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ535-593) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.4855; p-value < 0.05) and NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.1328; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 7B). In addition, there were no statistically significant differences found for relative *PRI* enrichment values before and after addition of SA for both NPR1 463-593 (NPR1 Δ1-463) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0580; p-value < 0.05) and NPR1 463-570 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ570-593) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0277; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 7B), with both deletion constructs yielding a higher degree of relative *PRI* enrichment after addition of SA. On the other hand, for NPR1 463-580 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ580-593), a statistically significant difference was
found in relative PRI enrichment before and after addition of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0418; p-value < 0.05), with an observed reduction in relative PRI enrichment after addition of SA (Figure 7B).

In conjunction, the obtained finding suggest that in the presence of SA, the potential DNA binding domain of NPR1 DNA for binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter is localized between amino acids 463-570.
Figure 7. Possible location of the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA

A. Schematic representation of NPR1 deletion constructs. All constructs were made to NPR1 Δ1-463, meaning that they lack amino acids 1 to 463, with the exception of NPR1 Δ1-513 (NPR1 513-593). The first box from the top shows full-length NPR1 (amino acid 1-593). The second box indicates NPR1 Δ1-463, which amino acid 1 to 463 deleted. The third box represents NPR1 Δ1-513 that amino acid 1 to 513 deleted. The fourth box illustrates NPR 463-535 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ535-593), which amino acids 1 to 463 and 535 to 593 deleted. The fifth box shows NPR1 463-570 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ570-593) that amino acids 1 to 463 and 570 to 593 deleted. The last box indicates NPR1 463-580 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ580-593), which amino acids 1 to 463 and 580 to 593 deleted. Green box shows
the -1 to -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter that is used as DNA source along with NPR1 deletion constructs used in ChIP experiments.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 C-terminus deletion constructs and the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter after addition of SA, suggesting possible location of the NPR1 DNA binding domain to be between amino acids 463 to 570. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
Upon determination of the approximate location for the DNA binding domain site for NPR1 to be between amino acids 463-570 (Figure 7), further investigations were needed to further specify the site location, as the region still spanned 107 amino acids in length. As explained earlier, all used NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs were made either to amino acid 374 (Figure 6A) or amino acid 463 (Figure 7A), meaning that they either lacked amino acids 1-374 or 1-463, respectively. As such, despite findings that pointed towards a significant difference in some of the tested NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs, including NPR1 374-593 (Figure 6) and NPR1 463-570 (Figure 7), a conclusive determination could not be attained. This peculiarity could be due to improper protein folding, which can be attributed to the short length of the proteins and disruption of balances of forces that contribute to protein folding and stabilization (Fersht 1993; Lazaridis et al. 1995; Pace et al. 1996). Difficulties in accurately determining the DNA binding site from these constructs prompted the preparation of new NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs made to the full-length NPR1. Application of this approach eliminated the possibility of improper protein folding hindering a definite conclusion. For these experiments, the binding of all newly-made NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter were tested in the presence of SA (Figure 8A).

A statistically significant difference was found to exist between relative PRI enrichment values for both NPR1 1-570 (NPR1 Δ570-593) and NPR1 1-580 (NPR1 Δ580-593) deletion constructs before and after addition of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.0409 and 0.0335 respectively; p-value < 0.05). A higher degree of relative PRI enrichment was observed for NPR1 1-570 (NPR1 Δ570-593) after addition of SA, while a lesser degree of relative PRI enrichment was observed for NPR1 1-580 (NPR1 Δ580-593) after addition of SA (Figure 8B). These results were
consistent with our previous findings, as a higher degree of PRI enrichment was also found for NPR1 463-570 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ570-593) after addition of SA, while NPR1 463-580 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ580-593) showed a lesser degree of PRI enrichment after addition of SA (Figure 8B).

Consistent with our previous results (Figure 6B, 7B), Full-length NPR1 yielded a more statistically significant increase in relative PRI enrichment after addition of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0206; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 8B). Relative PRI enrichment for NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) was also consistent with previously obtained results (Figure 6B, 7B), with no statistically significant differences found before and after addition of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.6636; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 8B). Surprisingly, a statistically significant increase in relative PRI enrichment for the NPR1 1-535 (NPR1 Δ535-593) construct was found after addition of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0406; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 8B). Briefly, the obtained results suggest that in the presence of SA, the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter is localized between amino acids 513-535.

In conclusion, our findings, as can be seen from Figures 6, 7, and 8, demonstrated that the relative PRI enrichment for the NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) C-terminus deletion construct was consistent, with no observed differences in enrichment values before and after addition of SA. Similar consistency was also observed for full-length NPR1, where a statistically larger amount of relative PRI enrichment was observed after addition of SA. Successful and accurate determination of the DNA binding domain was finalized by the results obtained for the NPR1 1-535 (NPR1 Δ535-593) C-terminus deletion construct (Figure 8B), for which a significantly higher relative PRI enrichment amount was observed after addition of
SA. A comparison of relative PR1 enrichment values between NPR1 Δ1-513 and NPR1 Δ535-593 deletion constructs (Figure 8B) finalized that in the presence of SA, the DNA binding domain site for NPR1 binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter lies between amino acids 513-535.
Figure 8. Possible location of the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA

A. Schematic representation of NPR1 deletion constructs. All constructs were made to full-length NPR1, meaning that they all start at amino acid 1, with the exception of NPR1 Δ1-513 (NPR1 513-593). The first box from the top illustrates the full-length NPR1 (amino acid 1-593). The second box indicates NPR1 1-580 (NPR1 Δ580-593) that amino acid 580 to 593 deleted. The third box represents NPR1 1-570 (NPR1 Δ570-593), which amino acid 570 to 593 deleted. The fourth box illustrates NPR 1-535 (NPR1 Δ535-593) that amino acid 535 to 593 deleted. The fifth box shows NPR 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513), which amino acid 1 to 513 deleted. The green box shows the -1 to -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter used as a DNA source, along with NPR1 deletion constructs used in ChIP.
experiments. Sequences of NPR1 C-terminus region (amino acids 513-535) show Cys$_{521}$ and Cys$_{529}$ positions.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 deletion constructs and the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter after SA addition, confirming localization of the NPR1 DNA binding domain between amino acids 513 to 535. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative $PRI$ enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
4.8 Location of DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment of PR1 promoter in the absence of SA

After successful determination of the DNA binding domain site of NPR1 that allows its recruitment to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA (Figure 6, 7, and 8), the DNA binding domain site that facilitates NPR1 recruitment to the -870 fragment of PR1 promoter remained to be elucidated. Similar to our previous approach, the recruitment of a series of NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter were tested only in the absence of SA, using modified ChIPs. All deletion constructs were made to NPR1 Δ1-374, meaning that they lacked amino acids 1-374, with the exception of NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) and NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) (Figure 9A). Full-length NPR1 was recruited as a positive control measure. Amino acid 374 is located right after ankyrin repeats of NPR1 as predicted by Pfam (Finn et al., 2006) and SMART (Letunic et al., 2006). Amino acid 513 on C-terminus region corresponds to the beginning of the last stretch of negatively charged and hydrophobic residues, a signature of transactivation domains (Cress and Triezenberg, 1991). Amino acid 533 is localized on C-terminus region right before the nuclear localization signal (Kinkema et al., 2000).

As expected, PRI enrichment was not observed for all tested NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs in the absence of SA. Full-length NPR1, conversely, showed a significantly higher degree of relative PRI enrichment compared with other C-terminus deletion constructs, including NPR1 374-580 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and NPR1 Δ580-593), NPR1 374-570 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and NPR1 Δ570-593), NPR1 374-535 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and NPR1 Δ535-593), NPR1 374-593 (NPR1 Δ1-374), NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533), and NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) (Figure 9B) (Student two-tailed t-test,
p-values are 0.0082, 0.0048, 0.0101, 0.0079, 0.0107, and 0.0039, respectively; p-value < 0.05).

Together, these results demonstrated that the C-terminus region of NPR1 is not associated with its recruitment to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA, further confirming our previous results (Figure 6, 7, and 8) regarding the importance of the C-terminus region for binding to SA and the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter.
Figure 9. Irrelevance of C-terminus region of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in absence of SA

A. Schematic representation of NPR1 deletion constructs. All constructs were made to NPR1 Δ1-374, meaning that they lack the amino acid 1 to 374 except for NPR1 Δ1-513 (NPR1 513-593) and NPR1 Δ1-533 (NPR1 533-593). The first box from the top illustrates the
full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593). The second box indicates NPR1 374-593 (NPR1 Δ1-374) that amino acid 1 to 374 deleted. The third box represents NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513), which amino acid 1 to 593 deleted. The fourth box represents NPR1 374-535 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and NPR1 Δ535-593), which amino acids 1 to 374 and 535 to 593 deleted. The fifth box shows NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) that amino acids 1 to 533 deleted. The sixth box illustrates NPR 374-570 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and NPR1 Δ570-593), which amino acids 1 to 374 and 570 to 593 deleted. The last box shows NPR 374-580 (NPR1 Δ1-374 and NPR1 Δ580-593) that amino acids 1 to 374 and 580 to 593 deleted. The white box shows the -1 to -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter that is used as DNA in ChIP experiments.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 C-terminus deletion constructs and the -870 fragment in the absence of SA, confirming that the C-terminus is not involved in NPR1 binding to the -870 fragment. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment amounts were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
In accordance with our findings, the C-terminus region of NPR1 was concluded to not be involved in the recruitment of NPR1 to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter (Figure 9). Consequently, binding of the NPR1-POZ domain (NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593), located in N-terminus region) to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter was tested in the presence and absence of SA (Figure 10A). Full-length NPR1 was recruited as a positive control, while two N-terminus region deletion constructs, NPR1 374-593 (NPR1 Δ1-374) and NPR1-Δ513 (NPR1 Δ1-513), were used as negative controls.

Interestingly, a similar amount of relative PRI enrichment was found for NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) and full-length NPR1 in the absence and presence of SA (Figure 10B) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.2390 and 0.5394 respectively; p-value < 0.05), with a higher degree of PRI enrichment occurring in the absence of SA. As expected, both C-terminus region deletion constructs, NPR1 374-593 (Δ1-374) and NPR1 513-593 (Δ1-513), displayed significantly lesser amounts of relative PRI enrichment both in the absence and presence of SA when compared to full-length NPR1 (Figure 10B). A Student two-tailed t-test assessment on relative PRI enrichment values obtained in the absence of SA for NPR1 513-593 (Δ1-513) and NPR1 374-593 (Δ1-374) presented p-values of 0.0085 and 0.0084, respectively.

Together, these findings further confirmed that the C-terminus region of NPR1 is not involved in its recruitment to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA, and showed that a possible DNA binding domain may be located in the N-terminus region, between amino acids 1-190.
Figure 10. Possible location of the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA

A. Schematic representation of NPR1 deletion constructs. The first box from the top shows full-length NPR1 (amino acids 1-593). The second box indicates NPR1-190 (Δ190-593) that amino acids 190 to 593 deleted. The third box represents NPR1 374-593 (Δ1-374), which amino acids 1 to 374 deleted. Last box shows NPR1 513-593 (Δ1-513) that amino acids 1 to 513 deleted. The white box shows the -1 to -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter that was used as a DNA source, along with NPR1 deletion constructs employed in ChIP experiments.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on both C and N terminus deletion constructs of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter, before and after addition of SA, confirming the possible localization of the NPR1 DNA binding domain between amino acids 1 and 190. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment amounts were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
In order to further narrow down the location of the NPR1 binding site domain for binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter, a new series of experiments were performed with C-terminus deletion construct NPR1 110-593 (NPR1 Δ1-110) before and after addition of SA (Figure 11A). NPR1 Δ1-110 lacks the first 110 N-terminal amino acids. For this series of experiments, NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) and full-length constructs were employed as positive controls.

Remarkably, NPR1 110-593 (NPR1 Δ1-110) showed similar amounts of relative PR1 enrichment compared to full-length NPR1, both in the presence and absence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.8947, and 0.0618 respectively; p-value < 0.05), with larger PR1 enrichment values observed in the absence of SA. Consistent with previous results (Figure 10B), a similar amount of relative PR1 enrichment was observed for NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) compared with full-length NPR1, both in the presence and absence of SA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.6932, and 0.2390 respectively; p-value < 0.05), with larger enrichment values observed in the absence of SA (Figure 10B).

These findings demonstrated that in the absence of SA, the first 110 amino acids in the 1-190 sequence located in the N-terminus region did not play a significant role in the binding of NPR1 to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter. Additionally, a comparison of relative PR1 enrichment values of full-length NPR1, NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593), and NPR1 110-593 (NPR1 Δ1-110) clearly confirmed that the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment in the absence of SA is localized between amino acids 110-190 in the N-terminus region.

Following, investigations were conducted to determine if the binding of NPR1 110-593 (NPR1 Δ1-110) amino acid sequence to the -870 fragment in the absence of SA is facilitated by a metal co-factor. For this investigation,
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) was used as a metal chelating agent in a series of modified ChIP experiments employed to analyze NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) binding to the -807 fragment of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of 1µMSA (as positive control) and 10mM EDTA.

Our findings revealed that in the presence of EDTA (metal chelation), relative \( PRI1 \) enrichment for NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) was completely abolished, with statistically significant differences found in comparison to values obtained before addition of EDTA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0008; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 11C). Consistent with our previous results (Figure 11B and 10B), relative \( PRI1 \) enrichment values were found to significantly decrease after addition of SA as compared to results obtained prior to SA addition (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0408; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 11C). Chiefly, the obtained results confirmed that the binding of NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) domain amino acid sequence 110-190 to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter occurs in the absence of SA through a metal co-factor.

Our findings regarding the role of a metal co-factor in the binding of NPR1 to the -870 fragment (Figure 11C) led to further exploration on the exact identity of the amino acid associated in this process. As shown by Cao et al. (1997), the \( npr1-2 \) allele mutation exhibits only a minor induction of \( PRI1 \) expression after SA treatment. The \( npr1-2 \) mutation converts cysteine residue number 150 to tyrosine 150. The importance of cysteine residue number 150 in NPR1 plant immune response activity allows for the hypothesis that cysteine residue number 150 could be the amino acid under investigation. To test this hypothesis, NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) was submitted to a mutation in its Cysteine residue 150 to tyrosine 150, and a series of modified ChIPs experiments were conducted for binding of NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) C150Y to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter. For these experiments, NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-
was employed as a positive control measure prior to and after treatment with SA and EDTA.

The obtained results demonstrated that relative PRI enrichment for NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) C150Y was abolished completely, with a significant observed difference compared to the control NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0324; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 11D). Consistent with our previous results, relative PRI enrichment for NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) was abolished after addition of EDTA (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0008; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 11D). As well, a significant reduction in relative PRI enrichment was observed (Figure 10B, 11B, 11C) after addition of SA as compared to results obtained prior to SA addition (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.0408; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 11D).

These findings further confirmed that in the absence of SA, the binding of NPR1 to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter is a metal-dependent process; in addition, the amino acid cysteine number 150 located in the N-terminus region of NPR1 was shown to be critical to the transition-metal binding activity of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter.

In sum, the obtained results further confirm that the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter is located in the N-terminus region, between amino acids 110 to 190. Further, in the absence of SA, the NPR1 binding has been revealed to occur through a metal co-factor and Cys^{150} shown to be critical for metal interaction.
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Figure 11. DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter, located between amino acids 110 to 190. Binding occurs in the absence of SA through Cys$^{150}$ via transition metal

A. Schematic representation of NPR1 deletion constructs. The first box from the top shows full-length NPR1 (amino acid 1-593). The second box indicates NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) that amino acids 190 to 593 deleted. The third box represents NPR1 110-593 (Δ1-110), which amino acids 1 to 110 deleted. White box shows the -1 to -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter used as DNA source along with NPR1 deletion constructs employed in ChIP experiments. Sequence of NPR1 N-terminus region amino acid 110-190 shows Cys$^{150}$ position.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on the NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs and the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of SA, confirming that the first 110 amino acids of the N-terminus are not associated with NPR1 binding to -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter. ChIPs were performed with anti-
Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) and the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter after EDTA addition, confirming that the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter -870 fragment is metal dependent. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

D. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593), NPR1 1-190 (Δ190-593) C150Y mutation, and the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter after SA addition, confirming that the binding of NPR1 to the -870 fragment is metal dependent and that Cys150 is a critical factor in this metal interaction. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
4.9 Exclusive binding of NPR1 protein to circular double stranded DNA

The successful determination of NPR1 binding sites on the PR1 promoter in the presence and absence of SA (Figure 4 and 5), as well as the subsequent clarifications regarding the localization of the DNA binding domain positions on NPR1 (Figure 8 and 11) led to further specification inquiries in regards to the role DNA shape plays in NPR1 binding. Concisely, the aim of the next experiments centered on whether NPR1 favors single stranded versus double stranded DNA, or whether it binds linear versus circular-form DNA. Since the PR1 promoter sequence was cloned to a plasmid, different tests could be performed, including restriction digestion and boiling.

First, NPR1 binding was tested to both the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter (Figure 12A) after digestion of both fragments with two different restriction enzymes, including BglII and SnaBI. Sequence specific recognition sites for both enzymes were located outside of the region where NPR1 binds to the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter. Next, -701 and -870 fragment samples were boiled in order to denature the double stranded form of the plasmid to single stranded form, followed by testing of their bindings to NPR1 protein.

The obtained results revealed that relative PRI enrichment was severely reduced when both -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter were digested with the SnaBI enzyme and denatured after boiling, as well as upon submission to a combination of both digestion and boiling (Figure 12B). The observed reductions in relative PRI enrichment for all conditions were significant compared to PRI enrichment values obtained for both the -701 and -870 fragments in circular and double stranded forms. Student two-tailed t-test p-values for the -870 fragment submitted to i) digestion, ii) boiling, and iii) combinations of both digestion and
boiling, were 0.0015, 0.0266, and 0.0165, respectively (p-value < 0.05). Similarly, student two-tailed t-test p-values for the -701 fragment submitted to i) digestion, ii) boiling, and iii) combinations of both digestion and boiling, were 0.0731, 0.0723, and 0.0556, respectively (p-value < 0.05).

The NPR1 recruitment to the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter was also tested after samples were digested with BglI enzyme (Figure S9) prior to and after addition of SA. As expected, similar to SnaBI digestion results (Figure 12B), relative PRI enrichment was completely abolished before and after addition of SA (Figure 12C).

Given that NPR1 only binds to circular and double stranded forms of DNA, and given that a rich AT sequence is present around the -701 fragment region of the PR1 promoter, further investigations were then conducted regarding the existence of secondary DNA structure formations that resulted in stabilization of binding between NPR1 and the PR1 promoter. For this purpose, Mfold DNA secondary structure prediction software (Zuker, 2003) was employed to predict all possible formations, including hairpins, stem-loops, and cruciforms, capable of occurring in both the -701 and -870 fragments regions (Figure S3). Prediction analysis prompted the hypothesis that the formation of secondary structures around these specific NPR1 binding sites perhaps stabilizes the interactions occurring between NPR1 and the PR1 promoter. Unfortunately, a demonstration of the formation of secondary structures in vitro using the classical S1 endonuclease enzyme mapping approach was not possible (data not shown). As such, the hypothesis remains to be confirmed.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that the NPR1 protein only binds to double-stranded and circular forms of the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter.
Figure 12. Binding of NPR1 to the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter
A. Schematic representation of PR1 promoter deletion constructs and full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593) used for modified ChIP experiments. Fragments of the PR1 promoter sequence cloned into a plasmid and used as DNA source in modified ChIP experiments. The white box indicates -1 to -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence. The green box shows the -1 to -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter, confirming that NPR1 only binds to circular and double-stranded forms of PR1 promoter fragments. Restriction digestions were conducted with the use of SnaBI enzyme. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of SA, further confirming that NPR1 only binds circular and double stranded forms of PR1 promoter fragments. Restriction digestions were conducted with the use of BglII enzyme. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates.
4.10 In vivo and in vitro analyses of NPR1-PR1 promoter binding inhibition by 4-hydroxy benzoic acid

As previously discussed in section (4.3), an abolishment of relative PRI enrichment was observed for the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter upon addition of 0.1 and 1µM of 4-OH-BA (Figure 3D). Thus, SA was further concluded to positively regulate the binding of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter, while 4-OH-BA NPR1 was demonstrated to negatively affect the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. In related work conducted by Wu et al. (2012), 4-OH-BA has also been shown to compete with SA for NPR1 binding however, 4-OH-BA was shown to forgo binding to NPR1.

These results led to the hypothesis that 4-OH-BA might act as a DNA binding inhibitor by competing with SA for NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter. To test this hypothesis, modified ChIP experiments were conducted for NPR1 binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter (Figure 13A) prior to and after addition of 1 and 10µM SA, as well as prior to and after addition of combinations of 1 and 10µM SA with 1, 10, and 80µM 4-OH-BA (Table 3.1) (Figure 13B). The combined NPR1 and -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter were incubated with 4-OH-BA (1, 10, and 80µM) for 15 min, followed by subsequent addition of either 1 or 10µM SA. Samples were then left to stand for another 15 min to allow cross-linking to occur.

The obtained results revealed that when 1µM of SA was added to 1, 10, and 80µM of 4-OH-BA, the binding of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter was highly affected, with a significant reduction in relative PRI enrichment values as compared to when only 1µM SA was added (Figure 13C) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.0491, 0.0285, and 0.0325 respectively; p-value < 0.05). Similarly, upon addition of 10µM of SA to 1, 10, and 80µM of 4-OH-BA, the binding of NPR1 to the
-701 fragment of the PR1 promoter was revealed to be affected, as the amount of relative \textit{PRI} enrichment was significantly reduced as compared to results obtained for single addition of 10µM SA (Figure 13D). Student two-tailed t-test analyses produced p-values of 0.0027, 0.0111, and 0.0043 for 1, 10, and 80µM of 4-OH-BA combined with 10µM SA, respectively, while single addition of 10µM SA produced a p-value < 0.05.

These findings suggest that 4-OH-BA competes with SA, negatively regulating NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter. However, no drastic changes were observed between the 1, 10, and 80µM concentrations of 4-OH-BA. Presumably, the binding sites on NPR1 were already saturated at lower concentrations of 4-OH-BA; consequently, increases in 4-OH-BA concentration did not contribute to further drastic changes.
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Figure 13. Binding site competition between 4-OH-BA and SA, and negative regulation of 4-OH-BA in binding of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PRI promoter

A. Schematic representation of PRI promoter and full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593) used for modified ChIP experiments. The green box shows the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PRI promoter sequence.

B. Structures of SA and 4-OH-BA.

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 and the -701 fragment of the PRI promoter after addition of SA and 4-OH-BA. First, 1, 10, and 80µM of 4-OH-BA were added, followed by addition of 1µM SA. 4-OH-BA competed with SA and negatively affected NPR1 binding. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

D. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 and the -701 fragment of the PRI promoter after addition of SA and 4-OH-BA. First 1, 10, and 80µM of 4-OH-BA were added, followed by addition of 10µM SA. 4-OH-BA competed with SA and negatively affected NPR1 binding. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
Following these initial results, further research was undertaken to explicate the competitive relationship between 4-OH-BA and SA. For this, relative PR1 enrichment amounts were obtained for binding of two NPR1 C-terminus deletion constructs, NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) and NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter (Figure 14A) under the presence of a series of low-to-high concentrations of 4-OH-BA (1, 0.1, 0.00001, 0.000001, and 0.0000001µM), and 1µM SA. It is important to note that NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) and NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) were particularly chosen for these experiments for two distinct reasons. Foremost, NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) has been shown to contain the specific sites (Cysteine 521 and 529 residues) on NPR1 for SA perception (Wu et al., 2012). Additionally, as found in section (4.7), our results have revealed that in the presence of SA, the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter is also localized between amino acids 513 to 535 in the C-terminus region of NPR1 (Figure 8). Also, Rochon et al., (2006) showed that amino acids 513 to 533 are critical for transactivation function of NPR1 in presence of SA.

As can be seen in Figure 14B, a negative correlation between 4-OH-BA and relative PR1 enrichment amounts was found to exist for the NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513); in other words, higher concentrations of 4-OH-BA yielded lower relative PR1 enrichment values. Consistent with previous results for NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) (Figures 6,7, and 8), no significant differences in relative PR1 enrichment were observed between values obtained before and after addition of SA (Figure 14B) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.7235; p-value < 0.05).

Student two-tailed t-tests showed that significantly lower amounts of relative PR1 enrichment were obtained after addition of 1 and 0.01µM 4-OH-BA (p-values were 0.0596 and 0.0264 respectively; p-value < 0.05) as compared to the amount of
Relative PRI enrichment obtained after addition of 1µM SA (Figure 14B). As well, lower relative PRI enrichment values were observed after addition of 0.00001, 0.000001, and 0.0000001µM 4-OH-BA as compared to the amount of relative PRI enrichment obtained after addition of 1µM SA. However, a student two-tailed t-test analysis showed that the PRI enrichment values obtained after addition of 0.00001, 0.000001, and 0.0000001µM 4-OH-BA were not statistically significant compared to PRI enrichment values obtained after addition of 1µM SA (p-values were 0.0949, 0.1239, and 0.6085 respectively; p-value < 0.05) (Figure 14B).

Similar to NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) results (Figure 14B), an inverse relationship was observed between 4-OH-BA concentrations values (1 to 0.0000001µM) and the amounts of relative PRI enrichment obtained for NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) (Figure 14C). No significant differences were noted in regards to relative PRI enrichment values obtained for NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) before and after addition of SA (Figure 14C) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-value is 0.5087; p-value < 0.05).

However, significantly lower amounts of relative PRI enrichment were obtained after addition of 1, 0.1, and 0.00001µM 4-OH-BA as compared to PRI enrichment values obtained after addition of 1µM SA (Figure 14C) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.0480, 0.0435, and 0.0548 respectively; p-value < 0.05). As well, no significant differences were noted in regards to relative PRI enrichment values obtained after addition of 0.000001 and 0.0000001µM 4-OH-BA as compared to PRI enrichment values obtained after addition of 1µM SA (Figure 14C) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.1113, and 0.2721 respectively; p-value < 0.05).

For NPR1-Δ513, after addition of 0.00001µM 4-OH-BA, the obtained relative PRI enrichment was similar to enrichment values obtained after addition of 1µM SA.
(Figure 14B). Conversely for NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533), enrichment values similar to those obtained after addition of 1μM SA were observed after addition of 0.000001μM 4-OH-BA (Figure 14C). These observations served to confirm that 4-OH-BA impacts the relative enrichment of PRI for NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) to a considerably faster degree in comparison to NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533).

The obtained results for this series of experiments suggest that 4-OH-BA inhibits the binding of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter via competition with SA for NPR1 binding sites. Also, the faster degree of change observed in PRI enrichment amounts for NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) as compared to NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) further confirms that 4-OH-BA acts as a potent inhibitor of DNA-binding activity of NPR1, even at low concentration levels.
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Figure 14. 4-OH-BA inhibition of binding of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter

A. Schematic representation of the PR1 promoter and NPR1 protein deletions constructs used for modified in vitro ChIP experiments. Green box shows the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence. The top box indicates Full-length NPR1 protein (amino acid 1 to 593). The second box shows NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513), which amino acids 1 to 513 deleted. The third box represents NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) that amino acids 1 to 533 deleted.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) and the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of 1µM SA, and 1, 0.1, 0.00001, 0.000001, 0.0000001µM 4-OH-BA, confirming that 4-OH-BA inhibits the binding of NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) to the -701 fragment. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) and -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of 1µM SA, and 1, 0.1, 0.00001, 0.000001, 0.0000001µM 4-OH-BA, confirming that 4-OH-BA inhibits the binding of NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) to the -701 fragment. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PRI enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05)
After successful in vitro determination of 4-OH-BA as a potent inhibitor of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter (Figure 13 and Figure 14), an in vivo experimental set-up was established to further test the potential role of 4-OH-BA in live plants. In this set-up, plants were sprayed with 4-OH-BA and SA with the aim to test the regulation of PRI transcription that occurs as a result of the antagonist relationship between 4-OH-BA and SA. Quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) analyses in wild type (WT) Arabidopsis (Figure 15A) were performed prior to treatment with SA and 4-OH-BA, 12 hours past initial 300µM SA treatment, and 12 hours following combination treatments composed of 300µM SA and varying concentrations of 4-OH-BA (30, 3, and 0.3µM). After RNA isolation from untreated and treated Arabidopsis leaves and its subsequent conversion to cDNA, PRI transcripts were quantified through the use of primers specific to the PRI gene.

Our findings indicated that PRI transcripts were more abundant in SA-induced samples in comparison to non-induced samples (Figure 15B). As well, PRI transcripts were observed in more abundance when plants were sprayed with a combination of 300µM SA and 0.3µM 4-OH-BA. However, PRI transcripts were less substantial for plants sprayed with a combination of 300 µM SA and either 3 or 30µM 4-OH-BA (Figure 15B). Together, the obtained results suggest that 4-OH-BA negatively regulated PRI transcription as opposed to SA at higher concentrations (3 or 30µM), while at lower concentrations (0.3µM), PRI transcription was able to return back to SA-induced levels.

Next, we approached the possibility of 4-OH-BA analogues also negatively regulating PRI transcripts via SA competition. In related work, Wu et al. (2012) demonstrated that other analogs of SA do not bind to NPR1; in comparison to SA, they have been shown to be poor inducers of PRI transcripts. Bearing this in mind, 4-
OH-BA analogues were analyzed in a manner similar to the previously described in vivo approach undertaken for 4-OH-BA. For this series of experiments, qRT-PCR analyses were performed to determine the abundance of PRI transcripts found in wild-type Arabidopsis leaves with the following experimental parameters: i) non-induced leaves, ii) 12 hours past 300µMSA induction, iii) 12 hours after induction of combinations of both 300µMSA and 3-OH-BA (30, 3, and 0.3µM), INA (30, 3, and 0.3µM), catechol (30, 3, and 0.3µM), and Benzoic acid (BA) (30, 3, and 0.3µM) (Table 3.2) (Figure 15A and Figure S4A).

Our findings revealed that PRI transcript levels in plants sprayed with a combination of SA and 3-OH-BA (Figure S4B), SA and INA (Figure S4D), and SA and BA (Figure S4C) were similar to those obtained for plants treated with SA and 4-OH-BA (Figure 15B), although this was only true for SA-induced leaves. Conversely, a combination of SA with different concentrations of either 3-OH-BA, INA, and BA showed inconsistent PRI transcripts, with an overall decrease in PRI transcript levels for all concentrations of 3-OH-BA and BA (30, 3, and 0.3µM) when applied in conjunction with SA (Figure S4B and C).

Interestingly, opposed to 4-OH-BA, 3-OH-BA, and BA results (Figure 15B, Figure S4B and C) high PRI transcripts levels similar to those obtained for SA-induced leaves (Figure 15C), were found for plants 12 hours past the initial spraying with a combination of 300µM SA and catechol (30, 3, and 0.3µM) (Figure 15A), suggesting that catechol competed with SA synergistically, dissimilar to how 4-OH-BA competes for NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter, and ultimately, PRI expression.

Next, qRT-PCR analyses were performed to quantify the abundance of PRI transcripts in wild-type and PAL-mutant Arabidopsis plants before and after treatment for 12 hours with 300µM SA. The Phenylalanine Ammonia Lyase (PAL) gene has
been shown to encode for the *PAL* enzyme that acts as an intermediate in the 4-OH-BA synthesis pathway (Kohle et al., 2002). Based on our previous results, higher or similar amounts of *PRI* transcripts were expected for *PAL* mutant plants compared to the SA-induced wild-type plants. As expected, *PRI* transcripts levels were higher for *PAL* mutant plants in comparison to values obtained for SA-induced wild type plants (Figure S4E). However, *PAL1* and *PAL2* (two different alleles of *PAL* mutant) yielded differing *PRI* transcripts levels; as such, the results were considered to be inconclusive.
Figure 15. Competition of 4-OH-BA and catechol with SA for PRI expression regulation

A. Structures of SA and its inactive analogues, 4-OH-BA and catechol.
B. Histogram illustrating the expression profile of the PRI gene prior to SA treatment, 12 hours after 300µM SA treatment, and 12 hours after a combination of 300µM SA with 30, 3, and 0.3µM 4-OH-BA. Quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) was conducted in 6 weeks old Arabidopsis thaliana leaves. Expression was normalized to the expression of the constitutive gene ubiquitin 5.
C. Histogram illustrating the expression profile of the PRI gene prior to SA treatment, 12 hours after 300µM SA treatment, and 12 hours after a combination of 300µM SA with 30, 3, and 0.3µM catechol. Quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) was conducted in 6-week old Arabidopsis thaliana leaves. Expression was normalized to the expression of the constitutive gene ubiquitin 5.
4.11 Binding of NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4 proteins to the PR1 promoter

Five other NPR1-like genes have been identified in the Arabidopsis genome, namely NPR2, NPR3, NPR4, NPR5 (BLADE-ON-PETIOLE2), and NPR6 (BLADE-ON-PETIOLE1) (Hepworth et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005). NPR2 shares the highest sequence similarity with NPR1 (61.89%) followed by NPR3 (36.67%), NPR4 (36.24%), NPR5 (20.16%), and NPR6 (21.63%) (Table S1 and Figure S5A).

Although NPR3 and NPR4 have been shown to be involved in plant defence mechanisms, contradictory results from different groups have impeded a clearer, more concise understanding of the role these two genes play in plant resistance responses. As such, we were interested to test whether NPR3 and NPR4 also bind to the PR1 promoter in a manner similar to NPR1, in presence and absence of SA. To do so, similar to our previous approach, modified ChIP experiments were conducted to analyse the binding of both NPR3 and NPR4 to the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of 1µM SA (Figure 16A). For these experiments, NPR1 was employed as a positive control measure.

Similar to NPR1, our results indicated that NPR4 binds to the -701 fragment only in the presence of SA, and to the -870 fragment only in the absence of SA (Figure 16B and C). Conversely, NPR3 was shown to evade binding to the -701 fragment, neither in the presence nor in the absence of SA, although binding of NPR3 to the -870 fragment was shown to occur in absence of SA (Figures 16B and C). Student two-tailed t-test results showed that statistically significant differences were not observed between NPR1 and NPR4 relative PRI enrichment values obtained in the presence of SA (p-value is 0.8500; p-value < 0.05). However the relative PRI enrichment value obtained for NPR3 was significantly reduced (Figure 16B) (p-value is 0.0291; p-value < 0.05) compared to both NPR1 and NPR4. Additionally, no
significant differences were observed between the amounts of relative PRI enrichment obtained for NPR1, NPR3, and NPR4 for the -870 fragment in the absence of SA (Figure 16 C) (Student two-tailed t-test, p-values are 0.1021, and 0.1622 respectively; p-value < 0.05).

Chiefly, these results indicate that both NPR3 and NPR4 act as positive regulators at different stages of SAR establishment, similar to NPR1.

Similar to our previous approach, the binding of NPR2, NPR5, and NPR6 to the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter, before and after addition of 1µM SA, were also analyzed through the employment of the modified ChIPs procedure (Figure 16A). Unsurprisingly, both NPR5 and NPR6 failed to display a binding preference towards either the -701 or the -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter, consistent with their established function in plant developmental processes (Hepworth et al., 2005; Norberg et al., 2005) and lack of evidence supporting plant defense-related functions (Figure 16B and C). NPR2, on the other hand, bound to the -870 fragment in the absence of SA, but not to the -701 fragment (Figure 16B and C). These results are consistent with the fact that NPR2 lacks the amino acids cysteine 521 and 529, which have been shown to play critical roles in the capture of SA (Figure S6).
**Figure 16. Binding of NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4 to the PR1 promoter**

A. Schematic representation of the PR1 promoter deletions constructs and *Arabidopsis* NPR1-like proteins used for modified ChIP experiments. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). White box indicates the -1 to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Green box represents the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PR1 promoter that sequences from -701bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The arrow indicates the start of transcription. White boxes show all six members of the *Arabidopsis* NPR protein family, NPR2, NPR3, NPR4, NPR5 (BOP2), and NPR6 (BOP1). Regions with homology to known functional domain are shown in different color boxes. Hatched boxes represent BTB/POZ domains, grey boxes show ankyrin repeat regions, and Black boxes indicate nuclear localization sequence.

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on *Arabidopsis* NPR proteins and the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of 1µM SA, confirming that similar to NPR1, NPR4 binds to the -701 fragment in the presence of SA. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative *PR1* enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on *Arabidopsis* NPR proteins and the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter before and after addition of 1µM SA, confirming that NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4 bind to the -870 fragment in the absence of SA in a manner similar to NPR1. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative *PR1* enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
4.12 Binding of NPR1 protein to the PR1 promoter for *Zea mays* (corn) and *Oryza sativa* (Rice)

In the last decades, several studies reported that SA-dependent, NPR1-mediated defense responses are not only found in *Arabidopsis*, but also conserved among other plant species. Therefore, similar to our approach for *Arabidopsis* NPR1, the binding of corn and rice NPR1 proteins were tested for both the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter, before and after addition of 1µM SA (Figure 17A).

Our findings revealed that the bindings of both corn and rice NPR1 proteins to the -701 fragment after addition of SA yielded the largest relative *PR1* enrichment values (Figure 17B). Student two-tailed t-tests showed no significant differences between relative *PR1* enrichment values found for corn and rice before and after SA addition (p-values are 0.2340, 0.7568 respectively p-value < 0.05) (Figure 17B). In addition, corn and rice NPR1 did not bind to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter (Figure 17B).

Considering that in the presence of SA, both corn and rice NPR1 proteins showed similar binding profiles as *Arabidopsis* NPR1 to the -701 fragment, we were interested to determine whether the recruitment of corn and rice NPR1 proteins to the PR1 promoter is also metal-dependent, similar to *Arabidopsis* NPR1 (Figure 11C). To do so, similar to our previous approach (see section 4.8), EDTA was employed as a metal chelating agent and used to incubate NPR1 (corn and rice individually) and the -701-fragment of the PR1 promoter (10mM EDTA) prior to cross-linking. Surprisingly, the relative *PR1* enrichment processes for both corn and rice NPR1 proteins were completely abolished after EDTA addition (Figure 17B), confirming that the recruitment of both corn and rice NPR1 proteins to the PR1 promoter is also metal-dependent.
Next, the bindings of corn, rice, and *Arabidopsis* NPR1 proteins to the -701 fragment (Figure S8A) were tested before and after addition of 1µM SA and 1µM Isotianil (Figure S8B). Similar to SA, Isotianil has been shown to be involved in SAR establishment in rice plants (Ogawa et al., 2011). Consistent with previous results, (Figure 17B) our findings showed that corn, rice, and *Arabidopsis* NPR1 proteins bound to the - 701 fragment in the presence of SA (Figure S8C). However, no *PR1* enrichment was observed after Isotianil addition, perhaps due to solubility issues.

Although corn, rice, and *Arabidopsis* NPR1 proteins only share a low percentage of sequence identity (Table S2 and Figure S7), and are not found close to one another in the phylogenetic tree (Figure S5B), surprisingly, our results suggest that the recruitment of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter dependent on the presence of SA and metal is conserved in corn, rice, and *Arabidopsis*. 
Figure 17. Conservation of metal and SA-dependent recruitment of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter for rice and corn

A. Schematic representation of the PR1 promoter deletions constructs and NPR1 proteins from maize and rice used for modified ChIP experiments. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). White box indicates the -1 to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Green box represents the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PR1 promoter that sequences from -701bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The arrow indicates the start of transcription. White boxes show Zea mays NPR1 protein (ZmNPR1) (amino acids 1-621), and Oryza sativa NPR1 protein (OsNPR1) (amino acids 1-582). Regions with homology to known functional domains are shown in a different color box. Hatched boxes represent BTB/POZ domains, grey boxes show ankyrin repeat regions, and Black boxes indicate nuclear localization sequence.
B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on rice and corn NPR1 proteins with the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter, in the presence and absence of 1µM SA and 10mM EDTA, confirming that both rice and corn NPR1 proteins bind to the -701 fragment in the presence of SA and metal, although neither were shown to bind to the -870 fragment. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Relative PR1 enrichment values were analysed by qPCR. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates. The asterisk (*) indicates the statistical significance, assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p values <0.05).
CHAPTER 5 – DISCUSSION

In recent years, the roles of NPR1 and the SA-signaling network in plant defense mechanisms have been the focus of many groups of research (Fu et al., 2012; Manohar et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2006). These studies have been able to demonstrate that NPR1 plays a key role in plant immunity by regulating both local and systemic acquired resistance (SAR). As such, plants that lack the functional NPR1 protein have been shown to be unable to activate SAR or express the SAR marker gene, *pathogenesis related 1 gene (PR1)*; consequently, they cannot survive attacks stemming from biotrophic pathogens.

In order to further elucidate whether NPR1 is capable of forming a complex with TGA2 on the PR1 promoter to regulate *PR1* expression, Rochon et al. (2006) performed in vivo ChIP experiments on wild type, *npr1-3* (Cao et al., 1997), and *tga2/5/6* mutant *Arabidopsis* plants prior to and after treatment with SA. In this work, NPR1 was shown to interact with the PR1 promoter both prior to and after addition of SA, and independently of TGA2/5/6 (Figure S1). However, due to insufficient experimental evidence, these findings failed to confirm that NPR1 has a DNA binding domain that allows its direct recruitment to the PR1 promoter.
5.1 Validation of modified in vitro Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) method

Currently, a host of experimental methods are available that allow for the analysis of protein–DNA interactions. One of these methods is chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), which enables the in vivo capture of protein–DNA interactions (Collas and Dahl, 2008; Das et al., 2004).

As the traditional in vivo ChIP method is not applicable to study the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter, a modified in vitro ChIP method had to be implemented and validated. The resulting method presents a host of advantages in regards to its application towards the characterization of the NPR1-PR1 promoter binding. For instance, the method enabled the direct analysis of the PR1 promoter sequence, as sequences were cloned into a plasmid. In addition, the modified ChIPs method also allowed for direct analysis of the NPR1 protein, which is expressed as an E. coli recombinant protein. As well, the method did not require the use of sonication to breakdown the chromatin, as the PR1 promoter sequence was easily accessible in a plasmid for protein interaction. In traditional ChIP methodology, sonication efficiency is a critical step in the successful implementation of the method; if the chromatin is overly sheared, or does not completely break, false positive or negative results may occur (Haring et al., 2007; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2008). For the purposes of our study, an E. coli-expressed streptavidin-tagged protein was used without any purification as protein input in our modified ChIP protocol. This presented two clear advantages; by avoiding the purification step, we increased the amount of available recombinant protein to bind to the DNA. This provided a distinct benefit to the method, as the amount of expressed protein may sometimes be decreased during the purification step, particularly for low-expressed proteins tagged to a specific amino
acid peptide. Secondly, the absence of a purification step provided a competition state (Lickwar et al., 2012) between our target protein and *E. coli* proteins for binding to the PR1 promoter, which further confirmed the specificity and robustness of the interaction.

Conversely, the classical in vivo ChIP technique is burdened with a few disadvantages; for example, as generally is the case for in vivo methodology, it suffers from complications in variability (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2008; Park, 2009). Other classical protein-DNA interaction techniques, such as Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA), also suffer from drawbacks associated to false negatives (Carey et al., 2012; Hellman and Fried, 2007); this is generally observed due to the complicated nature of the NPR1-PR1 promoter interaction.

The first major challenge that had to be overcome in the development of the modified ChIP technique was the identification of a protein candidate as a positive control whose recruitment to the PR1 promoter had already been well-established in the literature. The PR1 promoter in *Arabidopsis* has 2 cis-acting elements with TGACG binding motifs, linker-scanning 7 (LS7) and linker-scanning 5 (LS5). TGA2 transcription factor binds both elements with equal affinity in vitro (Boyle et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2003; Pape et al., 2010). Thus, for development and validation of the in vitro ChIP method, the full-length TGA2 protein was chosen as our positive control candidate, while a shorter version of TGA2 (VFI-TGA2), which lacks the domain necessary for DNA binding, was chosen as our negative control candidate (Figure 1A). In addition, a multi-step method optimization was undertaken, including optimization of parameters such as concentrations of input DNA, protein samples, antibody, reference DNA, as well as protein-DNA crosslinking.

In order to optimize the crosslinking of the TGA2 protein with the PR1
promoter, various incubation times and different concentrations of formaldehyde were tested. Our results revealed TGA2 was recruited to the PR1 promoter when a concentration of 0.01% formaldehyde was used, and an incubation time of 5 min was set for crosslinking (Figure 1B). The TGA2 E. coli expressed proteins presented in a crude extract could easily and directly access the sequence of the PR1 promoter presented in a plasmid. As such, increases in fixative time and concentrations could raise non-specific false positive binding results. Because longer crosslinking time can favors protein-protein interactions and also the epitope recognized by antibody sometimes can be masked that eventually result in loss of immuno-precipitation signals (Jain et al., 2015; Teytelman et al., 2013). To illustrate, as can be seen from Figure 1B, when higher concentrations of formaldehyde were used (either 1% or 0.1%) no differences were observed between positive and negative controls (VFI-TGA2 and TGA2 respectively). However, at a 0.01% formaldehyde concentration level, a distinct difference could be observed between the PRI enrichment levels of VFI-TGA2 and TGA2 proteins.

The quality and specificity of the selected antibodies play a very important role in the immunoprecipitation of the cross-linked DNA-protein complex (Haring et al., 2007; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2008). Compared to polyclonal antibodies, monoclonal antibodies have much higher specificity and consistency; contrastingly, polyclonal antibodies boast the advantage of recognizing several epitopes on a given target, and hence, they increase signal levels of low-abundance templates (Perez-Burgos et al., 2004). With these considerations in mind, polyclonal anti-Strep and anti-His antibodies were selected as immunoprecipitators for modified in vitro ChIP analyses. The specificity and TGA2 and/or NPR1-recognition ability of the anti-Strep and anti-His antibodies were verified with the use of the western blotting procedure.
Furthermore, to confirm the suitability of the anti-Strep antibody as the immunoprecipitator of choice, modified ChIP experiments were also performed with the use of anti-His antibody as an immunoprecipitator of the strep-tag protein bound DNA complex. The obtained results further confirmed that the anti-Strep antibody specifically immunoprecipitates the protein bound DNA complex, as no PRI enrichment was detected upon use of anti-His antibody within the same set of samples.

After confirmation of the specificity of the anti-Strep antibody, a series of antibody dilutions were prepared and tested for the detection of PRI enrichment in modified ChIP experiments. The obtained results revealed that a 1:200 dilution (0.00125mg/ml) of antibody in IP buffer offered an optimum concentration of antibody for the immunoprecipitation of the protein-bound DNA complex (Figure 1C). However, at higher antibody concentrations (1:50 dilution), non-specific binding was observed for VFI-TGA2 compared with TGA2 (Figure 1C).
5.2 Determination of multiple NPR1 binding sites on the PR1 promoter by validated in vitro ChIP method

Following the conclusion of its optimization (see sections 4.1 and 5.1), the modified in vitro ChIP method was applied towards the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Relative PR1 enrichment amounts similar to those obtained for TGA2 protein were obtained for NPR1 (Figure 1D), confirming that NPR1 was recruited to the PR1 promoter directly. This result was in agreement with previous results obtained by Rochon et al. (2006), whose in vivo work demonstrated that NPR1 is recruited to the PR1 promoter.

In order to identify the location where NPR1 is recruited on the PR1 promoter, a series of PR1 promoter deletion constructs were used to test the binding of NPR1. Our obtained results showed that NPR1 binds around the -870 fragment region (Figure 2A) (-1 to -870bp) of the PR1 promoter (Figure 2B). Conversely, no binding activity was observed around the -621 fragment region (-1 to -621bp) (Figure 2A and B). Both the absence of binding activity on the -621 fragment and the presence of binding on the -870 fragment suggested that NPR1 might have multiple binding sites on the PR1 promoter. Our results support the findings obtained by Wu et al. (2012), who demonstrated that different domains of NPR1 are involved in the SA-mediated signalling switch of SAR and PRI gene activation.

Similar to the results obtained in this work, the existence of multiple binding sites on promoters has been reported for different DNA-binding proteins. Examples include related to ABI3/VP1 (RAV1) and (RAV2) transcription factors, associated with ethylene sensing and floral induction of Arabidopsis (Kagaya et al., 1999; Matias-Hernandez et al., 2014), and telomeric repeat binding factor 1 (TRF1), a
duplex telomeric DNA binding factor found in mammalian chromosomes (Bianchi et al., 1999; Chong et al., 1995).

The results obtained for this series of experiments (see section 4.1 and 4.2) confirmed that NPR1 binds to the PR1 promoter directly, and that the modified in vitro ChIP method is applicable to study complicated protein-DNA interactions. As a next step, the role of SA in the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter was further explored through a series of modified ChIP experiments.
5.3 Binding of NPR1 to the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter in the presence and absence of SA

Two independent groups, Wu et al. (2012) and Manohar et al. (2015), have shown that NPR1 is a SA-specific receptor. As such, we elected to test the effect of SA on the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Our results demonstrated that SA affects NPR1 binding sites in a contrasting manner (Figure 3C). In the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter, the presence of SA inhibited the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter, while for the -701 fragment, SA promoted NPR1-PR1 promoter interactions (Figure 3C). Our findings were consistent with previous data (Figure 2B), and further supported the indication that NPR1 contains multiple binding sites on the PR1 promoter.

Next, we applied a molecular approach to identify specific NPR1 binding recognition sites through the dissection of the PR1 promoter (Ito et al., 2005; Lehmeyer et al., 2015). Although the deletion analysis approach allowed for recognition of important NPR1 recruitment regions (Figure 2), further analysis of a series of PR1 promoter deletion constructs (Figure 4A and 5A) allowed for higher resolution identification of short and defined sequences of the PR1 promoter. Our findings revealed that in the presence of SA, NPR1 is specifically recruited at the -636 to -646 base pair sequence of the PR1 promoter (Figure 4); conversely, in the absence of SA, NPR1 binding was shown to occur at the -790 to -833 fragment of the PR1 promoter (Figure 5). Our results were also in agreement with the findings presented by Wu et al. (2012). They performed 3C in vivo experiments to study NPR1 conformations. Only in absence of SA NPR1 oligomer was formed on PR1 promoter with enrichment around -734 to 833bp fragment.

A similar molecular promoter dissection approach has also been applied to
study promoters of PR genes in different plant species. For example, in work conducted by Li et al. (2005), the -362 to +106 fragment of the PR1 promoter of barley (Hordeum vulgare) was demonstrated to be critical for SA-responsive signaling. Similarly, the -273 to -226 and -743 to -707 fragments of the PR1 promoter region of parsley (Petroselinum crispum) were demonstrated to be essential for SA-responsive PR1 expression (Rushton et al., 1996). In other work, similar regions on the -687 to -637 fragment of the rice PR10a promoter have also been indicated to be critical for SA induction of PR10a expression (Hwang et al., 2007).

The obtained findings of Rushton et al. (1996) and Hwang et al. (2007) in regards to parsley and rice PR1 promoters were further validated through the results obtained in the current work, as the same regions, around the -636 to -645 base pair, were shown to be important for Arabidopsis NPR1 binding in the presence of SA (Figure 4). Although the exact location of the identified regions differ slightly between our findings and those of Rushton and coworkers (-636 to -645 vs. -743 to -707, respectively), and Hwang and coworkers (-636 to -645 vs. -687 to -637, respectively) a close consistency between them can still be observed.

Our results were also in agreement with the findings presented by Lebel et al. (1998). Their results were further validated through our research by demonstrating that NPR1 binds to the -636 to -646 fragment region in the presence of SA and to the -790 to -833 fragment in its absence. In their work, the -636 to -645 and -815 fragments on the PR1 promoter were shown to be critical for PRI expression in both the presence and absence SA.

To reiterate, the -636 to -645 and -790 to -833 base pair regions were confirmed through our research as the sites on the PR1 promoter where the binding of NPR1 occurs, dependent on the presence or absence of SA. As a next step, we sought
to determine whether the active analogs of SA, namely 4-OH-BA and INA, affect the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter.
5.4 Negative regulation of NPR1 binding to PR1 promoter by INA and 4-OH-BA

As previously discussed in the literature review, SAR-mediated plant immunity has been shown to be induced when a local infection occurs. The onset of SAR requires the accumulation of SA and the corresponding expression of PR genes. Exogenous application of SA activates PR gene expression and resistance in plants without pathogen inoculation. A wide range of synthetic chemicals have been shown to be able to mimic SA as a natural inducer of plant defence responses, such as 2,6-Dichloroisonicotinic acid (INA) and Benzo-(1,2,3)-thiadiazole-7-carbothioic S-methyl ester (BTH) (see section 2.1.5.3) (Friedrich et al., 1996; Kessman et al., 1994; Métraux et al., 1991; White, 1979). In tobacco plants, both SA and INA have been shown to induce PR genes. However, our results revealed that INA is unable to stimulate NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter in a similar manner as SA, suggesting that INA might not act through the same pathway as SA. Two halogenated and aldehyde forms of INA were also shown to activate PR1 expression in tobacco; however, other INA analogues were not active at a similar high concentration (1mM). Similarly, the SA derivatives 3-hydroxybenzoic acid (3-OH-BA) and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (4-OH-BA) did not activate PR1 expression at similar concentrations (1mM)(Conrath et al., 1995).

Wu and co-workers (2012) demonstrated that the SA derivatives 3-OH-BA (Conrath et al., 1995), 4-OH-BA (Bi et al., 1995), and INA were poor inducers of PR1 expression in Arabidopsis. Particularly, they reported that INA was 42 times less effective than an identical concentration of SA (300µM). Furthermore, through the application of equilibrium dialysis competitive binding assays, they demonstrated that the SA derivatives 3-OH-BA, 4-OH-BA, and INA do not bind NPR1 with the same affinity as SA, consistent with their capacity as poor inducers of PR1 expression.
The discovery that 4-OH-BA and INA failed to interact with NPR1 during equilibrium dialysis competitive binding assays prompted us to investigate their effect on NPR1 binding to PR1. In contrast to SA, INA and 4-OH-BA, administered at two different concentrations (0.1 and 1µM), completely abolished NPR1 binding to the -701 and -870 regions of the PR1 promoter (Figure 3D). These results are consistent with previous results obtained by Wu and co-workers (2012), and confirm the specificity of the effect of SA on direct NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter. In addition, our results demonstrated that both 4-OH-BA and INA negatively regulate NPR1 interaction with the PR1 promoter.

Our findings in regard to the abolishment of NPR1 binding interaction upon addition of INA serve to clear some of the ambiguity arising from contradictory past results reported by different groups on PRI expression by INA (Cao et al., 1997; Wu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2003). Further, our findings confirm the conclusions made by Wu et al. (2012) and Conrath et al. (1995), who have suggested that INA activates PRI through a mechanism different from that of SA.

As explained by Wu et al. (2012), the structural differences between SA, INA, and 4-OH-BA could explain why INA and 4-OH-BA behaved differently from SA in terms of binding to NPR1, and also why they negatively affected NPR1 interaction with the PR1 promoter. Since BTH showed a similar, slightly higher affinity for NPR1 binding in equilibrium dialysis binding assays as compared to SA, Wu et al., (2012) described that a hydroxyl group in ortho position to a free carboxylic acid on the aromatic ring would be the essential elements required for NPR1 binding, and perhaps also for affecting its interaction with the PR1 promoter. Indeed, this hypothesis is further supported by the fact that INA lacks the needed hydroxyl group, which according to the findings described by the authors, would be a critical factor for
the binding of these chemicals to NPR1, which would in turn affect the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter.
5.5 NPR1 only binds circular double stranded form of DNA

After successfully determining the specific binding sites of NPR1 on the PR1 promoter in both the presence and absence of SA (Figure 4 and 5), and disclosing the locations of the NPR1 DNA binding domains (Figure 8 and 11), we set out to determine the DNA binding properties of NPR1. To do so, simple restriction digestion experiments (Figure S9) on both the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter (Figure 12A) were conducted in the presence and absence of SA and with the use of two different restriction enzymes, BglI and SnaBI. NPR1 was shown to only be recruited to the PR1 promoter when DNA was undigested and in circular form, both in the presence and absence of SA (Figure 12B and C). In this work, the binding preference of NPR1 was also addressed in regard to its preference towards double-stranded versus single-stranded DNA. For this determination, sample DNA was submitted to denaturation by boiling, followed by analysis of relative PRI enrichment values. Our results revealed that NPR1 recruitment was significantly reduced or even abolished for both the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter (Figure 12B).

This is not the first example of a plant DNA-binding protein that only binds to circular double-stranded DNA. This characteristic of NPR1 certainly helps to explain why NPR1 had not been identified as a DNA-binding protein to date. Many researchers, by default, have used the linear DNA form in common DNA-protein interaction techniques (Tsai et al., 2012), including Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). However, as demonstrated in the current work, the recruitment of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter requires circular DNA, while linear DNA precludes NPR1 from binding to the PR1 promoter.
Few other reports have also demonstrated the existence of a specific binding preference of certain proteins for circular-form DNA. For instance, Kant et al. (2005) demonstrated that the rice DNA Meiotic Recombinase 1 protein (OsDMC1), exhibits a binding preference towards circular single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and circular double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). In other work, conducted by Rojas and co-workers (1998), bean dwarf mosaic geminivirus movement proteins were shown to exhibit a binding preference for open circular forms of DNA. As emphasized by the authors, these binding preferences have been shown to be critical for bending of the DNA molecule, which is followed by folding and/or twisting, resulting in the formation of a stabilized protein-DNA complex. Liu et al. (1997) have also demonstrated that the Maize streak virus (MSV) coat protein (CP), required for virus movement within the plant, binds to single-stranded and double-stranded viral and plasmid DNA in a non-specific sequence manner.

The Ascorbate Oxidase gene-binding protein (AOBP) has been recognized as a protein that binds to the unique sequence AGTA repeat found in the silencer region of the Arabidopsis aldehyde oxidase (AAO) gene promoter (Kisu et al., 1998). Similar to our findings, which have shown that NPR1 binds exclusively to double-stranded fragments of the PR1 promoter, Umemora et al. (2004) have shown that the AOBP with Dof (DNA-binding with one finger) domain specifically binds to a double-stranded AGTA repeat, but not to the single-stranded sense or anti-sense AGTA repeat.

Double stranded DNA (dsDNA) is composed of a uniform structure along with a highly negatively charged sugar-phosphate backbone, and stacked base pairs with edges containing major and minor grooves. Each DNA sequence contains a chemical signature described by the pattern of the base pairs exposed in the DNA
grooves (Luscombe et al., 2001). Proteins recognize their interacting DNA partners either through the unique chemical signatures of the DNA bases (base readout) or by a sequence-dependent DNA shape (shape readout) (Rohs et al., 2010).

In the case of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter, we were interested to find out what recognition mechanisms or factors play a role in the interaction. Careful study of the PR1 promoter sequence led to the discovery of an Adenine/Thymine (A/T)-rich fragment around the -700 to -800 base pairs. Interestingly, these sites were found to be in close proximity to the sites where NPR1 binds to the PR1 promoter in the presence (636 to 646 base pair sequence) and absence (790 to 833 base pair sequence) of SA. In the literature, increased expression of the β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene has been shown to occur in transgenic tobacco when an A/T-rich element from the promoter of the French bean P-phaseolin gene was fused to the cauliflower mosaic virus 35s promoter (Bustos et al., 1989). Additional evidence supporting a role for A/T rich sequences in transcriptional activation was also demonstrated for the soybean heat shock promoter (Czarnecka et al., 1992), and in peas, within the small sub-unit of the ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase (rbcS-3A) gene promoter (Lam et al., 1990). The abovementioned findings from the literature, together with our results, suggest that the A/T-rich fragment around the SA-induced NPR1-PR1 promoter binding site, similar to the A/T fragment found in pea and soybean promoters, may be involved with NPR1 transcriptional activity and PRI activation in the presence of SA. Conversely to these reports of A/T-rich elements associated with transcriptional activity, Castresana et al., (1988) and Datta and Cashmore, (1989) identified an A/T rich sequence that acts as a negative regulatory element in the Nicotiana plumbaginifolia chlorophyll alb binding protein (Cab-E) gene promoter. Clearly, the evidence that A/T-rich fragments play an additional role
as negative regulatory elements helps to further understand the role of the found A/T-rich fragment in the PR1 promoter close to where NPR1 binds in the absence of SA.

Given that NPR1 only binds circular and double-stranded forms of DNA and that this interaction only occurs in the presence of an A/T-rich fragment, we conducted an investigation into the formation of DNA secondary structures, which could help to stabilize the NPR1-PR1 promoter interaction. With the use of Mfold DNA secondary structure prediction software (Zuker, 2003), stem-loop (hairpin) structures (Figure S3) were identified. Stem-loop secondary structures are inverted repeat sequences known to form in negatively supercoiled DNA (Wells, 1988; Sinden, 1994). They are widespread in the genomes of both eukaryotes and prokaryotes, occurring more often than expected among random sequences (kato et al., 2003). The formation of such stem-loops around the sites where NPR1 binds to the PR1 promoter could possibly enhance or stabilize the NPR1-PR1 promoter complex. Nevertheless, a classical S1 endonuclease enzyme mapping assay did not confirm the formation of secondary structures (data not shown).

In addition to α helices and β sheets of proteins, which provide a very solid scaffold for side- and main-chain interactions with DNA, loops are also known to play a role as recognition elements between DNA and proteins. Well-established examples of DNA-binding proteins that recognize their DNA partners through loops have been demonstrated for the superfamily of DNA-binding proteins that contains an immunoglobulin-like fold protein (Garvie and Wolberger, 2001). Within our results, a formation of multi-loop structures on the PR1 promoter was also observed in the sites where NPR1 binds in the presence and absence of SA. Particularly, upon exploration of the fragment region around the -636 to -646 base pair sequence, where NPR1 has been shown to interact with the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA, a formation of
multi-loops was identified and hypothesized to contribute to the stabilization of the NPR1-PR1 promoter complex (Figure S3A). Interestingly, upon deletion of sequence base pairs -636 to -646 (LS7 site mutation), the formation of one of these multi-loops was observed to be disrupted, which resulted in complete abolishment of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter (Figure S3A and Figure 4). Similarly, the disruption of in-loop formations around the -790 fragment resulted in complete abolishment of NPR1 recruitment to the PR1 promoter (Figure S3B and Figure 5). These results further confirmed the importance of DNA secondary structure formations, including stem and multi-loops for the stabilization of protein-DNA interactions.
5.6 Localization of NPR1 DNA binding domains in the N and C-terminus regions

Previous to the current research, the identity of NPR1 as a DNA-binding protein was unknown. Indeed, numerous publications indicated that NPR1 does not have a DNA binding domain (Kuai et al., 2015; Rochon et al., 2006). Its role had been relegated to the stimulation of DNA binding activity of interacting TGA factors to SA-response elements (Després et al., 2000; Fan and Dong, 2002; Johnson et al., 2003). In spite of these reports, NPR1 has been demonstrated to be recruited to PRI (see sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5). In addition, two distinct DNA-binding domains within the N (amino acid 110-190) and C-terminus (amino acid 513-535) regions of NPR1 (Figure 11 and 8 respectively) were demonstrated to exist in the current research. The results obtained from this series of experiments (see sections 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8) further support previous data (see sections 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5) that suggested that NPR1 has two distinct binding profiles, in the presence and absence of SA, at two different sites on the PRI promoter. As such, two distinct DNA binding domains exist for the binding of NPR1 to individual recognition sites on the PRI promoter.

The existence of a DNA binding protein with two distinct DNA binding domains is not an unusual occurrence. Similar profiles have been reported for a variety of DNA binding proteins, including Arabidopsis related to ABI3/VP1 (RAV1) (Hu et al., 2004), zinc transport of Arabidopsis 10 (Zat10) (Sakamoto et al., 2004) and Zat12 (Davletova et al., 2005; Iida et al., 2000; Rizhsky et al., 2004; Vogel et al., 2005), Arabidopsis zinc finger proteins 1 (AZF1), 2 (AZF2), and 3 (AZF3) (Sakamoto et al., 2002), wheat leaf rust resistance 10 (Lr10) (Feuillet et al., 1997), barley Ruptured pollen grain 1 (Rpg1) (Brueggeman et al., 2002; Mirlohi et al., 2008), and rice blast pathogen (Pib) (Wang et al., 1999). Consistent with our results on NPR1, the identified DNA binding domains for Arabidopsis CONSTANS (CO) B-
box protein (Khanna et al., 2009; Putterill et al., 1995) and stress-associated protein (SAP) in rice and *Arabidopsis* have been shown to be localized in both the C and N terminals (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2004; Vij et al. 2006).

An exploration into the C-terminus region of NPR1 was first conducted so as to identify the DNA binding domain of NPR1 (Figure 6 and 7). In this group of experiments, the DNA binding domain of NPR1 in the presence of SA was first narrowed down to two different sites on the C-terminus region. These regions were localized within the amino acid sequences 374 to 593 (Figure 6) and 463 to 570 (Figure 7). Despite the observed inconsistencies in identified regions in the C-terminus as a potential DNA binding domain, amino acid sequence composition analysis revealed the presence of charged amino acids, including histidine (H), arginine (R), lysine (L), and serine (S), on the C-terminus region. These results support the theory that particular amino acids-base pairs are favored in direct recognition of DNA base sequences by proteins (Luscombe et al., 2001; Rohs et al., 2010). For example, the amino acids arginine, lysine, serine, and histidine have been shown to preferentially interact with guanine, while the amino acids asparagine and glutamine preferentially interact with adenine (Luscombe et al., 2001; Suzuki, 1994).

It is possible that the observed inconsistencies were due to improper folding and conformational instability of the proteins. Since the NPR1 C-terminus deletions constructs were made either to amino acids 374 or 463 (Figure 6A and 7A), possibly deletion of important amino acid sequences located on the N-terminus region could have resulted in improper folding. Generally, balances of different forces are one of the most important factors that contribute to proper folding of proteins and the stabilization of the native protein structure (Fersht 1993; Lazaridis et al. 1995; Pace et al. 1996).
To avoid improper folding issues, another series of NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs (Figure 8A) were prepared, this time to the full-length NPR1. Subsequently, the amino acid sequence 513 to 535 within the C-terminus region was identified as the potential DNA binding domain that recruits the NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA (Figure 8). Our results further support the findings of Wu et al. (2012), who demonstrated that the amino acid sequence 513-593 on the C-terminus is critical for SA and NPR1 interactions, and that the two-cysteine residues 521 and 529 for SA binding are also located within this region (Figure 8A).

Furthermore, we observed that the NPR1 N-terminus deletion constructs (Figure 9A) did not bind to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA (Figure 9B). In addition, another potential DNA binding domain on the N-terminus region of NPR1 (Figure 10 and 11) was identified. Our previous results (see sections 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5), which showed that NPR1 binds to two different sites on the PR1 promoter dependent on the presence or absence of SA, together with the identification of a potential DNA binding domain on the C-terminus amino acid sequence 513 to 535 (Figure 8) that binds to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter only in the presence of SA, provided sufficiently convincing evidence that the N-terminus region of NPR1 contains another DNA binding domain for its recruitment to the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. Through the analysis of a series of NPR1 C-terminus deletion constructs (Figure 10A and 11A) we were able to successfully demonstrate that the amino acids 110 to 190 within the BTB/POZ domain contain a potential DNA binding domain site that recruits NPR1 to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA (Figure 10B and 11B).

These results are also in agreement with the findings obtained by Wu and co-
workers (2012), who have demonstrated that the C-terminus domain of NPR1 is mainly associated with SA-induced interactions, while the N-terminus BTB/POZ domain does not interact with SA with the same affinity as the C-terminus domain in equilibrium dialysis binding assays.

To date, there have been significant insights into the protein-protein interactions that occur in the POZ domain of zinc finger proteins (Aravind and Koonin 1999; Bardwell and Treisman 1994; Boyle et al., 2009; Collins et al., 2001; Li et al., 1999; Rochon et al., 2006). However, considerably less is currently known about the DNA binding properties of the POZ domain (Pessler and Hernandez, 2003). Our obtained results do not come as a surprise; instead, they support other reports on the importance of the POZ domain in promoter recognition and DNA binding activity. For example, Pessler and Hernandez (2003) showed that the FBI-1 POZ domain (Factor that binds to inducer of short transcripts protein 1) specifically binds to inverted sequence repeats downstream of the HIV-1 transcription start site, regulating HIV-1 repression and transcription. Additionally, Katsani et al., (1999) showed that the N-terminus POZ domain of the GAGA protein regulates the formation of oligomers both in vitro and in vivo, and that GAGA oligomers bind DNA with high affinity and specificity. The GAGA transcription factor modulates a variety of stress-induced genes in *Drosophila* (Granok et al., 1995; Wilkins and Lis, 1997).

The last 13 amino acids on the C-terminus of NPR1 (amino acid 580 to 593) were also shown to not participate in the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA; an investigation into the N-terminus deletion constructs NPR1 463-580 (NPR1 Δ1-463 and Δ580-593) (Figure 7A) and NPR1 1-580 (NPR1 Δ580-593) (Figure 8A) showed that significant reductions in relative *PR1* enrichment values occurred for these constructs after SA addition (Figure 7B and 8B). Amino acid
composition analysis revealed the presence of a stretch of arginine residue (R) in this region. Since arginine could favour the interaction between DNA and protein (Luscombe and Thornton, 2002; Peterson et al., 1996), these results came as a surprise.

Considering these findings, we hypothesized that perhaps amino acids 580 to 593 (NPR1 Δ580-593) contain a minimal region involved in intramolecular interactions with SA that inhibits binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA, which would instead cause a turnover between the domains from (NPR1 Δ1-513) to (NPR1 Δ190-593), and subsequently, recruitment of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter from SA to non-SA conditions (Figure 18). Consequently, this reaction would switch the NPR1 mode of action on the PR1 promoter from SA to non-SA conditions by folding back (conformational change) and blocking the DNA binding activity of NPR1 Δ1-513-701 PR1 promoter contacts to facilitate the DNA binding activity of NPR1 Δ190-593-870 PR1 promoter contacts (Figure 18). The turnover of amino acids 580 to 593 between NPR1 DNA binding domains from SA to non-SA conditions or vice versa is postulated to happen due to multimerization effects. Mutations in Cys82 and Cys216 resulted in constitutive NPR1 monomerization and PR1 gene activation (Tada et al., 2008). Cys82 is present in the location of identified DNA binding domain of NPR1 (amino acid 110-190) for its recruitment to PR1 promoter -870 fragment in absence of SA. Therefore it can be postulated that in absence of SA, Cys82 caused NPR1 oligomerization on PR1 promoter and PR1 gene repression. This postulation is in agreement with Wu et al., (2012) findings on NPR1 oligomerization. They used in vivo 3C experiments and demonstrated that NPR1
oligomer is recruited on PR1 promoter in absence of SA around -734bp to -833bp fragment.

Our results and hypothesis support previous works conducted by Rochon et al. (2006) and Boyle et al. (2009). In their work, the presence of an auto-inhibitory domain on NPR1 was hypothesized to exist, preventing its transactivation function. To support this hypothesis, they showed that NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) was able to activate transcription in the presence of SA, while the full-length NPR1 protein was not. Additionally, Wu et al. (2012) showed that the binding of SA led to the disruption of the interaction between the BTB/POZ and the C-terminus Δ513 transactivation domain. This resulted in the release of the C-terminal transactivation domain from the auto-inhibition mechanism by the BTB/POZ domain, therefore converting NPR1 into an activated transcription co-activator (see chapter 2, Figure 3).

Similar to our results, intra-molecular interactions have also been associated in the regulation of DNA binding for many transcription factors. A well-explained examples can be found in various works conducted on the Ets-1 (Erythroblastosis Virus E26 Oncogene Homolog 1) protein; for this protein, a loss of connection between the C and N terminal domains has been shown to lead to a conformation in the N-terminal inhibitory region, allowing the C-terminus domain to make stable contacts with DNA (Hagman and Grosschedl, 1992; Jonsen et al., 1996; Lim et al., 1992).
5.7 Importance of Cysteines 521/529 and Cysteine 150 for NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter in the presence and absence of SA, respectively

EDTA was chosen as a metal chelator agent for experiments seeking to determine whether the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA is metal-dependent. Our results confirmed the metal-dependency of NPR1 for non SA-induced interactions, as the binding of the NPR1 N-terminal region amino acid 1 to 190 (POZ domain) to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter was observed to be completely abolished (Figure 11C). Our findings further support the results obtained by Wu et al. (2012); in their work, the recruitment of SA by NPR1 was shown to be EDTA-sensitive, and its presence as a chelator agent was shown to abolish the binding of SA to NPR1. Additionally, our results are in agreement with the findings of Zschiesche et al. (2015), which demonstrated that the binding of Arabidopsis heavy metal-associated isoprenylated plant proteins3 (HIPP3) to the promoter is also metal dependent. They confirmed that the HIPP3 protein is a zinc nuclear binding protein and associated with stress responses. Particularly, regulation of genes involved in the salicylate pathway was affected when the HIPP3 was overexpressed in transgenic Arabidopsis plants.

The two cysteines (Cys\(^{521}\) and Cys\(^{529}\)) on the C-terminus of NPR1 have been shown to be conserved between our identified DNA binding domain for the NPR1 binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA and the identified region for SA binding to NPR1 for regulation of PRI expression in vivo (Rochon et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2012). In conjunction, these findings point towards Cys\(^{521}\) and Cys\(^{529}\) as potential metal co-factors for the NPR1 C-terminus region binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA (Figure 8).
An analysis of the amino acid composition of the NPR1 N-terminus region, particularly amino acids 110-190, revealed the existence of four cysteine residues (Cys\textsuperscript{150}, Cys\textsuperscript{155}, Cys\textsuperscript{156}, and Cys\textsuperscript{160}) that may act as potential electronegative amino acids for NPR1 binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. The amino acid cysteine (Cys) is involved in many metal protein interactions with DNA (Lando et al., 2000; Toledano and Leonard 1991). As demonstrated by Cao et al. (1997), the Cys\textsuperscript{150} in the N-terminal region is critical for complete NPR1 function and SAR activation. Bearing this in mind, we set out to investigate whether Cys\textsuperscript{150} is also required for metal coordination of the binding of NPR1 to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. For this determination, Cys\textsuperscript{150}, on the N-terminal region of NPR1, was mutated to Tyr\textsuperscript{150} (Tyrosine 150) by site-directed mutagenesis (Figure 11A). The mutated NPR1 was then submitted to modified ChIP analysis and subsequently, relative PR1 enrichment analysis. Our results revealed that NPR1-POZ binding to the -870 fragment of PR1 promoter was completely abolished, similar to our obtained results following EDTA treatment (Figure 11D). Hence, we can confirm that in the absence of SA, NPR1 binds to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter through metal transition, and that Cys\textsuperscript{150} plays an essential part in the metal-DNA binding of NPR1.

These results also support previously reported findings suggesting the importance of cysteine residues on the NPR1 N-terminus region for SAR-mediated signaling pathways. For example, Mou et al. (2003), through site-directed mutagenesis analysis, demonstrated that the Cys\textsuperscript{82}, Cys\textsuperscript{150}, Cys\textsuperscript{155}, Cys\textsuperscript{160}, and Cys\textsuperscript{216} residues in the N-terminal region are involved with NPR1 oligomer formation and monomer exchange. In the absence of SA, NPR1 is oligomerized via Cys\textsuperscript{82} and Cys\textsuperscript{216} residues and formation of disulfide bonds. Upon SA accumulation and SAR
induction, NPR1 is reduced and returns back to its monomeric form to induce \textit{PRI} expression. Mutation of either Cys^{82} or Cys^{216} residues resulted in constitutive monomerization of NPR1 and \textit{PRI} expression (Mou et al., 2003). In other work, Tada et al. (2008) further established that the S-nitrosylation of NPR1 by S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) at Cys^{156} assists in NPR1 oligomerization, which maintains protein homeostasis upon SA induction. Work conducted by Cao and co-workers (1997) revealed that conversion of the cysteine 150 residue to tyrosine 150 in \textit{npr1}-2 mutant alleles resulted in \textit{PRI} gene expression reduction, and susceptibility to virulent pathogens, even after SAR induction.

Additionally, through amino acid composition analysis, the DNA binding domain of NPR1 from amino acids 110-190, located in the N-terminal region, was revealed to contain negatively charged acidic residues (E), polar uncharged (C, Q, S), non-polar aliphatic (G, L), and positively charged basic residues (H). These findings are in agreement with work conducted by Gupta and co-workers (2012), in which rice resistance protein Pi45, containing two zinc finger domains, was revealed to also hold a similar amino acid sequence composition within its domains. These charged amino acids (E and H) have been shown to contribute to electrostatic interactions that provide essential force for the stability of protein-DNA interactions (Kumar et al., 2008). As such, it can be assumed that the identified negatively-charged acidic residues participate to stabilize the interaction between NPR1 and the -870 fragment of the \textit{PR1} promoter that occurs in the absence of SA.

Our results represent a novel advancement on plant SAR-mediated disease resistance by confirming the direct binding of NPR1 to the \textit{PR1} promoter. Figure 18 presents a model that summarizes our results on the regulation of the \textit{PRI} gene.
Figure 18. The model for regulation of PRI by direct binding of NPR1 to the PRI promoter

A. Scheme showing that in the absence of SA and under resting conditions, NPR1, via its DNA binding domain located in the N-terminus region, POZ domain (amino acid 110-190) and with the assistance of the transition metal zinc (data not shown), is directly recruited to the PRI promoter, specifically -790 to -815 base pair fragment. Cysteine 150 residue is critical for coordination with zinc metal (data not shown). The PRI gene is repressed at this state. NPR1-Δ580 is postulated to be involved in a switch mechanism from -SA to +SA condition and vice versa. In -SA condition NPR1-Δ580 first disassembles the NPR1-POZ domain from NPR1-Δ513 domain and then transfer free NPR1-Δ513 for interaction with PRI promoter (-636bp to -646bp). However, the exact nature of this mechanism remains undetermined. The question mark illustrates this fact. The turnover of NPR1-Δ580 between NPR1 DNA binding domains from SA to non-SA conditions or vice versa is postulated to happen due to multimerization effects. Mutations in Cys82 and Cys216 resulted in constitutive NPR1 monomerization and PRI gene activation (Mou et al., 2003). Cys82 is present in the location of identified DNA binding domain of NPR1 (amino acid 110-190) for its recruitment to PRI promoter -870 fragment in absence of SA. Therefore in absence of SA, Cys82 could cause NPR1 oligomerization on PRI promoter and PRI gene repression.

B. Scheme demonstrating the mechanism that results in activation of the PRI gene in the presence of SA. NPR1 is recruited to the PRI promoter -636 to -646 base pair fragment through its DNA binding domain located in the C-terminus region NPR1-Δ513 domain (amino acids 513-535). Cysteine 521 and 529 residues participate in NPR1 metal (copper) binding and direct SA perception. As demonstrated by Wu et al. (2012), the binding of SA leads to the disruption of the interaction between the BTB/POZ and the C-terminus domain of NPR1-Δ580. This disrupts the interaction between the POZ domain and the C-terminus, allowing the free POZ domain to interact with the PRI promoter -636 to -646bp site on PRI promoter. The question mark indicates the nature of this mechanism remains to be determined.
(NPR1- Δ513), thus releasing the C-terminal transactivation domain from auto-inhibition by the BTB/POZ domain. Therefore, the C-terminus (NPR1- Δ513) is free to directly bind to the PR1 promoter and PR1 gene activation. NPR1-Δ580 is postulated to be involved in a switch mechanism from -SA to +SA condition and vice versa. In +SA condition, the NPR1-POZ domain is released from NPR1- Δ513 domain due to conformational changes caused after SA perception by NPR1- Δ513 domain. So it is postulated that NPR1-Δ580 transfer the free NPR1-POZ to other site of PR1 promoter (-790 to -833bp) for interaction with PR1 promoter. However, the exact nature of this mechanism remains undetermined. The question mark illustrates this fact.
5.8 Competition of 4-OH-BA with SA and inhibition of NPR1 binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter

In a previous section (see section 5.4), we made note that relative PRI enrichment was observed to be abolished for the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter in the presence of 4-OH-BA (Figure 3D). These results are in agreement with previously published reports (Wu et al., 2012) that maintain that 4-OH-BA competes with SA for NPR1 binding, which prompted our hypothesis that 4-OH-BA might act as a DNA binding inhibitor by competing with SA for NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter. To test this hypothesis, 4-OH-BA was incubated from low to high concentrations (1µM, 10µM, and 80µM) with two SA concentrations (1µM and 10µM), which were kept constant. The results from this set of experiments revealed that 4-OH-BA competes with SA for NPR1 binding, inhibiting NPR1 recruitment to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter (Figure 13C and D). However, no statistically significant differences were observed between the 1, 10, and 80µM concentrations of 4-OH-BA, suggesting that the binding sites on NPR1 were already saturated at lower concentrations of 4-OH-BA; as such, increases in concentration did not contribute to further drastic changes in NPR1 binding.

To further explore this line of inquiry, NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) and NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) were incubated with a series of high to low concentrations of 4-OH-BA (1, 0.1, 0.00001, 0.000001, 0.0000001µM). As 4-OH-BA concentrations decreased, the amounts of relative PRI enrichment obtained for NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) and NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) were observed to correspondingly increase. Remarkably, 4-OH-BA was demonstrated to have a significant effect on the binding of NPR1 even at a very low concentration (0.0000001µM) (Figure 14B and C), suggesting that even small quantities of 4-OH-
BA are enough to produce an inhibitory reaction. These results clearly demonstrated that 4-OH-BA acted antagonistic of SA and inhibited the binding of NPR1 to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter.

Notably, these results further support both our previous findings as well as the reported findings of Wu et al. (2012) regarding the relationship between 4-OH-BA and SA. Through our findings (see sections 4.7 and 5.6), NPR1 513-593 (NPR1 Δ1-513) and NPR1 533-593 (NPR1 Δ1-533) are further confirmed as the specific sites on the NPR1 C-terminus region for SA perception (Wu et al., 2012). Further, our findings establish that the DNA binding domain that facilitates NPR1 recruitment to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA is localized between amino acids 513 to 535 on the C-terminus region of NPR1 (Figure 8).

The identification of 4-OH-BA as a potent DNA inhibitor does not come as a surprise; several reports have been published on the use of plant extracts as potent DNA-binding inhibitors. For example, Diterpenoids, isolated from the Chinese herb *I. rubescens*, have been shown to inhibit the DNA-binding activity of the nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) transcription factor. The transcription induced by nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) in mammals is highly similar to the one induced by NPR1 in plants (Leung et al., 2005).

Through in vivo experiments, we were further able to demonstrate that in natural conditions (i.e., living plants), 4-OH-BA inhibits NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter, and ultimately, *PRI* gene activation (Figure 15). In these experiments, upon treatment of plants with both SA and 4-OH-BA, 4-OH-BA was demonstrated to regulate *PRI* transcription antagonistic of SA by competing with SA. Additionally, 4-OH-BA was shown to negatively regulate *PRI* transcripts, opposed to SA, at higher concentrations (3 or 30µM), while at lower concentration (0.3µM) the *PRI* transcripts
were observed to return back to the SA-induced levels (Figure 15B). Although other inactive SA analogues have similar structures to 4-OH-BA, plants sprayed with combinations of SA and either 3-OH-BA and BA, using different concentrations (30, 3, and 0.3µM), were observed to yield less PRI transcripts at all concentrations (Figure S4 B and C).

Among all analogues of 4-OH-BA at higher concentrations (30µM), only catechol (Figure 15A) showed a higher abundance of PRI transcripts similar to SA-induced leaves. Conversely, at lower concentrations (0.3µM), lower PRI transcripts were obtained (Figure 15C), suggesting that catechol competed synergistically with SA in a manner dissimilar to 4-OH-BA for NPR1 binding to the PRI promoter, and ultimately, PRI expression. Our obtained results, which have shown that in comparison to 4-OH-BA, catechol induces an opposite response on PRI expression, also confirmed that the antagonistic effect of 4-OH-BA, as well as its competition with SA for NPR1 binding to the PRI promoter, are not generic effects observed among all benzoic acid family members; rather, these are specific features of 4-OH-BA. These results are also in agreement with the findings obtained by Friedrich and co-workers (1995) who have observed that upon catechol infiltration in tobacco plants, lesions formed by tobacco mosaic virus infection remained unchanged. However, when catechol was co-infiltrated with different SA concentrations, PRI expression was not reduced or changed.

Once the role of 4-OH-BA was confirmed in vitro and in vivo as a potent DNA inhibitor of the NPR1-PRI promoter binding, an experimental procedure was set up for further in vivo confirmation of the observed in vitro findings. For this purpose, the abundance of PRI transcripts in wild-type and PAL -mutant Arabidopsis plants were observed prior to and after treatment with SA. PAL –mutant Arabidopsis
plants were chosen as samples due to the unique nature of their mutation; as shown in the literature, the 4-OH-BA is formed through the phenylpropanoid pathway (Löscher and Heide, 1994) and also directly from chorismate by chorismate pyruvate-lyase (CPL) (Kohle et al., 2002; Meganathan, 2001). In the phenylpropanoid pathway, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) is activated upon pathogen challenge, converting phenylalanine (Phe) to cinnamic acid (Bagal et al., 2012). The cinnamic acid is then converted to 4-OH-BA (Kohle et al., 2002; Smith-Becker et al., 1998). Therefore, in PAL -mutant Arabidopsis plants, 4-OH-BA synthesis is altered but not completely abolished since the CPL enzyme is still present for 4-OH-BA production.

Our results revealed that a higher degree of PRI transcripts occurred for PAL mutant plants compared to SA-induced wild-type plants (Figure S4 E); however, differing levels of PRI transcripts were obtained for PAL1 and PAL2 (two different alleles of PAL mutant). As such, we were unable to conclude that the inhibitory function of 4-OH-BA in NPR1 DNA-binding was completely abolished in PAL mutant plants due to loss of 4-OH-BA production. We expected to see a similar induction of PRI transcripts in SA-treated PAL mutants as wild-type plants. If 4-OH-BA synthesis had been observed to be completely abolished in PAL mutant plants, we would have been able to conclude that no competition occurred between SA and 4-OH-BA, and that therefore, SA binding to NPR1 and subsequent binding to PRI promoter could result in PRI expression in PAL mutant plants, similar to wild-type plants.

An explanation for the inconsistencies observed between levels of PRI transcripts for the two alleles of PAL mutant (PAL1 and PAL2) can perhaps be found in the role played by chorismate pyruvate-lyase (CPL), an enzyme involved in 4-OH-BA synthesis (Kohle et al., 2002). It is possible that CPL might have contributed in 4-
OH-BA synthesis in PAL mutant plants, which might have affected SA accumulation and subsequent PR1 transcripts.

It is also important to note that mixed reports have been published on the importance of PAL activity, 4-OH-BA synthesis, and SA accumulation. For example, PAL activity has been shown to be essential for SAR induction and SA accumulation both in tobacco and Arabidopsis plants (Mauch-Mani and Slusarenko 1996; Pallas et al., 1996). Transient increase in PAL activity was detected in Arabidopsis upon elicitor treatment followed by an increase in 4-OH-BA (Schnitzler and Seitz, 1989; Bach et al., 1993). Contrastingly, Smith-Becker et al., (1998) showed that after pathogen inoculation in cucumber plants and increase in PAL activity, 4-OH-BA accumulated in phloem fluids with the same kinetic as SA, and in contrast to SA, 4-OH-BA infiltration did not result in pathogen resistance, nor in the induction of SA accumulation in phloem exudates.

In addition, the hydroxyl (OH) group is a common factor between 4-OH-BA and 3-OH-BA. Indeed, PR1 transcripts levels were observed to be similar for plants sprayed with either compound. However, in the case of catechol, PR1 transcripts results were observed to be different to the results of 4-OH-BA, confirming that catechol behaved completely opposite of 4-OH-BA. Within its molecular structure, catechol hydroxyl (OH) group is in adjacent position but in BA, 3-OH-BA, and 4-OH-BA the hydroxyl groups are not in adjacent positions. Together with our findings, the molecular structure of catechol serves to further suggest that the hydroxyl group adjacent position is associated with the function of 4-OH-BA as an inhibitor of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter.
5.9 Binding of additional members of the NPR family, NPR3, NPR2, and NPR4, to the PR1 promoter

Five other NPR1-like genes have been previously identified in the Arabidopsis genome, including NPR2, NPR3, NPR4, NPR5 (BLADE-ON-PETIOLE2), and NPR6 (BLADE-ON-PETIOLE1) (Figure 5SA) (Hepworth et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005).

In the currently presented work, we were able to demonstrate that NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4 are also recruited to the PR1 promoter. Similar to NPR1, NPR4 was also recruited to the -701 fragment only in the presence of SA, and to the -870 fragment only in the absence of SA (Figure 16B and C). On the other hand, NPR3 was not recruited to the -701 fragment, neither in the presence nor in the absence of SA; however, it was shown to be recruited to the -870 fragment in the absence of SA (Figure 16B and C).

Although NPR3 and NPR4 share 34.5% and 36% sequence similarity with NPR1, respectively (Table S1), and despite the fact that all three have been shown to contain four conserved cysteine residues in their BTB/POZ domain in addition to a stretch of 5 different basic amino acids in their C-terminus domain (Figure 16A) (Liu et al., 2005; Shi et al., 2013), our results clearly demonstrate that they each have different binding profiles to the PR1 promoter, both in the presence and absence of SA. Consequently, a high amino acid sequence similarity between proteins may not always be indicative that they share similar functions (Pearson, 2013).

Our findings revealed that NPR1 and NPR4 have similar binding profiles to the PR1 promoter in the presence and in the absence of SA. This prompted the hypothesis that similar to NPR1, NPR4 could also act as a positive regulator of SAR. However, our results do not support the model proposed by Fu and co-workers (2012). In this model, both NPR3 and NPR4 are hypothesized to be possible SA
receptors, similar to NPR1; NPR4 acts as a CU13 E3 ligase adopter in the absence of pathogen challenge, targets NPR1 for degradation, and continues turnover by proteasome. However, after SA induction, SA binds NPR4 and abolishes the interaction between NPR4 and NPR1. When SA is accumulated and plants are challenged with pathogen, NPR3, instead of NPR4, acts as a CU13 E3 ligase adopter. Based on this model, both NPR3 and NPR4 play roles as substrates and SA receptors, which allows for the degradation of NPR1 in SAR-induced and naïve cell states, respectively. However, our results have shown that both NPR1 and NPR4 bind to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA, while in the absence of SA, they bind to the -870 fragment. Consequently, NPR4 cannot act as a CU13 E3 ligase adopter and degrade NPR1. Instead, our results suggest that NPR4, similar to NPR1, might be involved in the early stages (12hrs post SA induction) of SAR and PRI expression, when SA is present. Similar to NPR4, our results also suggest that NPR3 cannot act as a CU13 E3 ligase adopter, targeting NPR1 for degradation when SA is accumulated. As our results revealed, in the presence of SA, the binding of NPR3 to the -701 fragment was completely abolished. As a result, it can be assumed that NPR3 is only involved in PRI enrichment and SAR induction in the absence of SA. In theory, NPR3 could also play a role as a positive regulator of SAR in later stages (24 hrs post SA induction), when SA induction is not needed. These results are also in agreement with the finding obtained by Fu and co-workers (2012) because they also demonstrated that NPR3 showed lower affinity for SA binding compared with NPR4.

Chiefly, our results are in agreement with the reported findings of Kuai et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2006). Both groups have suggested that NPR3 and NPR4 play a redundant function in plant immune regulation, and that NPR3 and NPR4 are
both SA-dependent receptors at high (early PRI activation) and low (late PRI activation) SA concentrations.

Contrary to some of the relevant literature, our results have demonstrated that similar to NPR1, both NPR3 and NPR4 positively regulate SAR. The source of some of the discrepancies reported between Liu et al. (2005), Zhang et al. (2006), and Fu et al. (2012) most likely arise from the use of different npr1/npr3/npr4 mutant alleles in experiments. As evidenced in their research, the npr1/npr3/npr4 mutants presented different phenotypes across different reports. For example, Fu et al., (2012) showed that single npr3 or npr4 mutant plants were similar to wild-type plants in disease resistance response. However, both Zhange et al., (2006) and Liu et al., (2006) demonstrated that npr4-3, npr4-2, npr4-1 mutant plants were not similarly resistant to bacterial pathogens as wild-type plants.

Particularly, a number of concerns have been raised in regards to the model proposed by Fu et al. (2012). For example, the interaction between NPR3 and NPR4 with SA has fallen under scrutiny, as the authors failed to demonstrate the proposed binding using equilibrium associated binding assay; instead, the yeast two-hybrid method was employed to characterize this binding. As well, as typical characteristics of any hormonal receptor interaction, the conformational changes for NPR3 and NPR4 in the presence of SA remained to be demonstrated. They only showed that NPR4 was presented in tetramer form both before and after SA and addition of SA did not change the elution profile of NPR4. In addition, NPR1 has since been confirmed to bind to SA (Manohar et al., 2015; Wu et al., (2012); in the proposed model, the interaction between SA and NPR1 was not demonstrated either. Lastly, as demonstrated by Wu et al. (2012), NPR1 has been shown to undergo conformational change after SA binding; it is likely, accordingly, that NPR1 is the decisive factor in
whether any interactions occur between NPR3 and NPR4, regardless of the presence or absence of SA (Kuai et al., 2015).

Although NPR2 shows the highest similarity (61.89%) with NPR1 (Table S1), little is known about its function. In the current work, NPR2 has been demonstrated to bind to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA, although it does not undergo binding to the -701 fragment in the presence of SA (Figure 16B and C). Our results support the findings reported by Canet et al. (2010), which show that NPR2 is involved in the SA signal transduction pathway for plant defense regulation. Our results further confirmed that NPR2 is associated with defense responses, but only in the absence of SA. In the presence of SA, binding of NPR2 to the PR1 promoter was observed to be completely abolished. Despite the high degree of similarity between NPR2 and NPR1, our results indicate that NPR2 may play a different role as NPR1 in defense signaling pathway.

Our results further indicated that neither NPR5 nor NPR6 recruit to the PR1 promoter, in the presence or absence of SA (Figure 16B and C). These results further validate other reported findings on NPR5 and NPR6 functions, which propose that both NPR5 and NPR6 are not associated with plant defense responses; instead, they are likely involved with developmental processes within plants (Ha et al., 2004; Hepworth et al., 2005; Norberg et al., 2005; McKim et al., 2008; Jun et al., 2010; Saleh et al., 2011).

Amino acid composition analysis (Figure S6) showed that Cys\textsuperscript{521} and Cys\textsuperscript{529}, the two cysteine residues critical for SA perception and NPR1 binding to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter, are not conserved in NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4. In NPR2 and NPR3, the amino acids aspartic acid (D) and glutamic acid (E) are positioned in place of Cys\textsuperscript{521} and Cys\textsuperscript{529}, respectively. Considering that both NPR2
and NPR3 only bound to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA, this would suggest that these amino acids are not critical for SA perception by the NPR protein family. In NPR4, the amino acids proline (P) and arginine (R) are positioned in place of Cys^{521} and Cys^{529}, respectively. As mentioned earlier, NPR4 showed similar binding profiles as NPR1, being recruited to the -701 and -870 fragments of PR1 promoter in the presence and absence of SA, respectively. Accordingly, in addition to cysteine residues, it is plausible that proline and arginine residues are also important factors in SA perception by NPR proteins. However, these hypotheses still remain to be tested.
5.10 Binding of maize and rice NPR1 proteins to the PR1 promoter via SA and metal co-factors

In the current work, we tested the recruitment of corn and rice NPR1 proteins to both the -701 and -870 fragments of the PR1 promoter, in the absence and presence of SA. The obtained results indicated that both corn and rice NPR1 proteins are recruited to the -701 fragment of PR1 promoter in the presence of SA, while neither bind to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter. Additionally, both rice and corn NPR1 were observed to be sensitive to EDTA treatment, suggesting that similar to Arabidopsis NPR1, their bindings to the PR1 promoter may occur through a metal co-factor (Figure 17).

Notably, our findings add to the evidence that SA-mediated defense responses through NPR1 are conserved among plant species. Furthermore, our results support other published reports on SAR-mediated defense pathways of rice and corn. For example, Rostas and Turlings, (2008) observed that in maize (corn) leaves, fungal infection resulted in SA accumulation as well as exogenous application of SA-suppressed disease symptoms. In other studies, overexpression of Arabidopsis NPR1 in transgenic rice plants was shown to enhance disease resistance against fungal pathogens (Fitzgerald et al. 2004; Quilis et al. 2008). Overexpression of rice NPR1 also enhanced disease symptoms, while its knockdown resulted in increased susceptibility to infection (Chern et al. 2005; Yuan et al. 2007).

Wu et al. (2012) reported that the Cys\(^{521}\) and Cys\(^{529}\) residues responsible for SA binding to Arabidopsis NPR1 are not universally conserved in other NPR1 from different plant species, such as rice and corn. As well, Silverman et al. (1995) demonstrated that rice has a higher basal SA level (unchallenged condition) as compared to tobacco and Arabidopsis, leading the authors to hypothesize that rice
NPR1 might have different interaction mechanisms with SA. However, as evidenced by the current work, rice NPR1 has been shown to interact with SA in a manner similar to *Arabidopsis* NPR1, through a metal co-factor. Instead, the obtained results support the findings of Xiao and Wedd (2010); in their work, the authors demonstrated that metal-protein interactions are not restricted to the cysteine residues. Further, the authors maintained that any amino acid that holds electronegative elements in its side chain has the potential to interact with metals. An analysis of the amino acid compositions (Figure S7) and phylogenetic relationship (Table S2 and Figure S5B) of rice and corn NPR1s revealed that a low percentage of sequence identity exists among the two plants. Additionally, both rice and corn NPR1s were shown to exclude a C529 equivalent; however, an aspartic acid amino acid carrying a carboxylate in its side chain (electronegative atom) presented around the position where C521 would be expected to be found. As such, it can be hypothesized that rice and corn are able to interact with metals and consequently, an assumption could be made that in different crops, SA-NPR1 interactions occurring via metal co-factor would share a degree of similarity from species to species.

Moreover, our results on the binding of maize NPR1 to the PR1 promoter are in agreement with work conducted by Chen et al. (2012). In our research, *Zm*NPR1 was shown to be recruited to the PR1 promoter only in the presence of SA and through a metal co-factor (Figure 17). In their work, Chen and co-workers (2012) demonstrated that expression levels of NPR1 from sugarcane (*ScNPR1*) (*Saccharum spp.*) were induced after SA treatment and pathogen inoculation. In addition, the SA-mediated defense signaling pathways were shown to also be conserved in sugarcane plants; phylogenetic analysis results showed that *ScNPR1* was significantly similar to NPR1 from maize (83% sequence similarity), and that both share common
characteristics with other NPR1 proteins from different plant species. For example, the authors reported that \textit{At}NPR1 and \textit{Zm}NPR1 share a common BTB zinc finger domain and an ankyrin repeat. Additionally, our results support the findings of Balmer et al. (2013) that showed SAR in maize plants is associated with accumulation of SA both at local and distal tissues. These findings, together with our own, suggest that \textit{Zm}NPR1 is also involved in SA-mediated signaling responses associated with increases in resistance levels against pathogen infection.

Isotianil is an SA analog previously shown to enhance disease responses against fungal pathogens and induce the same components of the SAR pathway as SA in rice plants (Brozek et al., 2012; Ogava et al., 2011; Yoshida et al., 2013). Accordingly, in the current work, Isotianil was tested on corn, rice, and \textit{Arabidopsis} NPR1 proteins for binding to the PR1 promoter. However, at this time, a determination could not be made as to whether Isotianil acts as SA and induces SAR in \textit{Arabidopsis}, rice, and corn (Figure S8). As a possible explanation, the low solubility of Isotianil in the tested solvents could have played a factor in obtaining accurate results, as the Isotianil chemical is manufactured in a way that they stay intact, particularly when sprayed outside in a field environment.
CHAPTER 6- CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

6.1 Overall conclusions of the study

In the herein presented research, a modified in vitro ChIP method was successfully validated and applied towards the determination of *Arabidopsis thaliana* NPR1 as a novel DNA binding protein that is recruited to the PR1 promoter, similarly to the TGA2 transcription factor.

NPR1 was shown to bind to the PR1 promoter specifically to the -636 to -646 base pair sequence (LS7 site) in the presence of SA and to the -790 to -833 base pair fragment in the absence of SA. Moreover, two distinct DNA binding domains were identified within both the C and N-terminus regions of NPR1. Particularly, our results showed that the DNA binding domain that binds to the -701 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA was localized between amino acids 513 to 535, and that the Cysteine 521 and 529 residues, as well as the transition metal copper, play a critical role in the binding of SA to NPR1, and the subsequent recruitment of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Similarly, the DNA binding domain of NPR1 for binding to the -870 fragment of the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA was revealed to be located between amino acids 110 to 190, with the transition metal and the Cysteine 150 residue shown to be required for this interaction to occur. Similar to any protein DNA interaction recognition mechanism, our results showed that NPR1 only binds to the PR1 promoter when plasmid DNA is present in circular, double-stranded format.

The use of Mfold DNA secondary structure prediction software allowed for the postulation that the formation of a Stem-loop (hairpin) and multi-loops around the
binding sites of NPR1 on the PR1 promoter contribute to the stabilization of the interaction complex.

Other inactive analogues of SA, including INA and 4-OH-BA, were revealed to negatively affect the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. Further in vitro analysis conducted on the inhibitory effect of 4-OH-BA in the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter allowed for the corroboration that 4-OH-BA acts as an antagonist of SA and inhibits the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter via competition with SA for NPR1 binding sites. Further experimentation in vivo demonstrated that this process occurs even at low concentrations. Conversely, at higher concentrations, 4-OH-BA was demonstrated to negatively regulate PRI transcription in Arabidopsis leaves, as opposed to SA. Among all analogues of 4-OH-BA, at higher concentrations, catechol was found to synergistically compete with SA opposed to 4-OH-BA for NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter, and ultimately, PRI expression.

NPR2, NPR3, and NPR4 were also shown to bind to the PR1 promoter. Our results demonstrated that similar to NPR1, both NPR3 and NPR4 act as positive regulators at different stages of SAR establishment. Conversely, NPR5 and NPR6 were shown to abstain from binding to the PR1 promoter, further confirming they are not associated with plant defense responses. The use of NPR5 and NPR6 proteins as negative controls further confirmed the validity of our modified in vitro ChIP method.

In addition to Arabidopsis NPR1, NPR1 proteins from economically relevant crops, such as maize and rice, were shown to also be recruited to the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA and a metal co-factor. These results further support the concept that SA-mediated defense responses through NPR1 are conserved among plant species.

In conjunction, the presented findings expand our understanding of how the
NPR1 protein behaves with the PR1 promoter to regulate PR1 gene expression during SAR. In addition, this study also revealed the suitability of the modified in vitro ChIP method as a primary screening technique for discovery of novel plant immune-priming compounds (chemical activators) capable of replacing hazardous pesticides, and similar to SA, aid in the protection of economically important crops through NPR1-mediated SAR defense responses.
6.2 Future prospects

Through application of the in vivo ChIP method, Rochon and co-workers (2006) were able to demonstrate that NPR1 was recruited to the PR1 promoter in both resting and SA-treated cells on *Arabidopsis* wild type plants. However, they failed to make final conclusions due to insufficient experimental evidence. Contrastingly, the currently presented work was able to confirm in vitro recruitment of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter. As a future direction, it would be notable to conduct in vivo ChIP experiments on wild-type (positive control) and npr1-mutant (negative control) plants before and after treatment with SA, followed by massive parallel DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) (see section 2.2.4.1) (Najafabadi et al., 2015). The pursuit of in vivo confirmation of our results in a genome, and within the native chromatin context, would serve to further enrich our understanding of the NPR1-PR1 promoter process, as well as add credence to the currently presented findings.

Through the application of the validated in vitro ChIP method, we were able to show that the DNA binding domains located in the C and N-terminal regions of NPR1 were critical for binding to the PR1 promoter, in the presence and absence of SA, respectively. Future applications of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) would serve to further confirm the observed binding activity (see section 2.2.4.3) (Jin et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Ross et al., 2015). Such experiments would provide a full thermodynamic description of the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter, further enriching our understanding of this process. Particularly, the application of ITC would allow for the attainment of quantitative information on the stoichiometries, binding affinity, enthalpy, and entropy of this interaction. Considering that the critical regions for interaction between the NPR1 protein and the PR1 promoter have been successfully localized in the currently presented research, successful application of
ITC analysis would be easily achievable; with our current knowledge, the amino acid and base pair sequences of the regions could be chemically synthesized and used in ITC experiments.

In the absence of TGA2, NPR1 has been shown to directly bind to the PR1 promoter. In vivo results by Rochon et al. (2006) initially demonstrated that TGA2 is recruited to the PR1 promoter in the absence of both SA and NPR1. Further research by Boyle and co-workers (2009) revealed that the NPR1-TGA2 enhancesome on the PR1 promoter plays a critical role in de-repressor activity of TGA2. While investigations into the behavior of TGA2 fell outside of the scope of the current work, it would be of considerable scientific interest to apply a similar modified in vitro ChIP approach to test the binding of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter in the presence of TGA2. This would allow us to gain further insight into the role of TGA2 in the recruitment of NPR1 to the PR1 promoter, and consequently, into the roles of TGA2 and NPR1 in plant resistance responses.

As previously discussed in sections (2.1.5.4.4.3) and (5.9), Fu et al. (2012) proposed a model describing how both NPR3 and NPR4 degrade the NPR1 protein and negatively regulate SAR. Our findings, however, have been shown to contradict this model; in the currently presented work, NPR1 and NPR4 were revealed to display similar binding profiles to the PR1 promoter in the presence and absence of SA, while NPR3 was demonstrated to only be recruited to the PR1 promoter in the absence of SA. Consequently, we hypothesized that both NPR3 and NPR4 could function as positive regulators of SAR, although at different stages of establishment. Contrastingly, the model proposed by Fu et al. (2012) expounds that both NPR3 and NPR4 play roles as substrates and SA receptors, allowing for the degradation of NPR1 in resting and SAR-induced states, respectively. Considering the discrepancies
associated with the proposed model in regards to our results, further experimental data could help clarify the roles of the NPR-family proteins, while helping clear up other concerns that been raised by the scientific community. Fu et al. (2012) were only able to demonstrate the binding of SA to NPR3 and NPR4 using the yeast two-hybrid method, which has been shown in the past to carry some measure of unreliability (Stellberger et al., 2010). Thus, the application of equilibrium dialysis binding assays similar to the approach taken for NPR1 (Wu et al., 2012) would assist in clarifying the results obtained by Fu et al. (2012) in regards to the interaction of SA with NPR3 and NPR4. As well, it has been noted that in the research reported by Fu et al. (2012), the authors failed to include evidence of conformational changes in NPR3 and NPR4 after interaction with SA. As typical characteristics of any hormonal receptor interaction, the effect of SA on conformations of NPR3 and NPR4 could potentially be tested through the use of the gel filtration approach. Additionally, 3C in vivo experiments should be performed to find out whether NPR3 or NPR4 binds SA and their stoichiometry changes on PR1 promoter or not. Major discrepancies have also been reported between the works of Liu et al. (2005), Zhang et al. (2006) and Fu et al. (2012) in regards to the phenotypes of the npr3 and npr4 mutant plants in response to pathogen challenge. As such, it would be advantageous to monitor PRI expression in mutant and wild-type mature Arabidopsis plants after pathogen challenge and SA addition with the use of the RT-PCR approach and a reliable reference gene. This would provide information on the roles of NPR3 and NPR4 in SAR-mediated disease responses while helping clear up major discrepancies reported between groups.

As discussed in section (5.8), inconsistent results were obtained for PRI transcripts in two different alleles of PAL-mutant (PAL1 and PAL2) Arabidopsis plants. We postulated that perhaps the chorismate pyruvate-lyase (CPL) enzyme
(Kohle et al., 2002) contributed to 4-OH-BA synthesis in PAL mutant plants, which in turn might have affected SA accumulation and subsequent PRI transcription. Although the CPL enzyme has not yet been characterized in plants, upon its characterization, it would be imperative to test PRI transcripts in CPL enzyme mutants and wild-type plants before and after SA addition. Such experiments would further elucidate the role of 4-OH-BA as a potent inhibitor of NPR1 binding to the PR1 promoter and provide in vivo information on the antagonistic relationship between SA and 4-OH-BA.

Furthermore, we could not confirm the formation of stem and multi-loop secondary structures using classical S1 endonuclease enzyme mapping assay. In the future, a different approach, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Lavalley et al., 2007), could aid in the confirmation of the predicted structure formations obtained with the use of Mfold software that occur on the PR1 promoter around NPR1 binding sites. AFM experiments would allow for the attainment of topographic images of secondary structures, providing evidence that confirms the contribution of secondary structures to the stabilization of NPR1-PR1 promoter interactions.

NPR1 proteins from rice and maize were shown to also bind to the PR1 promoter in the presence of SA and a metal co-factor. For future research, equilibrium dialysis binding analysis, similar to the approach taken for Arabidopsis NPR1 (Wu et al., 2012), could be applied towards these crops, further confirming the direct interaction between SA and NPR1 proteins from maize and rice. In addition, NPR1 proteins from other economically important crops, such as soybean, could be similarly investigated for PR1 promoter interactions in the presence of SA.

Lastly, the modified in vitro ChIP method can be used as a primary screening technique in the identification of the DNA binding domains and binding sites of rice
and soybean NPR1 proteins on the PR1 promoter, in addition to aiding in the localization of regions involved with SA interaction. This would allow for chemical synthesis of the localized regions and subsequent testing of their interactions with potential chemical compounds (Noutoshi et al., 2012), which could be accomplished with the use of thermal shift assays as a secondary screening method. As rice and soybean are economically important crops worldwide, the knowledge gained through these experiments could aid in investigations of plant immune-priming compounds (chemical activators). These compounds, in turn, could be used in place of hazardous pesticides in the protection of crops, through the use of NPR1-mediated SAR defense responses.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Interaction of NPR1 with PR1 promoter in wild type Arabidopsis plants in presence and absence of SA and independent of TGA2/5/6

A. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) of NPR1 performed prior to SA treatment and after 6 hours treatment with 1mM SA on 6 weeks old wild type and npr1-3 mutant Arabidopsis leaves by PCR followed by gel electrophoresis. ChIPs were performed with anti-NPR1 antibody. PI indicates that ChIP was performed with pre-immune serum. PCR was conducted with PR1 promoter-specific primers. The arrow indicates the location of the PCR products. The NPRl-3 protein is a deletion version of NPR1 (Cao et al., 1997), which has lost the antigenic region used to raise the anti-NPR1 antibodies used in this study. The inputs represent 2% of the immunoprecipitated material (50-fold dilution).

B. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) of NPR1 performed prior to SA treatment and after 6 hours treatment with 1mM SA on 6 weeks old tga2/5/6 knockout Arabidopsis leaves by PCR followed by gel electrophoresis. ChIPs were performed with anti-NPR1 antibody. PI indicates that ChIP was performed with pre-immune serum. PCR was conducted with PR1 promoter-specific primers. The arrow indicates the location of the PCR products. The inputs represent 2% of the immunoprecipitated material (50-fold dilution). 5X indicate that the PCR reaction was performed with 5 times the amount of immunoprecipitated material, to demonstrate that the PCR reaction was in the linear range.

Supplemental Figure 2. NPR1 binds to -678 to -870 fragment of PR1 promoter in presence of SA

A. Schematic representation of PR1 promoter deletions constructs used for modified in vitro ChIP experiments. The arrow indicates the start of transcription. Each box represents a fragment of PR1 promoter sequence cloned into a plasmid and used as DNA source in modified ChIPs. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). White box indicates the -1 to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Orange box indicates the -1 to -790bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -790bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Red box indicates...
the -678bp to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter, which sequences from -1bp to -678bp and -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). Purple box indicates the -602bp to -870bp fragment of the PR1 promoter that sequences from -1bp to -602bp and -870bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). The last white box shows full-length NPR1 protein (amino acids 1-593).

B. Histogram illustrating modified ChIPs performed on PR1 promoter deletions constructs confirming NPR1 binding to -678 to -870 fragment of PR1 promoter in presence of SA. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. Error bars indicate mean ± 1SD. Values represent averages of 3 biological replicates.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Predicted secondary structures formation around NPR1 binding sites to PR1 promoter

A. Multi loop formation around -701 fragment of PR1 promoter. Mfold DNA secondary structure prediction software predicted formation of stem-loop around LS7 site, where NPR1 binds to -701 fragment of PR1 promoter in presence of SA. Mutation is LS7 site (TGACG) resulted in disruption of small loops formation and loss of NPR1 binding.

B. Multi loop formation around -870 fragment of PR1 promoter. Mfold DNA secondary structure prediction software predicted formation of stem-loop at -790 to -815 fragment, where NPR1 protein binds to -870 fragment of PR1 promoter in absence of SA. Disruptions in small loop at -790 fragment resulted in complete loss of NPR1 binding.

C. Stem-loop (hairpin) structure formation at A/T rich repeats at -700 to -800 fragment on PR1 promoter. We used Mfold DNA secondary structure prediction software.
Supplemental Figure 4. PRI expression suppression by INA, BA, and 3OH-BA

A. Structures of SA, INA, BA, and 3OH-BA.
B. Histogram illustrating the expression profile of PRI gene prior to SA treatment, 12 hours after just 300µM SA treatment, and 12 hours after a combination of 300µM SA with 30, 3, and 0.3µM 3OH-BA by using the quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) technique in 6 weeks old Arabidopsis thaliana leaves. Expression was normalized to the expression of the constitutive gene ubiquitin 5.
C. Histogram illustrating the expression profile of PRI gene prior to SA treatment, 12 hours after just 300µM SA treatment, and 12 hours after a combination of 300µM SA with 30, 3, and 0.3µM BA by using the quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) technique in 6 weeks old Arabidopsis thaliana leaves. Expression was normalized to the expression of the constitutive gene ubiquitin 5.
D. Histogram illustrating the expression profile of PRI gene prior to SA treatment, 12 hours after just 300µM SA treatment, and 12 hours after a combination of 300µM SA with 30, 3, and 0.3µM INA by using the quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR)
technique in 6 weeks old *Arabidopsis thaliana* leaves. Expression was normalized to the expression of the constitutive gene *ubiquitin 5*.

E. Histogram illustrating the expression profile of *PRI* gene prior to SA treatment, and 12 hours after 300µM SA treatment by using the quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) technique in 6 weeks old *Arabidopsis thaliana* leaves. Expression was normalized to the expression of the constitutive gene *ubiquitin 5*.
A. Phylogenetic tree of six NPR1-like gene in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. The tree is made using the ClustalW program based on the amino acid sequence alignments of NPR1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 proteins. (Adopted from Liu et al., 2005 with modification).

B. Phylogenetic tree of *Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Zea mays* (Corn), and *Oryza sativa* (Rice). The tree is made based on the amino acid sequence alignments of NPR1 from rice, maize, and *Arabidopsis* using Phylogeny.fr tool (Dereeper et al., 2008).

Supplemental Figure 5. Phylogenetic trees of NPR1-like gene in *Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Zea mays* (Corn), and *Oryza sativa* (Rice)
Supplemental Figure 6. Amino acid sequence alignment of all 6 *Arabidopsis thaliana* NPR proteins

The yellow highlight indicates the position corresponding to cysteines found in NPR1 essential for binding to SA. The (*) below the alignment sequences indicates identical residues, (:) indicates residues with strongly similar properties and (.) indicates residues with weakly similar properties. Alignment was created using the ClustalW2 program using sequences from UniProtKB database.
Supplemental Figure 7. Amino acid sequence alignment of Arabidopsis thaliana NPR1, Zea mays (Corn) NPR1, and Oryza sativa (Rice) NPR1

The yellow highlight indicates the position corresponding to cysteines found in NPR1 essential for binding to SA. The (*) below the alignment sequences indicates identical residues, (:) indicates residues with strongly similar properties and (.) indicates residues with weakly similar properties. Alignment was created using the ClustalW2 program using sequences from UniProtKB database.
Supplemental Figure 8. Arabidopsis, maize and rice NPR1 proteins bind to -701 fragment of PR1 promoter in presence of SA

A. Schematic representation of PR1 promoter deletions constructs and NPR1 proteins from rice, maize, and Arabidopsis used for modified ChIP experiments. The yellow box represents the -1 to -1023bp fragment of the PR1 promoter sequence (referred as wild type PR1 promoter). Green box represents the -1 to -701bp fragment of the PR1 promoter that sequences from -701bp to -1023bp deleted (Grey colour box). White boxes show
Arabidopsis thaliana NPR1 protein (AtNPR1) (amino acid 1-593), Zea mays NPR1 protein (ZmNPR1) (amino acid 1-621), and Oryza sativa NPR1 protein (OsNPR1) (amino acid 1-582). Regions with homology to known functional domain are shown in different color box. Hatched boxes represent BTB/POZ domains, grey boxes show ankyrin repeat regions, and Black boxes indicate nuclear localization sequence.

B. Structures of SA and 3,4-Dichlor-2'-cyano-1,2-thiazol-5-carboxanilid (Isotianil).

C. Histogram illustrating modified ChIP experiments performed on Arabidopsis, rice and maize NPR1 proteins for binding to -701 fragment of PR1 promoter before and after addition of SA and Isotianil, confirming that all three NPR1 proteins bind to -701 fragment only in presence of SA. ChIPs were performed with anti-Strep antibody. The relative PR1 enrichment analysed by qPCR.
Supplemental Figure 9. Confirmation of -701 and -870 fragments of PR1 promoter before and after digestion with BglI restriction enzyme

Digestion with BglI linearized the vector and produced a single band on gel. Lane 1 shows -701-fragment before digestion. Lane 2 indicates -701-fragment after digestion with BglI. Lane 3 shows -870-fragment of PR1 promoter before digestion. Lane 4 represents -870-fragment after digestion with BglI.
**Supplemental Table 1.** Sequence identity percentages of six members of the NPR family gene in *Arabidopsis thaliana* generated using ClustalW2 multiple sequence alignment tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NPR1</th>
<th>NPR2</th>
<th>NPR3</th>
<th>NPR4</th>
<th>NPR5</th>
<th>NPR6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPR1</td>
<td>61.89</td>
<td>35.67</td>
<td>36.24</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>21.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPR2</td>
<td>36.52</td>
<td>71.95</td>
<td>24.24</td>
<td>25.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPR3</td>
<td>37.80</td>
<td>24.24</td>
<td>83.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Supplemental Table 2.** Sequence identity percentages of NPR1-like gene in *Arabidopsis thaliana* (*AtNPR1*), *Zea mays* (Corn)(*ZmNPR1*), and *Oryza sativa* (Rice)(*OsNPR1*) generated using ClustalW2 multiple sequence alignment tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><em>AtNPR1</em></th>
<th><em>ZmNPR1</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>OsNPR1</em></td>
<td>45.88</td>
<td>40.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>AtNPR1</em></td>
<td>35.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ZmNPR1</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Supplemental Table 3.** Sequence of the primers used for constructing the PR1 promoter deletions constructs and qPCR analysis in modified *in vitro* ChIP experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-8a</td>
<td>GGACAGTTTGCAATTAAGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-8b</td>
<td>GCATGAAACATAGAAACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-9a</td>
<td>CTTAGTGTTCATGCAATGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-9b</td>
<td>GACTGTTTCTTACGTCATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-10a</td>
<td>GCATATGAGTATCTCTATCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-10b</td>
<td>GGTGATCTATTGACTGTTTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-11a</td>
<td>CACTCTTGCTATGGCTGAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-11b</td>
<td>TCAATTTAAACTGCGTATTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-12a</td>
<td>CGCCACATCTATGACGTAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-12b</td>
<td>TACAATGTCATCCGCTGATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-13a</td>
<td>TAGTGACGTCAGAAAAACAGTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-13b</td>
<td>GTGTATACAATGTCAATCGGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-14a</td>
<td>AGATCACCCATTGAGATTTAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-14b</td>
<td>ACTCGTATTAGTGGTTGGAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-15a</td>
<td>GATCACCAGTGACATATGTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-15b</td>
<td>GAACACAAAAGTAGATCGGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-16a</td>
<td>AAAAGGTTTTGATTATGCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1T-16b</td>
<td>AAGGCCGTACAAAAATTAGGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBQ5a</td>
<td>GACGCTTCATCTCGTCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBQ5b</td>
<td>GTAAACGTCAGTGTAGTCCCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>